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1 I WAY DOWN Elva Presley 

2 2 MAGIC FLY Sodom 

1 S SAVER LADY 04.6 Seal 

4 4 OXYGENE Man Moo. arr. 
S 5 DOWN DEEP INSIDE. Donna Summar 

6 3 FLOAT ON. Floosies 

7 10 NOBODY DOES IT BETTER. Carly Swim 
S 7 NIGHTS ON BROADWAY CAM Alan 
9 6 ANGELO. Ere.thool at Man 

10 16 TELEPHONE MAN. Men WI.. 
11 6 THAT'S WHAT FRIENDS ARE FOR Demo Whams 

12 IS TISANE, Are Gibbon. Band 

13 17 LOOKING AFTER No 1 loomban Rab 

14 27 BEST OF MY LOVE Ernothon. 

IS 14 DANCIN IN THE MOONLIGHT Thin Lay 
16 12 YOU GOT WHAT IT TAXES. Shataddy4/01 
17 13 THE CRUNCH, Rai' Band 

15 21 SUNSHINE AFTER THE RAIN Elkle Oraisa 

19 22 THINK IN GONNA FALL IN LOVE WITH YOU Mime 
20 II DO ANYTHING YOU *ANNA DO Reds 

21 23 I CANT GET YOU OUTA MY MIND. Yvonne (Maw 
22 25 DREAMER *Wen. 
23 70 SPANISH STROLL. Mink DeVillo 

24 37 BLACK BETTY. Ram Mon 

25 19 GARY GIL MOMES EYE S. The Adverb 

20 42 FROM NEW YORK TO LAPIN) Gallant 

27 10 BLACK IS BLACK. LA Ulla [Mom 
28 39 THUNDER IN MY HEART. Lao Sae 
29 31 ANOTHER STAR Nem WeSer 

10 24 GINN( OAT BANANA elms Gorilla 

31 - WONDE "IOUS STORIES. Ea 

32 44 WAITING IN VAIN. Bob Marla Waft" 
33 26 I FEEL LOVE. Donn. Summar 

34 24 MA SAKES, Mora M 

35 18 WE RE ALL ALONE Ran GAWP 
36 28 SOMETHING BETTER CHANGE Strangles 

77 A DOWN THE HALL F.' Seasons 

35 - YOUR GENERATION Gyre'. X 

39 31 LESS CLEAN UP THE GHETTO. MIN, All Mrs 
33 PIPELINE, Wow *Amino 

DAYTIME FRIENDS. Kenny Rosen 

02 43 RETURN TO SENDER thins Prat 
43 I NEED YOU. Joe Delon 

44 40 I GOT TO &MAMA land 

15 COULD HEAVEN EVER /ALIKE THIS. Idris Mulwennog 

46 KILL THE RING. Rambo. 

- COOL OUT TONIGHT Dave twos 

44 RE NIMBLE ELVIS PRESLEY Own, Me. 
AY SAM. AND IN STROP Ow lees 
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1 3 I JUST WANT TOTE YOUR EVERYTHING Andy Gibb ISO 
2 3 FLOAT ON TINS,* ABC 

3 I BEST OF MY LOVE Moslem Columbia 
4 4 HANDY MAN. Joys Tatar Nara o 

S 6 DON'T STOP Fladworal Mac Warne Bros 

6 IS KEEP IT COMBS LOV. K C A The Sunshlro Band TO 

7 I STRAWBERRY LETTER 23 Brothers Johnson At M 

S 9 TELEPHONE LINE. ElectrIc LhlOrchestr Untied /7.1s6 le 
9 10 SMOKE FROM A DISTANT FIRE Santoro Totanand 

1101 

11 STAR WARS (Main TOM. London Syphon, Orchaba 
2 HIGHER AND HIGHER. Rita Coolidge 

12 I4 COLD AS ICI. Swigs. 
13 le STAR WARS TITLE THEME. mew 
14 19 THAT S ROCK ROLL Shan CassIdy 

IS 16 ON AND ON. Nathan Men. 
16 17 STAVIN' TO THE MUSIC. Johnny Rivers 

17 7 EASY COPOntOPIONt1 

15 22 BOOGIE NIGHTS Ha Yore 
19 20 DONT WORRY BABY. S 1 Thomas 

20 Z3 NOBODY DOES IT BETTER Carly Simon 

21 24 WAY DOWN. Elvis Praha 

223 

12 JUST SONG BEFORE I Crosby Wail Nosh 

1 29 I FEEL LOVE. Donna Serra' 4 24 IT WAS ALMOST LIKE A SONG, Ronnie MIsap 

2 S 

21 

13 AAAAA CUDA all 
26 30 JUNGLE LOVE Se. AI iller liana 

27 13 SIGNED SEALED AND DELIVERED Pear //WOW 
25 42 BRICK HO LAE Commodore. 
21 21 HOW MUCH LOVE, Leo Saar 

32 HARD ROCA Ca E Carol. King 

; 303i 35 'THE GREATEST LOVE Of ALL George /imam 
12 36 DAYTIME FRIENDS Kenny Rogers 

33 44 HEAVEN ON THE /TN FLOOR Pool Write.* 
14 38 CAT SCRATCH FEVER Ted %siert 
35 - YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE. Delia Boone 

116 

36 40 I BELIEVE YOU, Death, Wore 
37 41 JUST REMEMBER I LOVE YOU. Flrololl 

35 49 ANOTHER STAR. lam Wonder 

31 - *MEIN USA Lea Garrett 

1° 1 4 WIT'S ON THE WAY LAIN Rove Band 
- THE KING IS GONE Ilonn. hicDowel 

42 a DON'T IT MAKE MY BROWN EYES SLUE Crystal GOT* Un.MO Arab 

43 - WOULDN'T LIRE TO OE LIKE YOU. Alan Parsons Prole. Anita 

44 SHE DID IT SIC Comm .so 
45 47 SUNSHINE Enchanboont Radar.. 991 

271 CHRISTINE SIXTEEN Nu Cathanca 

47 20 EDGE OF THE UNIVERSE. Ea Goes RIO 

MI 27 GIVE &LITTLE SIT, %peva. AA IA 

49 54 SLACK St ITV Ram Jam ION 

50 INDIAN SUMMER Pow ARC 
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FLOAT ON Fates ABC 
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NIGHTS ON BROADWAY. Care, Ram Warner Elm'a 
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THINK I'M GONNA FALL IN LOVE WITH YOU. Door. GTO 
WAY DOWN El. Pm ay RCA 
THE CRUNCH. Rah Band Good Earth 
I FEEL LOVE Donna Synge GTO 
ANOTHER STAR. Darla Wade thew. 
LIT S CLEAN UP THE GHETTO Palo All Stars grill Int 
COULD HEAVEN EVER If LIKE THIS Mrs 1.1uNAnnIllad Kugu 

1 SAN FRANCISCO soilage Poop. 
2 QUIET VILLAGE RItc/24 Family 
3 FROM HERETO ETERNITY, Gismos 

4 HOLD TIGHT YAM Sue Roblaon 
5 I FOUND LOVE lrL Kays 
6 THEME FROM STARS WARS Math 
1 I FEEL LOVE. Donna Surma' 

S JE T AIME Saint Troy 
9 LOCOMOTION El Coco 

10 CHOOSING YOU Lonny Warns 
I I EROTIC SOUL Lamy Pal. 0.77.e. 
12 MAGIC FLY abearlaiew 
11 CARRY ON Sam 
14 COSMIC WIND Mike 11.0o07. Nchostrs 
IS It S ECSTACY Barry WHIM 
16 MUSIC Meese Sound 
17 HET YOU NIOUL D BE DANCING. Gone /mow II DOWN DOWN DOWN Solves., 
IV DR LOVE First Chew 
20 NATIVE NEW romums Dey..r 
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III V Yrs Ago 115 %cleaner '671 
I SHUR NOT FOR TOE, 1 I, b Presley 

I REMEMBER TOE Frank meld 
ROSES ARE RED Ronnie Carroll 
THINGS Bata Oa. 
SEALED WITH A BINS Fir In Hyland 
SPEEDY 0022 SALES Pa t Dane 
IT'LL RE ME Cliff Rirlard 
BREAKING VP 01 HARD TO DO N ell Regalia 
GUITAR TANGO The hadova 

I BALLAD OP PALADIN Duane Idly 
1 V11 Ago (15 Itaplanher .471 

LAST WALTZ tarelbort HumperdInck I'LL NEVER FALL IT. LOVE: AGAIN Tom J ono. 
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E EN THE BAD TIMER ARE (3000 
HEROES AND VILLAINS 
JUST LOVING YOU 

0 WE LOVE YOU Yart 1 5 Ago I IS Wrote mem, 
MAMA WEER ALL CRAZ5E r NOW 
TOE' WEAR IT WELL 
ITS FOUR IN THE MORNING 
VIRGINIA PLAIN 
S UGAR ME 
STANDING IN THE ROAD 
ALL THE YOUNG DUDES 
AIN'T NO SUNSHINE 
I GET THE SWEETEST rtruNG 
HOW CAN 1 RE HERE 
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STARS WARS THEME. Mao RCA 
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It KEEP IT UP (henivc Runners RCA 12ln 
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Soul '1'4)1)20 
1 I US/ Of NT LOVE Ha II mime CIS 

2 7 MAGIC ELT Mae Pee 
I FLOAT Oil TIN nob. ARC 

4 S LIT CLEAN UP THE (NIETO Pamela... MI Mrs POW wit 
5 7 DOWN DRIP INSIDE. Donna Summar 
6 14 COULD HEAVEN EVER El LIRE THIS NH. MiAmor.m.1 
7 13 ANOTHER STAR May Wane. 
R 11 DREAMER Nib Jaclyn. IAA 
9 6 NIGHTS ON BROADWAY Cond. Semen Warne 

10 3 THATS WHAT FRI/0'05AR( FOR Demo. Vale. 
II 16 QUIET VILLAGE The Raba Penny Pr." 
12 10 POSTMORTEM Cameo C./ NOMA 
11 R EASY. Caro .don. swan 
14 4 'FEEL LOVE Donna *wow 
15 - THE GREATEST LOVE Of ALL Norge 'wean Anglo 
16 IS IT AIN'T REGGAE Instant Euro Pro. I7 
17 18 SOMEDAY Dana Rom And Th. Swore.., Maw, 
18 12 MA BAKER Goal . Ah. 
19 FREE SPIRIT Doe. New , 

.20 if YOU WANNA COME BACK Man Cam Plt.l I.: 

UPS Soul lop 20 
1 FLOAT ON !mews ARC 
1 THE GREATEST LOVE Of ALL Gnome lawn *rota 
7 KEEP IT COMA' LOVE KCA The Sunshine Bard TK 
4 LET S CLEAN UP THE GHETTO PAM, All S5,11 Plol Int 
S 100GIE NIGHTS, Yea. EMc 
6 STRAW LETTER /3 Broglie. Johnoon a M 

IS ITS ECSTASY Mors Whole 10117 Gent,. 
9 !BELIEVE YOU Comm, More Malaco 
3 L A SUNSHINE Yr BIM Now 

II WE NEVER DANCED TO A LOVE SONG. Man1711. Colurrtha 
8 WORK ON ME 0 lap. Pha tnt 

III DO YA WANNA GET FUNKY WITH ME Poor Brown Dna 
10 BEST OF MY LOVE ['roans Ceumbla 
20 I FEEL LOVE Donna Some. Gabler. 
12 OHIO Ohoothares Men., 

WHEN I THINK ABOUT YOU Area Franklin Aeons< 
13 DEVIL SGUN. C 1 A Co Waft. 7.1 

JUST LIT ME HOLD YOU FOR A NIGHT Dina MOW Meson 
14 GOODNIGHT MY LOVE T Coo*. 

B RICK HOUSE Commodores Memo, 

LOVE HURTS Hameln 
S EE STING Carnoullap 
VIE SA WINDUP Dr 'gawp. 
SUMMER OF LOVE London 
GREATEST LOVE OF ALL George Bony 
ARE YOU LONE SOME TONIGHT Elea P74,161 
COUNTRY BOY. Don Willie. 
HOME IS WHERE THE HEART IS Glad,. Ingest., Tiaras 
KEEP IT UP CMS. Ronne. 
GUITAR KING Hank The Knife I bob 
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20 GOLDEN GREATS Cana Ram 6 416. San.. 
2 3 ()OMNI Jan NOY Pow 

I 1 El sit PEEWITSIOOREA TEST NITS 

4 MOODY BLUE [NM Yea 
5 2 W All nail GREATS Gee Frees 

S A STAR IS BORN. 11040.410644 

7 6 RUMOURS Flabooml Mac 

5 10 STRANGLE RS 5/ TIM MsoniMrs 

IS ARRIVAL AY 
10 II I REMEMBER YESTERDAY. Mem Some. 
11 9 GOING FOS THE ONE Tas 

12 7 WELCOME TO MY WORLD. INN Praia 
l3 I THE JOHNNY METES COLLECTION 

14 16 EXODUS Br Yea A Ta WY Ilors 

15 II MOTEL CAUFORNIA Elm E. 

IA AO THE ELVIS PRESLEY SUN COLLECTION [I. Pray 
17 17 FLOATERS 

15 II MY AIM IS TIN Elvis CAMS. 
II 23 BEST OF Nei Alva.," 

20 RAIN DANCES. Came 

21 IS NEW WAVE, Van., 
22 MAGIC FLY Swam 

23 14 G I BLUES INN IMAM 
24 12 ELVIS IN DEMAND. [la thwey 
75 LIVIN ON THE FAULT LINE DAMS Bathes 
/6 40 THIS IS NIECE Naar Yams 

- PLAYING TO AN AUDIENCE Of ONE. DRY Mel 
IS THEIR GREATEST HITS 71 75 Ta [yam 
42 20 GOLDEN GREATS. Ta Shays 
31 A NEW WORLD RECORD. INKY wit °armee 

31 37 BLUE HAWAII EON Prato 
36 ENDLEIFLIONT. Lai*. 

33 44 GREATEST HITS. Irk* 
34 22 LOVE AT THE GREEK TWO Dameil 
35 24 LOVE FOR IALI lame 

EWING ON ALL SIX. LA. Dar 

17 26 ELVIS LIVE AT 11011011 SQUARE CADDIE (Ns Ontoim 

38 GREATEST HITT Hot CacoMb 

39 33 IN THE OTT, Moo 

40 41 THE DARK SIDE Of THE NOON PIND hage 

41 21 THE NUPPIT MOW 

42 32 DECEPTIVE BENDS lOss 

41 34 GREATEST ours AIM 
44 U TWO °Ars M1MT [Ow Sivas 
45 MI ROBOT Al.. Para. 
46 27 ELVIS GOLDEN RECORDS VOL 1. Pule Om*. 
47 41 ANIMALS, 1.6 Fly 
Al 35 1.01111M. Immo LAM 4 Pd., 
49 Gel MIST HITS VOL I. Dace WIllba. . LL ins aa05NMNeRDa Vul J. EY WYK" 
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I I RUMOURS Feared Mac 

2 2 STAR WARS SOUND, 14901 

S 51000T BLUE. Elvis Assam 
4 4 17 Janes Tay. 
5 3 CAN Coo., DENS Noon 

COMMODORES 
7 5 SHAUN CASSIDY 

7 REJOICE (melon. 
9 10 FOREIGNER 

10 11 GOING FOR THE ONE l'as 

II 12 FLOATERS 
12 IS ANYTIME ANYWHERE RiTe CooKOP 
13 14 RIGHT ON TIME Mares /Mum. 
14 9 I'M IN YOU Mar Frampton 
IS 17 HERE AT LAST LIVE Bag C.. 
16 IA BOOM OF DREAMS Neva MOW Band 
17 15 I ROBOT Ada. Pron. Prop 
It 21 SIMPLE THINGS Can. Ring 
IN 19 LITTLE QUEEN Mart 
20 20 EXODUS tab Manak T. Way 
21 IS SUPERMAN Garb. Wawa 
23 23 A NEW WORLD IF CORD, twang LiggslOramein 
23 24 PLATINUM JAZZ War 

24 a STAR WAS& OTHER GALACTIC PINY Now 
2S 26 LIGHTS OUT U F 0 

76 LOVE GUTS IAA 
27 20 STEVIE WINW000 
211 II FLOWING RIVERS, Ay G65 
29 22 LIVE limy RAM. 
30 14 LUNA SIA.. Final 
31 35 TERRAPIN STATION. Co woho 01.4 
12 32 CAT SCRATCH FEVER Ted Nap. 
33 13 MINOT AND US /mow IVY SAM Mot King 
34 24 MAKING A 0000 THING BITTER 0.6 Paae..... 
35 37 THE GRANO ILLUSION *a 
36 41 I RENE Mel R FIRM, Qom Deem. 
17 39 SOMETHING TO LOA L 7 D 

38 41 TOO HOT TO HANDLE Hamboeve 
IN 42 A PLACE IN THEWS NY Nvio 

Ala PULL IL 0011 Rime SW. 
41 40 PART), C L TIM SrNNIM Send 

A2 44 I VIN A Ill QUIETIST 1110MINTS. Towarraoro 
AS SLAVE 

44 46 MINIMUM:4. 040 Impbms 
45 SO 10 EARLY IN TIM SPIRY. Dade Caw 
44 - ONE Of THE BOYS Rowe MAW 
47 47 CHANGES IN LATITUDE! NOY 

27 ITS A GAME lay ON Nem 
LOOK 1011* *AMMON Al Jena'. 
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Boy, full 
of bounce 

THE: CHAMPAGNE. 
corks acre popping 
among the McCartney 
clan this week Yup 
Linda gave birth to a 
bouncing Alb lox baby 
boy In London. It's 
their fourth child. and 
their first boy He's to 
be called James Louts 
- James is such a 
refined name I always 
think. Paul com- 
mented' ''We are 
extremely chuffed 
and very happy. 

I understand he has been 
called James after Paul's 
father. not after certain 
guitarist now playing with 
the Small neva as some 
wag suggested. 

More on the reproduction 
front I understand Gavin 
Sutherland and wife Alex 
are expecting their first 
child In April 

Now my dears (other 
es ening I happened to 
be amusing myself 
reading few back 
issues .if that saucy 
magazine Club Inter. 
national, when who 
should I spy posing 
naked with a lovely 
lady of a dusky hue? 

hy. none other than 
my old friend Bryan 
Burrows of the F 
holm. Poodles' And 
the story that went 
with it was about u 
young innocent 501 
dices sexual exploits 
In Ethiopia. Such 
cheap publicity .tune 
nit no ice with me. 
Bryan. How much did 
they pay you. huh? 

And now I bring you a report 
from my German were- 
spondent. Attila the Nun 

The Vibrators, who are 
currently living with Ger- 
man punk band PA'C' 
manager Boll Moser, were 
rudely awakened at dawn 
last Tuesday morning by 
two trucks of machine- gun 
carrying police dressed In 
riot gear The group were 
suspected of having shot 
four policemen in Cologne 
and kidnapping the leading 
Industrialist DrSchleyer' 

The misunderstanding arose 
because they were seen 
driving their Transit van 
late at night on the evening 
of the shooting, after they 
had been into a neighbour - 

PAGE THREE girls girl interrupt a London gig to smile sweetly at the camera and 
autographs Thought all you boys out there might like this one 

ing town for a meal Police, 
who were checking all 
'chides, grew suspicious as 
the registration number did 
not appear on any German 
records and they also knew 
the owners of the van were 
renting a farm in a small 
village outside Hamburg 
"under mysterious circum- 
stances" Actually, the 
band are using the farm to 
rehearse in. 

The police kicked the door In 
and the band awoke to find 
the house full of none - too 
friendly polizel The entire 
house was searched The 
hand were interrogated at 
gun - point while frantic 
phone calls were made to 
CBS in Germany to verify 
who the band were 
Eventually the police left 
hut returned the following 
night for further searches 
No peace for the innocent. 

Hells Angels II Amster, 
dam's Hell's Angels took to 
the Stranglers In a big way 
and invited them back to 
their exclusive club In the 
city's red light district 
Drummer Jet Black was 
seen to make the Journey 
riding pillion on a 1000cc 
motorcycle 

Hells Angels 12) the Angels 
security staff at a German 
festival last week rioted with 
25,000 punters when only 
Camel from a long list of 
advertised bands turned up 
to play One and a half 
million marks worth of 
damage was done to the 
stage and surrounds The 
festival promoter is being 
kept In custody by the pclixel 
for his own safety. 

And on to the continuing story 
of Britt and Rod. Oops, 

FREEBIE OF THE WEEK No. 9 
TO COINCIDE with Buddy Roily work, we're giving away three 
sets of Buddy Holly items. comprising - T shirt, badge and 
record. The usual rules apply - first three correct solutions out 
of the hat win. 

This week's simple questions. 
I. When did Ruddy Holly die? 
2. What was his date of birth? 
3. Who died with him" 

Solutions to Freebies Record Mirror, 40 Long Acre, London 
II/QT 

The Gentle Giant competition two weeks ago beat the record 
set by the Limy content First fl sr correct answers were from: A 
Addlelon. Loughborough; Stuart Maconit Wigan; R. Black. 
'narrow.; 1'. Golding. Norfolk, and I- Stenton. )(Avant. 
Hampshire. The goodies are on their way. 

A triple 'A' sided single, of the best known 'Faces' 
songs - being played on their current tour. 

She -La -La -La -Lee What'Cha Gonna Do About It 
All or Nothing 

tign a few 

almost forgot a quote from 
of rubber lips Mirk Jagger 
- "No. I don't mind talking 
about my personal life, what 
Is It you want to know about 
Brill and myself"' Lori' I 

almost anyway hack 
in sunny California, Britt 
'Roots' Ekland claimed 
Rod's manager threatened 
to "drag her through the 
dirt" during her lawsuit 
against or spiky hair. 

Britt who Is claiming some 12 

million dollars over the split, 
had her request for the court 
hearing to be heard In 
private rejected by the 
Judge She described her 
romance with Rod as "a 
story book case of love at 
first sight" Story books 
don't always have happy 
endings. darlin' 

And what's all this I hear from 
Polydor' A series of 
gardening cassettes by Cyril 
Fletcher? 

Down In sunny Bournemouth, 
I hear Sailor have been 
making a film for German 
TV Also featured are 
Peters and Lee and the New 
Seekers. Don't think I'll 
bother to fly out to the 
Vaterland for that one 

Accompanying and support- 
ing Jonathan Rich/ran on 
his upcoming tour will be a 
juggler named Ray Jason, 
billed as a San Francisco 
street juggler and one of the 
city's moat colourful per- 

former, Just thought you'd 
like In know that. 

Top Of The Pops is really 
going over the top now 
fiessesrstism X this week. who 
next' By the way, Min people 
were turned away from the 
Marquee as early as M. 15 

&her evening when Gen X 
played there Super !Auer 
Phi Lyne41 Joined me in 
gaining admission. natch 

On the jigging front. things 
have certainly been looking 
up of Late A moat excellent 
meal to launch John Redd 
and Ellon' new restaurant 
Friends' An alcoholic bash 

for the Monies with much 
beer throwing al the once 

led Zeppelin's Jimmy 
Page and Liverpool 
Express lead singer 
Rill) !Linsley made a 
surprle onstage 
appearance last week 
when they jammed with 
pianist (art Slime. at 
the annual sales confer 
enee at the Metropole 
Hotel In Brighton The 
Jam lasted os ter an hour, 
starting with 'taring.', 
then owning Into Whole 
Lolls Shairin' and 
several other rock 
clasair. The set 
mused with a blistering 
slow blues guitar solo 
from Page. 

exclusive Frederick's res. 
taurant Most enjoyable 
album playbacks with the 
Feel goods and the Baby. - 
look out for the latter, It's 
going to be a big one. 

Next week I hope to be able to 
bring you details of the 
launching of the new 
'Rolling Stones' 'Love You 
Live' album. Should be 
Interesting 

WILLY DeVILLE knows 
where the action is. So do you. 
Remember. you read it first us 
Record Mirror 
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GIBBON YOU A 
LIVE ALBUM 
SWIM GIBBON se Plead 
essfasue Ilse albums. 

Meat f The tee, en 
Friday 

The It tracks are: 
11 irking The Rielei 
VIM/ fa 'tea), 'Light Up 
Tats Face, (Gibbon.. ; 
libapplag Fie Clean,' 
011isserlsi. 'Gave Mb Life T Rack Roll 
I 431 bbbbb hood The 
Musk Plays our ((411N 
bees); 'Day Tripper' 
I / McCartney): 'On Of The Ray.' 
(Gibbons); 'You finer 
Pay' t (.ibbons) , 'Tuber, 
fliers)); ''speed kills' 
lifilhheaess: and Rollin' 

G ibbnes 
The &Torso will hr sold 

at the .pedal prim of 
CI 49 The hand also 
headline I Is lour 
through this and nest 
Month with more dotes to 

STEVE GI HBO% S RAND 
fallow In Nos ember. 

Dates: Cleethorpes 
Minter Garden. Sesplem 
ber 22. Neal Kontos' 
Posies". Lt. Follett...or 
I ris Cliff. Hall 24. 
Croydon Greyhound 33, 
Shrewsbury Tiffany 27, 
Cambridge Corn Fs 
change Sri, Pier 

pedal prier album 
Position October I, 
Plymouth Moods 3, 
Cos entry ...... stye 
Poly 7. Swindon Oasis 
Ballrooms, Birmingham 
Town H119. Stafford Top 
Of The World I0, Leeds 
Poly it. Cardiff ('nicer 
sits 12, Edinburgh UM verity 11, Glasgow 

Unit gents IS. Hanley 
Victoria Halls 17. Chelms- 
ford Chancellor Halls 19. 
Derby King's Hall 20. 
Northampton Cricket 
Ground 22, London 
Roundhouse 23, Norwich 
East Anglia University 
November 4, Southend 
Kula x115. 

Jam off 
but rock 
revival 
at Roxy 

THE JAM will not be appearing at the Saturday 
morning gig for kids at the Rosy Theatre in 
liarlesden this week Lack of liaison between the 
various agents is the alleged reason. 

Meanwhile. Roxy boss, Terry Collins. has 
announced a string of concerts loosely covered by the 
term 'rock revival' and featuring rockers from the 
locker 

Upcoming Roxy concerts includes Helen Shapiro 
and Paper Lace September23, Joe Brown and Susan 
Maughan 24, Herb Reed And The Platters and White 
Plains 30, Billy J Kramer and The Moja. October 1, 

Barry Briggs 8, PJ Proby and The Fourmost 7, Jet 
Harris and Cupid's inspiration 8. Marty Wilde and 
The Swinging Blue Jeans 14, Bert Weeden 15, Guys 
'N' Dolls and the Ivy League 21, Thunderclap 
Newman and The Nashville Teens 22. 

E! los mit \ 

Elton's 
Wembley 
date 
fixed 
DETAILS of Elton John's 
Wembley concert in 
November - announced 
In RM two weeks ago - 
are now complete. 

The date is Thursday. 
November 3, and all 
proceeds will go to the 
Goaldiggers football 
charity, of which Elton is 
a council member, and 
the Variety Club of Great 
Britain Children's Chari- 
ty 

During the show Elton 
will present guest artists 
China. who will play their 
own set before backing 
Elton 

Tickets for the show go 
on sale on September 17 

and cost() 50 and (3 60 
They are available by 
personal application from 
the Box Office. Wembley 
Stadium. Middlesex or by 
post from Elton John Box 
Office, Wembley Sta- 
dium, Wembley. Middle- 
sex. HAS ODW Cheques 
and postal orders should 
be made payable to 
Wembley Stadium Ltd 
(Elton John) and all 
applications must Include 
a stamped addressed 
envelope 

INVITES 
YOU TO 

S 

the nationwide El ,000 contest to find the 
No 1 disc jockey of the following Top lank Suites 

Fusion at the Palace . Aberdeen September 20th, 1977 
Fusion Night Spot Sunderland September 22nd, 1977 
Man Friday's Disco . Talbot Square Blackpool October 5th, 1977 
Arundel Gate Sheffield October 18th, 1977 
Fusion Discotheque Leicester October 19th, 1977 
Dale End Birmingham October 26th, 1977 
Station Hill Reading November 2nd, 1977 
72 The Kingsway . Swansea November 9th, 1977 
Sundown Discotheque 157 Charing Cross Road 

London WC2 November 16th, 1977 
Banister Road Southampton November 23rd, 1977 
Tramps Discotheque Brighton November 30th, 1977 

YR:hi'D`r ROBBIE VINCENT 

Book your tickets now for f 1 1 25 on the night Just fill in 

this coupon, send a stamped addressed envelope - please 

a 

To 
Sound Relations, 12 York Way. 

London Ni 9AA 

Please send me tickets at 

Cl each, for 'MUSIC WE EK"di 77' 

NI . . Top Rank Suite 

I enclose a cheque/PO for f 
"lade Payable to 'Sound Relations 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

V 

111 

REGGAE 
MEETS PUNK 
NATTY DREAD meets 
punk London's 
Roundhouse becomes the 
scene of the first major 
reggae meets- punk gig 
on Sunday 

Headlined by the 
Cimarons, the bill will 
also feature Slaughter 
And The Dogs, Black 
Slate and Fruit Eating 
Rears 

('LASH new single 

A spokesman for 
Fungus Productions com- 
mented "After the 
current publicity the 
reggae punk liaison has 
attracted, promoter Vie 
Keary is confident of 
drawing a good crowd 
Everyone Is talking about 
combining the two yet no. 
one has yet dared do 
anything about It " 

CLASH CONTROL 
THE (SASH release their new single 'Complete 
Control '/'City Of The Dead' nest Friday. 

The band's manager has this ts, say about the 
record: "f'omplete Control' tells a story of a conflict 
between two opposing ramps, both of which am using 
the tool of change to further their own beliefs 

. . IVe all Waal Mango...) find out what side you're 
on and try to get complete control. " 

I 

Gizmo LP out 
next month 
SOL CREME NF'. and Kevin Godley, who left 'See 
year to des elan a new ',mistral (levies. called d, 
gismo, will release the results of their 141 mon 
project on October 17 - three album hosed et 
called f 'osesequences' 

The set will retail at the stronomioal pries of ( II 
Included with the three 1.1.4 will he 2n.page hankie* 
written A, Paul Damberclnl w I t h graph), 
illustrations Ay Godley and Cram, 

In addition to Godley and Creme's moor, 
'Consequence*/ features dialogue from Peter 
and guest appearance from torah Vaughn. 

For further details see. Off Centre on page 14 

Return of 
o It Goes' 

A NEW 10 programme 
series of 'So It Goes' 
comes to TV screens on 
Saturday. October 8 

Tony Wilson Is back as 
presenter but ex -World In 
Action man Geoff Moore 
takes over as producer 
Instead of recording In 
the studio bands will be 
filmed on stage at small 
clubs like Eric's In 
Liverpool. The Hope And 
Anchor In London and the 
Electric Circus in Man- 
chester 

Debut TV perform- 
ances will be by Elvis 

Costello, Bum -ricks, Sad 
Cafe. John Cooper Mark. 
Penetration, Movies. the 
Nick Lowe Band. VW 
and 999 

Concerts by Van Morn 
son, Iggy Pop, Dave 
Edmunds' Rockpile The 
Jam, Alberto' and Mink 
Orville are being filmed 

Among the guests 
popping into the studio 

ill be Jonathan Rich- 
man, Ed Barker. Otway 
and Barrett, Roy Hill 
Archie McLoud and 
Durutti Column 

BROTHERS JOHNSON British dares confirmed 

Brothers Johnson 
here right on time 
AMERICAN PROGRESSIVE soul act The Brothers 
Johnson have this week confirmed dates for their first 
British tour. 

To coincide with the visit the band will release 
special 12In single featuring the title track from their 
last album 'Right On Time' plus 'Dentin' And 
Prancin". 

Both 'Right On Time' and their first 1.1' 'Look Out 
For No I' were certified platinum within weeks of 
release In the States. 

Dates: Newcastle Poly September 30, Birmingham 
Town Hall October 3, London Hammersmith Odeon 4 

Cardiff University 5, Brighton Top Rank 7, Dunstable 
Queenway Hall 8. Manchester Apollo 9, Glasgow 
Apollo 10. 

Tickets are from CI to (2 in the provinces and from 
El to f 2. 50 for Hammersmith. 

WELSH ROCK band Budgie, 
who have been based in the 
States for the past three 
months, star recording 
their second album for A L 
M in Toronto this week 
The album will be released 
over here by Christmas 
and a British tour is 
planned for January and 
February 

Hondas, recording new 
album in Dublin, tour the 
States In October and 
Britain in November 

All royalties from 'The 
Whale', a track on the 
forthcoming ELO album, 
will go towards the Green 
Peace Movement, a 
charity concerned with the 
preservation of whales 

The Dammed have been 
added to the bill for the 
Chelmsford punk festival 
on Saturday 

Mark P's Alternative TV 
play the Electric Circus 
Manchester on September 
17 and the Rat Club London 
on September ig - their 
first gigs with a new line - 

up 

Rainbow have added Man- 
chester Apollo on Novem- 
ber 21 to their tour 
itinerary 

Flames firs, single on the 
EMI label is 'Manna Be 
Loved' 

NEWS 
IN 

BRIEF 
Sham 0 release a single 

Don't Manna' c 
and 'Red London' nest 
Friday They play Swim 
don Affair September 2E. 

London Rosy 30, bendy' 
100 Club October 4 and 
Plymouth Top Rank 7 

The Stranglers add Ipswich 
Gaumont on September is 
to their itinerary More 
changes are likely to their 
mammoth tour because of 
"Trouble with Councils" 

Spinel are to play Fulham', 
Golden Lion on October 6 

.3,20 and 27 They start Of 
a new album in November 

Ringo Starr releases 'Wings 
as his first American 
single from his upcoming 
'Ringo The Fourth album 

Ativerdslag have signed an 
"extremely lucrative 
long term contract to EMI 
A single will be rash 
released In October. 
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EAGLES 
SPLIT 

RANDY MPANNER 
has split with the 
Eagles and been 
replaced It, TIM 
Schmit of Porn. The 
surprise news fil- 
tered out of kinetics 
this week. 

TUBES 
COMING 
TILE T1 Rt.,' much 
mammal Melt tc, Britain 
non nearer :wall 
swam Reports from the 

shed abates able week 
ugfreat a Brithtts and 
Furor...La tour I. to be 
planned before Christ 
nose 

Apparently, Meleaer 
haa been unhappy for 
same tame. rig 'wheat of 
a rift bets. fvII Melee., 
and Glen Frey base been 
ahtmittsed though they 
were seen to have a 
"serious verbal con 
ernatatIon' at a resent 

TUBES here soon* 

gig 
The band, with arherdl 

are curt -rata% rehertraing 
and will he recording a 
new &noon In M bunt 
Melner is thought to 
ha, e returned a hi. wife 
and children in Nebraska 
a here the, live. 

SAHB go bananas 
THE SENSATIONAL Alex Harvey Band will tour Britain In December after a year's absence. The band begin a European tour on October 31. covering Denmark. Sweden. Norway, Finland, the Netherlands. Germany, Belgium and Switzerland 

On their return they will start work on a "brand new, totally unpredictable set for 
their British dates" We understand a substantial quantity of bananas and 
bottomless dancers are Involved. 

So far the following venues have been confirmed Newcastle City Hall December 
7. Manchester ABC 9. Leeds University 11. Uverp000l Empire 13. Birmingham 
Odeon 14 

Special dates In London and Glasgow will be announced as soon as negotiations 
are completed Currently SAHB are putting the finishing touches to their new 
album Rock Drill', due for release at the end of October 

TOURS...TOURS. 
GENERATION X: Plymouth Pleats September Is. 
London Marquee 2D. London Marquee 27, Darting 
North East London Polytechnic October 1, Croydon 

rey hou nd 3 

Net add three deanery, their current They are 
Stafford Top Of The World September 12 Kirk 
Lev ington Country Club 13. Blackburn Lodestar 71 

XTC: continue their dates with FolkestOne Lecurcliffe 
Hotel September 17, Landon 100 Club M. London Rork 
Garden 26 and 27, Huddersfield Polytechnic October 
10 Their date at Plymouth Castaway. has now been 
cancelled 

TILE HEARTBREAKERS: changes to their current 
tour are as follows lister. at Glasgow City Hall, 
Brighton Top Rank and Edinburgh Tiffany's have 
now been cancelled. Their date at Cardiff Top Rank 
has been switched to Octoberls, and they have added 
Edinburgh Clouds, October 14 and Chelmsford 
Chancellor Halt October ill A mayor London date is 
currently being lined up 

THE MOTORS: British tour now begins at Bedford 
N ite-Spot September 16 Dales at Birkenhead Digby 3 

and Doncaster Outlook have been cancelled, and new 
additions are Folkestone Leascliffe Hall, September 
17, Rotherham Windmill October 6, Sheffield Top 
Rank 9, Doncaster Outlook 10 and Hatfield 
Polytechnic 14 

LITTLE RIVER RAND: Aylesbury Friars October I. 
London Rainbow 2. Oxford Polytechnic 3, Liverpool 
University 5, Leeds Polytechnic 6, Salford University 
7, Sheffield University 8, Birmingham Town Hall 10, 
Leicester University 11. Swansea University 13, 
Durham University 15, Middlesbrough 16 

DEPRESSIONS: Liverpool Eric's September 24, 
Croydon Greyhound 25, London Speakeasy 28, 
London Fulham Greyhound October 2, London 
Rochester Castle 3, London Rock Garden 4, 
Speakeasy 5, Vortex 10, Speakeasy 12. Rock Garden 
IS. Speakeasy 19, Roundhouse 23, Ronnie Scotts 25. 
Speakeasy 26 

MUSCLES: Walsall Three Crowns September 26, 
Cheltenham Tramps 27, Sheffield Thornbrldge 
College 28, Coalville Blooblo's, Oxford Westminster 
College 30 

AMAZORBLADES announce dates to tie in with the 
release of their first single 'Common Truth' on the 
Chiswick label. They are Nottingham Trent 
Polytechnic September 23. Liverpool Polytechnic 30. 
London Finchley Torrington 18. Manchester Band On 
The Wall 19. London Windsor Castle 21, Manchester 
Hollins College 22, Hammersmith The Swan 24, 
London Roundhouse 25, London Rochester Castle 26 
and London Breaknock 27 

De Ville at 
Aylesbury 
MINI( DE V I LLF: are now 
to make their British 
debut concert appearance 
at Aylesbury Friar's on 
September 17 The Tyla 
Gang will support. 

Extra Darts 
dates 
DARTS HAVE added 
more venues to their 
mammoth nationwide 
tour 

They are Huddersfield 
Poly November 3, Dundee 
Marriott Hall 12. Glasgow 
Shuffles 13. Dumfries Bell 
Cast Hotel 20 and 
Warwick University De- 
camber 6 

A 12 -inch maxi -single 
will be released at the end 
of the month followed by 
their debut album on 
Magnet 

Ho ha! It's 
Ultravox 
ULTRAVOX! EMBARK 
on a I3 -date British tour 
at the end of this month, 
highlighted by a show at 
London's Roundhouse 

The tour preludes the 
release of the band's new 
album 'Ha' Ha' Ha!' 
which will be available on 
October 14 

Dales Liverpool Eric's 
September 23. Malvern 
Winter Gardens 24. 
Middlesborough Town 

26. Doncaster Out- 
look 2I1, Coven try Lacer's° 
27. Birmingham Barba 
rt -Gas 30 and October 1, 
Chelmsford Chancellor 
Hall 2. Swindon Brunel 
Reams 3, Leeds Poly 4. 

Huddersfield Poly 6. 
Edinburgh Harriet Watt 
cones* 7. Lteidon Round- 
house 

Tickets for the Round- 
house coat (1 80. Also on 
the bill will be XTC and 
Radio Stars. 

Ultravox! then play a 
long European tour 
Including concerts in 
Germany. Holland. 
France and Belgium. 
which takes them to the 
end of November 

Third Big 

Album 
kilt BIG, who earlier this 
year had a chart hit with 
'Romeo' are currently In 
the studio recording their 
third album. 

Working with them for 
the second time is 
American producer Val 
Garay. The album. 
tentatively titled 'Behind 
Enemy Lines', Is due for 
release in two months 

Hillage 

line-up 
STEVE HILLAGE's new 
band, who will be doing a 
15 -date tour with him in 
mid -October. consists of 
Miquette Giraudy on 
Synthesiser and vocals 
and three black Los 
Angeles musicians. Joe 
Blocker drums, Curtis 
Robertson Jar basil and 
Chuck 'Burn It Down' 
Bynum keyboards atilt 
guitar 

Blocker drums on 
Hillage new album 
'Motivation Radio' which 
is released on September 
30 

Trower album 

and US tour 
ROBIN TROWER's long 
awaited new album la 
released by Chrysalis on 
September 30 

Called 'In City 

ROBIN TROWER album 
Dreams', It was recorded 
In Miami's legendary R 
and B studio Criteria and 
produced by Don Davis, 
the former In-house 
producer at Stax. He was 
the man behind Johnny 
Taylor's 'Disco Lady' and 
Marilyn McCoo and Billy 
Davis's 'You Don't Have 
Tolle A Star' 

Trower is currently in 
LA rehearsing his band 
for a 12 week tour of the 
States starting on Sep. 
tember 30 He may 
headline a major UK tour 
in the spring 

Rebirth of 
Renaissance 
RENAISSANCE ARE to 
play a series of concerts 
with the Royal Phil. 
harmonic Orchestra. 

Dates' Birmingham 
Hippodrome October 12, 
Manchester Palace 13, 
London Royal Albert Hall 
14 

Tickets for Blrming 
ham and Manchester are 
available now, price 
[2 25, II 75 and 25 
Tickets for the Royal 
Albert Hall range from CI 
toil and will be available 
from next Friday. 

Renaissance singer An - 
nie Hallam comments 
"Renaissance Is a perfect 
name for our band. It's 
an emotional word that 
Means rebirth. The music 

this month 

we play Is the rebirth of 
classical music Not that 
ills classical but It brings 
back the feeling that was 
classical music " 

The Saints 
come back 
AUSTRALIAN NEW 
wave band The Saints are 
back in Britain after a 
short vacation down 
under. 

Based in London, they 
are planning both British 
and American tours An 
EP Is also expected to be 
out by the end of the 
month. 

The band are currently 
looking for a new bass 
player to replace Kym 
Bradshaw who has left to 
form his own band 

More Radar 

Love 
GOLDEN EARRING are 
releasing a new version of 
'Radar Love' as a single, 
the first 10,000 In 12 -in 
form 

And hot on Its heels 
comes a double album 
'Live' Recorded at 
concerts during their 
British and European 
tour earlier Ulla year, the 
album Includes 'Radar 
Love', 'Candy's Going 
Bad', 'Eight Mlles High', 
'To The Hill' and 
'Fighting Windmills'. 

Roussos 

Irish dates 
IRISH DATES now kick 
off the Demi! Roussos 
tour of Britain 

He begins at Belfast 
King's Hall September 
29 Venues In Dublin 30 
and Cork October 2 have 
to be confirmed Roussos 
will interrupt his Middle 
East tour for these dates 

Three for 
Deniece 
DENIECE WILLIAMS, 
who topped the charts 
earlier this year with 
'Free', Is to play a three 
date British tour In 
October Dates Birming- 
ham Odeon October 6, 
London Rainbow 7, 
Manchester Free Trade 
Hall S. 

Tricky album 
DIRTY TRICKS release 
their third Polydor album 
'Hit And Run' on Friday 

The band Is currently 
auditioning for a key- 
boards player to "fatten 
their basic heavy rock 
sound and broaden the 
band's musical output." 

A short tour is 
scheduled for mid -Oct' 
ber, while plans for a long 
US trip have been shelved 
until January. 

Front page Ash 
PRIOR TO their 
upcoming tour Wishbone 
Ash are rush -releasing 
their new album 'Front 
Page News' on October? 

Recorded this summer 
In Miami, the album 
features all new original 
Wishbone compositions 
The title track will be 
released an a single on the 
same date 

DAVID 
BOWIE 
EXCLUSIVE 
INTERVIEW 

Attic 

NEXT 
WEEK 

DON'T MISS 
RECORD 
MIRROR 
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a Record Wens Segrase,form t 7 tin' 

1, 2, 3 o'clock 
4 rock morning so Paul Dave Hit= 

5, 6, 7 
. . STOP . . . 
When a chance comes to plug your latest record 
all you have to do is get to the studio and play.. . 

or do you? Tim Lott spends a day with 

Marc Bolan show The Rods on the 

THE RODS the; were only 'enrolling for this one 

THIS IS a story of human endurance 
and of human folly. Of drama and thin 
glamour. Of hope, and sometimes. 
despair. The struggle of five young 
men valiant against adversity and 
overwhelming odds 

This is a story of romance 
This is a story of Eddie and the Hot 

Rods. or. as their record company would have 
it. The Rods 

Our story begins In a studio in Manchester 
with the filming of 'Marc', a 'pop' show. also 
featuring this week. Generation X. Marc Bolan. 
David somebody or other. silly looking dancers 
and this combo featuring a hip lead singer 
something to do with mouths The Lips' 

°saki and the Blow Jobs? ah yes, It 
was Lip Service Not bad, either 

Anyway. The Rods are standing In the studio 
wings and are BORED Barrie Masters Is 
looking at picture of Deborah Harry In a rival 
rag, a thin stream of saliva running down the 
edge of his gaping mouth 

'Would you''" grunts Paul Gray, staring 
over his shoulder 

"Let's put it this way I wouldn't charge a 

fee." says Masters, one hand firmly In his 
pocket 

That was the romance bit, by the way 
Tick, tick, tick 
"This Is really borirf," says Paul. not for the 

first or last time. He looks sallow and young 
under his black beret His too blg leather 
Jacket Is ridden with badges 'Motorhead' said 
one 'The Pirates' says another In between Is 
a silver star. 

Paul Is unimpressed at the news that Bowie 
will be appearing later In the afternoon 

"I doan care oo we're on wlv I wish Iggy was 
'ere If you get to speak to 'Im, thank 'ins for 
bringin' back Iggy " 

The dancers are on camera now, with caked 
makeup pale under the lights. Barrie can't 
stop laughing at what the blokes look like, with 
their mandatory Ught trousers and cement 
grins and laughable daisy steps 

This ridicule keeps up for a while unUl Paul 
notices that one of the male dancers Is standing 
next to him looking pained 

"Ere" he whispers "One of 'em's standing 
just 'ere " 

The whole band ceremoniously move seven 
feet away ''Poofs" whispers one of them 

Eventually, after much more hanging about, 

they gel onstage for their 
current 'Ingle 'Do Anything 
You Wanna Do' and the 
carnerainsecta close around 
them The backing track has 
been recorded during the 

Simon 'col and new gulta t 

Oraeme Douglas just have to 
make the right move' 

9 Which they don't of course 
Whatever they re playing on 
the silent guitars bears very 
little resemblance to what's 
blaring out of the studio 
speakers, but nobody seems to 
notice Barrie does his best to 
look Involved in what he 
considers - at best - to be a 

pain to the ass, making the 
Inevitable faces and stalking 
the plynth, falling on his 
knees. carefully bulging his 
eyes for the lens 

It looks quite stylish and 
convincing. but the effect le 

slightly marred by Simon's 
bass drum falling over half 
way through the number 

Eventually the rehearsal 
take Is completed and the 
band retire to the greasy 
spoon canteen for anything 
and chips And over the 
grease and cartoned tomato 
sauce some sort of interview 
took place It started with 
something like a con- 
frontation. and never really 
finished with anything at all 

Slagging 
In last month's ZigZag. 

Masters slagged off RM saying 
that It was a "plastic paper", 
after a non -too complimentary 
review of the new single. 
Nasesteee 

"I just thought that it was 
amusing that Record Mirror 
was the only paper to knock 
'Do Anything You Wanna Do' 
It was like a case of 
bandwagon Jumping. but all 
the other papers jumped the 
other way," 

"PERSONALLY- - Mas- 
ters exaggerates "person 
ally" irrelevantly - "PER- 
SONALLY, I wasn't slagging 
anybody off " 

Oh no' Sounds like backing 
down to me Talking of which, 
remember the dispute The 
Rods had with Island after the 
flop of the 'I Might Be Lying' 
single' It was certainly more 
memorable than the stogie 

The Rods, of course, 
stormed into the Island offices 
and bawled out a few 
executives who they felt 
hadn't been doing their jobs 
right. They were quoted as 
describing Island Records, 
collectively, as w -.ere. 

Now, everything In the 
garden's lovely 

"That's all sorted out now. 
It was Just three geezers who 
didn't really understand The 
Rods A few of 'em have been 
sacked now They were Just 
doing things at the wrong 
time " 

"It was like losing your 
girlfriend and getting back 
together again " 

'I Might Be Lying' came In 
the middle of something of a 
lull for The Rods 

"No it wasn't a lull," Insists 
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Harry, 'We v been wafting 
wildly for the last 14 month& 
we were pat trying to get 
Graven, Into the band then. 
That Angle came at the wrens 
Warts It's just a matter of 

timing 
Gnome. is of course, from 

the Kt/Meal Flyers You'll be 

glad to hear he won't be 

bringing a country and 
western influence to The Rods 
- In fact he always wanted to 

rock 'n' roll 
He's a bit of a contrast to the 

rest of the Rods, who have 
unfairly been called "as thick 
as pig ---1," but who do have a 

fairly basic. uncomplicated 
attitude to life 

Ciriserne. on the other hand. 
studied physics at college and 
is currently reading very 
complicated book on semen 
tics, -- the science of 
meaning Talk to him about 
rock 'n roll and he's fairly 
unforthcoming and simplistic 
- all he has to say about 
leaving the Kumasi," is "the 
image overtook the band " 

Approach the subject of 
physics, though, and his slit 
eyes widen, and he talks - 
lengthily and knowledgeably 
about some extremely corn' 
plea Ideas 

"Finks, 'es Einstein does 
Graham." says Paul. 

Whatever, he seems to have 
given the Rods a needed boost, 
If only by virtue of his 
compositional talents - don't 
forget he co -wrote 'Do 
Anything You Want To Do', 
and without that little gem, the 
band would have been labelled 
has beens all too readily 

The conversation drifts 
Inevitably towards Bowie, 
who they collectively seem to 
regard as a poser And the 
Rods HATE posers 

Paul, In his mirror shades, 
and so -cool black leather and 
carefully cocked beret agrees 
that posers are horrible 
things 

So does Barrie, with his 
silver star earring and 
necklace 

Pose 
The point Is, overzealous 

anti -pose Is just as pointless as 
posing proper The Rods they 
go out of their way lobe Lads. 

"Yeh, you've got to have a 
front for the kids when you're 
up there," says Masters 
"You've got to be a bit 
obnoxious 

To be fair, the Rods are gen- 
u-Me blokes, straightforward 
and unaffected. They just take 
the spit and sawdust image 
over the top sometimes Like If 
they really hated the plastic 
side of the biz as much as they 
claim, they wouldn't appear 
on the Bolan show in the first 
place Which they don't, as It 
happens - but more of that 
later 

OK' Lunch is over Back to 
the dressing room and yet 
another tiresome rehearsal 

Generation X are still 
playing on the set, which 
makes The Rods even more 
restless. They haven't spoken 
to the band. "We don't 

Ur 

Ww'M 

ti 

`You've got to have 
a front for the kids 
when you're on 
stage' as they walk toward the taxi 

rank with their Bowie signed 
Paper dinner plates. 

Barrie Masters Touching, eh? Donle.Jui just 

associate way oCilgana." ti_ 
Paul Paul 

Raisin's on now. -perbrt 
-baby.", he says. te name 
particular "Take Mal sin., twist down ' Looks r, 
disbelief are ex change 

Bolan loves playing 
and suddenly notice. Ti; 
Rods sitting d *Jilt lad!, 
against the curtain He get,, 
that soft lip grin and cage 
toward them -It's not usually 
like this." ha says. unarm 
vincingly "Ira usually 
slick It's unbeaten able. 

"Chaos." mutters Harry 
Bolan exchanges a few more 

pleasantries and then wen. 
den off vacantly again 

The expression on The Roth 
faces backs up what their tour 
manager had told me earlier 
- "The Rods hate television 

They hate everything except 
gigs." 

The band are now waiting 
for the actual filming of the 
three minute sequence that 
will eventually appear on the 
show. the three minutes that 
they've been waiting to do an 
day. It's nearing 7 o'clock 
now, and Bolan and Bowie are 
still on one set In the Heidi* 
being filmed for the flail 
sequence 

The Rods wait with gear set 
up, blissfully unaware of the 
significance of 7 o'clock, as Is 
Bowie. as Is. apparently every 
other performer on the set. bar 
maybe Bolan 

What happens on the stroke 
of 7 o'clock Is the technicians 
the cameramen the essential 
studio staff, stop work 

No respite No redress No 
pleading, no backhander, 
could change that it's the 
union. guy 

The Rods are flabber 
gasted It dawns on them that 
a day's waiting around to film 
a three minute sequence may 
culminate in nothing, they 
start shouting, arguing, in 
disbelief The tour manager 
slams a hi -hat on the floor and 
stalks out looking as If he's 
about to hit someone. Muriel 
Young, the executive produc- 
er, comes on and tries to 
quieten things down 

There's been a "misunder 
standing" it seems The 
producer had thought the 
Rods had refused to do the 
show. This doesn't make the 
boys too happy, they storm off 
cursing, back to the dressing 
room. 

The immediate conclusion 
jumped to is that It's Bowie's 
fault 

"Superstars," says Paul. 
bitterly But It eventually 
turns out that Bowie has 
nothing to do with it The facts 
point towards it being 
Generation X's fault for 
turning opiate 

Ultimately, It makes no 
difference The show Is blown 
A day of tedium wasted And 
they've missed the last train to 
London that will connect with 
a Southend train at Euston. 

They eventually barrack 
themselves In a dingy second 
class compartment and try to 
keep themselves amused but 
it's all a bit depressing 

Then - the Impossible. a 

ridiculous light -flash that 
transformed the mood tr. 
seconds 

Walking down the corridor 
to the toilet is Boyle 
himself, the man at least one 
member of the band 
threatening to punch in the 
mouth earlier In the evening 

-Alio" he says "Alright' 
How about some food I gotta.. 
load in the next compartment 
wine and everything Be back 
Ina minute " 

And sure enough he come, 
back with an entourage of six 
tablecloths. wine, and all sorts 
of food Bowie crams himself 
In next to Barrie and chats 

for the next three hours 
He says how much he likes The 
Rods He says how sorry he is 
that they couldn't appear He 
says a lot of other things too 
but wait till next week for 
more of that He transfixes 
attention By the end of the 
journey, Bowie is a certified 
Good Bloke In The Hods book 
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DR. FEELGOOD 

SEPTEMBER OCTOBER 

12 THU BELFAST ULSTER HALL 1 SAT 

*23 FRI CORK, CITY HALL 2 SUN 

*24 SAT DUBLIN STADIUM 3 MON 

76 MON LEICESTER DE MONTFORT HALL 4 TUE 

27 TUE BRADFORD, ST GEORGES HALL 6 THU 

29 THU ABERDEEN. MUSIC HALL 7 FRI 

30 FRI EDINBURGH, ODEON 8 SAT 
9 SUN 

10 MON 

LP. 

GLASGOW. APOLLO 
NEWCASTLE, CITY HALL 
SHEFFIELD CITY HALL 
HANLEY. VICTORIA HALL 
MANCHESTER. FREE TRADE HALL 
LIVERPOOL, EMPIRE 
BIRMINGHAM ODEON 
BRISTOL COLSTON HALL 
SWANSEA, TOP RANK 

11 TUE 
13 THU 
14 FRI 

15 SAT 
16 SUN 
18 TUE 
19 WED 
20 THU 
21 FRI 
22 SAT 

23 SUN 

NEW ALBUM 

ALBUM VAS 30123 
CASSETTE 301) 

CARDIFF. TOP RANK 
CANTERBURY, UNIVERSITY SPORTS HALL 
BRIGHTON, TOP RANK 
HAMMERSMITH ODEON 
HAMMERSMITH ODEON 
PORTSMOUTH. GUILD HALL 
BOURNEMOUTH, WINTER GARDENS 
OXFORD, NEW THEATRE 
CAMBRIDGE. CORN EXCHANGE 
SOUTHEND. KURSAAL 
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD. PAVILION 

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS MINK DEVILLE EXCEPT' 
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Questions by ak 
The fi modern lover -- 

JIM FARBER in h is own 

JONATHAN RICH - 
MAN writes it himself, 
so hr's not misquoted 

.11.18811111111111K, 
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Richman, you send your questions and he replies 

a Top 20 single In 
America that means a 
couple drunks In 
CRGH's think you're 
cool 

Anyway. Jonathan. 
who's currently hanging 
out In hometown Boston. 
promptly answered my 
typed up questions with 
some very concise 
answers. written In 
sloppy long hand which 
periodically alternates 
from script to print 
mostly probably reveal- 
ing the work of a 
paranoid schizophrenic 
but don't quote me on 

that) 
Feeling more than a 

little like a grade school 
teacher, I proceeded to 
go over the questions 
and answers. correcting 
spelling (much of it my 
own) and witholding 
evaluation until the end. 

The first most obvious 
question pertained to 
why Jonathan Insisted 
on this less than 
Intimate style of Inter- 
viewing 
"If It's on paper we 

have a record of what 
was said," he wrote 
logically "I hate being 
misquoted and if I am I 

don't give the guys any 
more stuff " 

"What kind of stuff"" 
I wondered Unfortu- 
nately, written inter 
views exclude the 
possibilities of follow-up 
question. Anyway, I 

forged on with queries 
on his alleged reststence 
to major promotion I L e. 
he hardly ever 
tours" "I ' ), postulating 
that Jonathan may 
actually be indepen 
dently wealthy Den- 
ying the latter, Jona. 
than remarked I in bold 
face print no less). 
"Who says I resist 

LJ102 
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You don't meet Jonathan 
IT WAS a pretty 
weird way to do an 
interview Not 
your usual "sit on 
the hotel couch - 
be polite - gab for 
about an hour 
about various !rico- 
herencles and then 
lie about seeing 
each other again" 
type situation. 
Mind you I'd had 
many variations on 
this conveyor - belt 
theme before - interviewing 
people in bath- 
rooms, while run- 
ning down the 
street, during a 
seance, while stone 
drunk, ad in- 
finitum. But I'd 
never NEVER had 
to interview some- 
one by paper. 

Ordeal 
And wouldn't you 

know, the brooding 
artiste who put me 
through this horrible 
ordeal was none other 
than Jonathan Rich- 
man, the very same guy 
who's in love with the 
modern world and gets 
all hot 'n' bothered 
about those infamous 
S lop 'N' Shop food stores 
in the smash single 
'Roadrunner 

Of late. Jonathan has 
become recognised as a 
punk precursor legend 
on both sides of the 
Atlantic In Britain that 
means you get the press 
drooling about you and 

Lade 
,anus Irsalln 

Lira 
wsurtsCOD SOM 

LAP SISAVARS 

ICI MINIM WIC 

major promotion' I 

don't even egoist Colonel 
Sanders" i in Joliet 

Speaking of colonels. I 

asked about his relation 
ship with Matthew King 
Kaufman. who has been 
called Jonathan's Colo 
net Parker "We're just 
friends thank you " 
cute) 

Eccentric 
Okay Jonathan. Dan 

ny Fields (manager of 
da Ramon) once 
described you as an 
eccentric - do you see 
yourself that way' 
"Nope " (see what I 
mean about concise?). 

Next I went for the 
more exotic ridiculous 
approach. Is It because 
of the fact that you're a 
vegetarian that you 
wrote a song about 
Dodge Vegomatics on 
the new album' "No, I 
sing about anything that 
makes me feel like 
singing " Enlightening, 
admittedly. 

Reveal 
Guess by now you've 

figured out Jonathan's 
one of these "I - talk - 

through my music 
man" type people. The 
only way around this, It 
seemed, was to dig for 
fax I asked Richman If 
he'd ever gone to art 
school, whereby he 
shockingly revealed 
that "a few Saturday 
classes at the Museum 
Of Fine Arts when I was 
In high school" was his 
limit Sticking to the 
past. I deftly inquired 
about the obvious 
Influence of fifties street 
corner singing groups 
on his music "I love 

those don woo %mope 
always did." 

A lotta the other 
lice 

stuff. 
Jonathan sounds 
camp 

irmbr steep 
did 

away ever 
ramp as a kid' 'One 
year I went to overnight 
ramp We never sang 
any songs like ours 
clhaenirep.." e s) hock 

While on the subject of 
loosed In a 

64,000 dollar, semi 
existential question con 
cerning the unique 
sense of camp that 
comes across in his 
music, quoting refer 
ences to everyone from 
Susan Sontag to Bette 
Midler Asking if he 
agreed with any of this 
pretentious capola, 
Jonathan, true to form. 
answered, "No" 

Retreating once again 
into the past. I quizzed 
the fractured star on his 
days at Max's Kansas 
City, the one time 
Warhollan scene of a 
virtual satyricon of 
decadence artistry. "I 
was a busboy for one 
week in November VS " 
Who hung out there 
then' "It's nobody's 
business." Well, excuse 

About his song, 'Pablo 
Picasso', I pushed 
further about an old 
quote from Jonathan 
characterising that song 
as coming from his 
"early seventies nega- 
tive period " "I never 
said anything like that," 
he wrote, squeezing the 
words onto one line 
"Don't believe every 
thing you read That's 
another reason I don't 
like interviews." 

Well, what do you 
think of John Cale's 
version of 'Pablo P1. 
casso'' "I saw him do it 

live and was rest 
flattered It was 
clang to hoar my own 
songs done before a club 
audience by hint ' 

Relating to the key 
line In that sang. I asked 
Jonathan If be thought 
Pablo Picasso should be 
called an asshole. "I 
don't think anyone 
should be twilled that," 
wrote Jonathan In- 
nocently. reinforcing his 
nice kid nerd image 

Speaking writing of 
nerds, a whole lotto 
critics have been saying 
of late that Jonathan's 
new album Is the work of 
a terminal dork, I e. It's 
real regressive and not 
as funny as It thinks It 
Is Songs like 'Readmit - 
ner' have given way to 
loons about Insects and 
the las cream man. Is 
this Jonathan's cutesy 
poo o'd' "I don't know," 
he answered. -1 guess 
they didn't get many 
laughs out of (ill If they 
said that " 

Score 
More positively, is It 

true that the new album 
was recorded in a 
bathroom' "No, In an 
echo chamber really 

Well, last question, 
and this is the Mewls Is 
Stop 'N' Shop your 
favourite food store' "I 
love all food stores," 
Score one for democra- 
cy. 

Okay, class die 
missed Jonathan, you 
get an A for effort, a B 
for punctuality and a D 
for neatness Anyway, 
you pass, How can you 
deny anything to anyone 
twisted brilliant 
enough lobe in love with 
the modern world' 
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Fear and 
loathing 
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SEX 

RIT4 COOLIDGE: 
Veer Love Na. 111Owl 

M. ) Iflgber Aug Higher' tall AMP Tail). A mid- 
:. -.pn arrangement to a 
.malt song but It takes 

away some of the 
urgency. some of the joy 
th the words A bit of a 
blow really Rita's got a 
lovely voice an It really 
isn't her fault the song 
damn t take off the way it 
should Listen to Doily 
Parson's version of the 
same on her New 
Harvest album and hear 
all the jubilation the song 
ran have She gives it 
iaidy 
JESS RODEN: 'Misty 
Rases' (tallied WIT 
114414). !grommet, sexy 
voice - `scum* me a 
minute while I pull myself 
together Shame he's 
living In the States now 
but you can't blame him 
because he did try hard to 
make it here couple of 
years ago He could so 
easily be our answer to 
Tom Petty except his 
music ts more jazz -based 
I don't think the single 
sill do much but the 
album will. 
PAUL MILLIAMS: 'Wake 
leg t p (ALM AMA 
7311). This Is a newly - 
recorded version of a 
track from the 'Just An 
Old Fashioned Love Song 
LP I preferred the 
original which la slower 
and leas strident. But If 
you haven't heard that 
you won't appreciate the 
difference. I think W'U- 
llama la an amazing 
songwriter. quite a genius 
in fact This new version 
Is more suited to the 
charts. with Its souped up 
piano and guitar, but 
wouldn't give It much of a 
chance 

POLITICS 
WAYNE CRAMER: 
'Bambini' Rose' Alight, 
lek DEA/SUK 1). Half of 
the sales of this single are 
going to Wayne Cramer. 
an ex -member of the MC5, 
who has been enjoying a 
rest at the expense of the 
American government - 
doing five years for 
conspiracy to traffic 
cocaine This may In- 
fluence you either to buy 
or avoid It like the 
plague For those unaf- 
fected by this story of 
human heartbreak this Is 
a heavy-metal plateful, 
nothing like Ray Charles' 
hit of the same title I 

think it's tedious and the 
flip L even worse. A pity. 
as Stiff and Chiswick 
made combined effort 
on this are 
LOATHING (this could be 
along night). 
PETER FRAMPTON: 
'Signed. Sealed, Delia. 
need (I'm Yours(' (ALM 
ANIS 73121. A tremendous 
disappointment and not a 
patch on Stevie Wonder'. 
original version It's 
a plodding. stodgy ar- 
rangement with about as 
much Imagination as the 
North 'Thames Gas 
Hoard 
THE WURZELS: 'Give 
Me England' ( EN1 
This Is the theme from the 
'Confessions From A 
Holiday Camp' II1M but 
cornea Into the crappy 
football songs league 

Come to that It would be 
ideal for that dreadful 
Leslie Crowther TV series 
'Hi Summer' PRAM the 
bucket 
THE O' RAND. look To 
The Loft look To The 
Right' (United Anna 
MIMI. Discriminating 
record buyers may skip 
this review as It probably 
won't be much use to 
them For the rest you 
deserve It A nondescript 
number and. as far as I 
can hear, devoid of 
excitement or Indeed any 
kind of normal human 
behaviour 
PIONEERS. 'My Good 
Friend James' I Mercury 
4017 147). The dance of a 
thousand discos except 
it s odd timing - too slow 
for one movement, too 
fast for another It's 
unoriginal In the ex- 
treme 
NOT SO MUCH LOATH- 
ING, JUST A WASTE OF 
THREE MINUTES OF 
MY LIFE. 
BACHMAN TURNER 
OVERDRIVE: 'Shotgun 
Rider' (Mercury 1117 
517). An undistinguished 
song, using echo vocals 
and hack guitar riffs 
Commercial enough for 
Radio One, which should 
give you some idea of Its 
credibility - I thought 
they were supposed to be 
a heavy metal band' 
RUBINOOS: 'I Think 
We're Alone Now' (Be' 
serklev BIND. The first 
15.000 copies are being 
sold In a picture sleeve for 
49p. which brings a new 
dimension to the sales 
gimmick and should 
attract a number of 
buyers who can't wait till 
the January sales If this 
band came out on any 
label other than Beserk- 
ley I don't think It would 
do much' However as the 
company has been so 
clever in its marketing 
approach it should follow 
etablemate Jonathan 
Richman straight up the 
charts And the record ' 
Beach Boys sing The 
Monk ees 
RINGO: 'Drowning In 
The Sea Of Love' 
(Polydor 2001 734). A 
really miff song that 
wouldn't get anywhere 
without Ringo's name on 
It - and still may not, of 
course. It hasn't made up 
Its mind what It wants to 
be. starts off like Golden 
Earring, goes into funk. 
flirts with disco (with 
girly backing), wallops 
through fUm theme land a 

la 'The Magnificent 
Seven' - camera pans In 
on a mean and moody 
shot of Clint Eastwood 
squinting Into the sun - 
and finally consummates 
with a string section It's 
pretty bad 
SONS OF CHAMPLIN: 
'Loving I. Why' (*Kola 
AA I I 6). Excellent 
production, superb voc- 
als, shame It's such a 
lousy song And, It' 
about time people stopped 
overdoing these squeaky 
female back-up vocals 
They're as well used as a 

prostitute's doorbell 
HEAVY METAL. KIDS: 
'Delirious' (RAIK 2121. 
Could be subtlUed The 
Move Revisited - so 
many of the riffs are 
similar - but the vocals 
are rougher. Or It could 

reviewed by 

ROSALIND RUSSELL 

He says there are . . . 

. 'Heroin I Ru Ai. Get this right. 1 haven't heard Heroes' on vinyl yet nut it would take a hell .4 rock up production Rollo asp the energy out of the ...don 1 4111"w nook. perform with Mare Helen at the ATV studios In Manchester. It' carry 4111 from 'low' - o creeping Icier ironic has backdrop over 
croaked, hack 'orals and basenwnt level ly Hest "Na can he herm.s Juan for one 
day I will be king and you will be queen, He ran be here.. . . 

Bowie folic.. no trends, hr crews.. his own until someone else latches on. So the 'low' ein "retintwo, restrained build oto. leading to startling peaks. Deadly brilliant. TI. 

They say there aren't 
THE ATRANGI.ERS: No More Hens+' (United Artists I I' :Wino, Could It he Jim 
Morrison didn't the In that bath in Parte? Could II be he hot went Into hiding In I. 
expensive Swiss clink and had plastic surgery. emerging some years later and 
calling himself Hugh Coronet!! 

This single is dead ringer for the Doors and a good thing too, because no one 
resits replaced that band when It split. The resemblance was slightly noticeable 
'Peaches' but It come out and hit. nu in the forehead on this one. 

The fast walking pace is speeded up to a steady run, like being chased by a 
strange man on dark night. Dose Greenneld ha keyboards creep closer and closer 
to the corals, the sinister retching up on the cynical. 

Imagine the drumbeat as the thumping of your heart and It'll scare the pante off 
you 

be the HMK meets punk, 
they're not that far apart 
Crash helmets at the 
ready for a satisfying 
attack of headbanging 
At least It's got guts 
BUDDY HOLLY AND 
THE CRICKETS: 'Maybe 
Baby /Thai'll Be The 
Day' (MCA 2341. An EP. 
released In Buddy Holly 
week, In case you didn't 
know All very well, but 
Ira oldies and therefore of 
not much Interest 
(Thinks: will there be an 
Elvis week next year?) 
JOEY AND THE HOT. 
SHOTS: 'Skate City Run' 
(United A rusts UP 
313031. I wish we had 
room to reprint the gushy 
promo handout that came 
with this single - all 
about "musical embodi- 
ment" and "street sharp 
rhythms" - yuk Any- 
way It's predictably a 
Beach Boys Jan And 
Dean surfing sound with 
lots of bop-a-loo-las In the 
backing Very nice in a 
Bay City Rollers sort of 
way and potentially a hit 

EXTREME LOATHING 
DANNY' MIRROR: 'I 
Remember Elvis Presley' 
(Monet SON 21211. 
Do they ALL re- 
member El' Or are 
they remembering how 
much money he made 
from his records' It's a 
cheap Impersonation of 
the Great Sparkling One, 
sung partly to the tune of 
'How Great Thou 
Art' 'Will The Circle Be 
Unbroken' - they're 
hymns so they might even 
get struck down by a bolt 
of lightning for blasphe- 
my - and partly to a 
compilation of 'Crying In 
The Chapel' and other 
greatest hits Tasteless 
muck Lack of Imagine. 
tion has obviously driven 
them to putting an 
instrumental of the same 
on the flip 
YES. THERE IS STILL 
LIFE ON EARTH 
DR FEELGOOD: 'She's 
A Kind Up' (United 
Artists UP 31304). By 
default this would have 
made record of the week 
but Bowie got in the way 
This is a 1201 special Issue 
so you'll have to move If 
you want to own one, 
which Is the whole idea I 

suppose I'd recommend 
It because It's by far the 
beat single I've heard this 
week and It goes like the 
clappers However it's 
certainly not their best 
and It seems to lack the 
extra kick the Boomtown 
Rats managed to get on 

their single, Looking 
After Number 
U ROY: 'Small Axe' 
(Virgin VS HIM). Yet 

another 12in special 
edition -- A Bob Marley 
song given the U Roy 
treatment, taking In very 
fine vocals and bass 
work It's distinctly high- 
class reggae and came cl 
close to being single of the 
week 

LATECOMERS SEC- 
TION 
ROSE ROYCE. 'Do You 
Dance (Part 1 )' 
(Whitfield 1(17000). Pre- 
dictably disco and pre- 
dictably a hit But It 
really gets up my nose 
that they can get away 
with running a contin- 
uation of the track on side 
two when you're forking 
out something like 70p for 
&stogie 
STELLA PARTON: 'The 
Danger Of A Stranger' 
(Elektra K 12272). She's 
Dolly's sister and sounds 
exactly the same - but 
does she look the same" 
We don't know, they 
didn't send round a 
photo. Stella Is more pop 
than her country -style 
sister, but not enough to 
be big er 
famous 

NEIL YOUNG AND 
CRAZY HORSE: 'Like A 
Hurricane' (Reprise 
KIWI). Boring old fart 
makes hit single. I think 
he drones but I can see 
why he's popular. He has 
the same somnabullstic 
appeal as James Taylor 
He sounds as If he might 
have a heart attack if 
anyone asks him what he 
had for breakfast, but 
enjoyable all the same 

YES: 'Wonderous Sto- 
ries' (Atlantic K 108881. 
All these celestial ar- 
rangements sound like a 
deranged vicar running 
amok at Matins It's a 
beautiful LP track but too 
involved for a single 
BE BOP DELUXE: 
'Japan' (Harvest HAR 
5135). And now a word 
from the Japanese Tour. 
ist Board "We'd like to 
thank Be Bop for this 
tribute and we hope you 
enjoy our cars and TV's 
that we're currently 
sending over to devastate 
your balance of pay- 
ments Remember Pearl 
Harbour " I love It, It's a 
smashing single Buy it 
OLIVIA NEWTON 
JOHN: 'Making A Good 
Thing Better' (EMI 
21180). File under sex But 
Llvvy Isn't the blatant 
sell. more of a latler.day 
Doris Day. This Is pretty 
but not as good as 'Sam'. 
I don't know why she 
doesn't record better 
songs With her voice she 
could handle something a 
lot stronger 

IAN BURY: 'Sex And 
Drugs And Rock And 
Roll' (Stiff Buy 171. I 

thought It was dreadful 
an up -dated version of 
Mike Sarne's 'Come 
Outside' using the same 
idea of half -spoken vocals 
over the music It might 
have been a good idea but 
It didn't come off 

DONNA MUMMER: 'I 
Remember Yesterday' 
(GTO OT 107). Nothing 
like as good as her 
previous stuff, this la a 
badly put together piece 
of disco rubbish Without 
her obvious gimmicks. 
she doesn't come across - and this doesn't have 
any gimmicks, or none 
that I noticed. Terrible 

scoal Idcreor September 17 11T77 9 

IAN /JURY doesn't come off 

'lost 
my head over 

The Motors 

The Motors cut out now - on Virgin 
Album: The Motors 1 V2089 
Don't miss the limited edition 12" single 
'Dancing The Night Away' / 
Whisky And Wine' VS18612, 
7" version in a picture bag. VS186. 
SEPTEMBER 
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left toned out Holed 
those WOMB SNOW eip. 

had rosidn't rims 
them lb Wili because Vet 
had tote money 

se I toted 44 WI him 
-se Sass Se edger him 

and be didn't 
proses lie hate I .skid; questions thine that had 

toned earlier In the 

He kinked at me !Ike I 
malt.' strange. tenor 

foreigner. and I /an 
alien, like wog, 

know The word west I . introduced to dta 
truish certain people 
'n other people and I 

started thinking bout 

and Pt oda aft people. 
slur knew we leers 
Voided. It was ropy at 
orient It still harlot me 
drug% - so Ood knows 
Wow Mark people fael 
more tore 

ISTTCHIN' 
Hugh 'You should 

really talk to the lyrical 
wetter of the maga and 
the Pities of elieldse are 
Jean's The song Is lust 
imam* about the ea 
Fads so mat while we 
were struggling to get 

Jean Jacques 'We 
came to on the tall end. 
the very tall end of the 
pub scene, and we darted 
gigging around It was 
difficult for us to get jobs 
on that scene, because we 
had short hair and we 
didn't play the kind of 
music that was accepted. 
Ne (thin t know anyone, 
we didn't get Introduced 
to anyone Vie weren't 
part of It we were by 
ourselves 

I also found that the 
promoters just didn't 
know what they were 
talking about. and they 
treated us like dirt The 

3. 'DEAD RINGER' 
Hugh. "A dead ringer 

Is someone who looks I 

exactly like someone else, 
so it's about a few I with age. Girls experiences we've had 
where we've asked people 
about things they've been only taste It wasn't too bad for quoted as saying and they I they 

one because I'm white. go. 'No It wasn't me 

mate' Or you say, 
Didn't I see you doing 
that' and they say no. 
and the answer Is. they 
must be the spitting 
Image of someone who 

Jean Jacques "'Dead 
Ringers about certain 
bands or certain people 
who say what they're 
about when they're not. 
Like people who say, 
'Was you whoa eproud of 
being poor" and they 
make big deal of it, 
because they know 
theres market for IL 

"Like the old wave 
bands have done it - I 
mean the old wave new 
wave There's five main 
bands - the Platols. the 
Clash, the Damned, the 
Jam and ourselves, and 
everyone's taking their 
examples from us, opin. 
ion and attitude wise. 

"I'm very suspicious of ra people are made to audiences were pretty motives Now, there's a ei the same way bad sometimes - they lot of bands adopting iir nation_ were so narrow minded stances that others have 
Jacques '1-ee in their attitudes They come to more naturally 

wog an my life couldn't understandus Attitudes they've adopted 
parents are French. "So 'Buchan' Is just overnight 

school I was treated about all the -heads we 
Dead Ringer's' about like a wog, because my met. - hypocrisy." mother used to kiss me at 

the school gates. and 
had shorts as well - 
really short It used to 
freak me out. because I 
wanted to be more 
English than the English. 

'Then I realised this is 
crazy, you know. I might 
as well be who I am. 

4. 'DAGENHAM 
DAVE' 

Hugh "Dagenham 
Dave was this spade guy 
front Manchester who put 
an end to himself one 
night because - well, I 
don't know his motives, 
but I know he was very 
depressed with life, The 
only thing that pleased 
him was the fact that we 
were getting more pops 
tar 

"He came to all our gigs 
when we were first 
getting started last year 
He was a scan older who'd 
done so many things. 

He'd been to a lot of 
places, lived through a lot 
of existences He was 30, 
and he Just felt he'd had 
enough experiences for 
one life 

"In the end they 
dragged him out of the 
Thames after three 
weeks, Just a bag of 
mush He jumped off 
Tower Bridge " 

Jean Jacques "He was 
an amazing bloke He 
lived In this hotel room for 
05 a week with his old 
lady Brenda, and he was 
a maniac. He was such a 

genuine guy. and he was 
so intelligent, hut he'd 
Just go bananas. lie had 
this amazing collection of 
records which he never 
played - they were all In 
mint condition 

"He was real rock 'n' 
roll hero He used loosen 

hundred quid week, 
and one night he blew 
hundred and twenty quid 
Just on having a good 
time. Ile was broke the 
next week, but he didn't 
care - he didn't give 
damn 

"He was on 'Go Buddy 
Go' The single was 
really posy compared to 
other recordings of it that 
we've done since. but he 
just turned up that night 
and freaked out the whole 
studio, and we forgot 
about recording and Just 
had a good time with 
Dagenham Dave 

"It just teaks me out to 
think that a guy I was so 
into killed himself It's 
like an Insult you know, 
because It's like he didn't 
believe we were there " 

5. 'BRING ON THE 
NUBILES' 

Hugh' "A nubile Is a 
girl who personifies the 

'Men are like red wine - they get better 

are like white wine 

good when drunk young' 
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VILLAINS 

WH.4TEVER HAPPENED 
to our heroes . . 

They made a new album, 
that's what. 

Sheila Prophet joined in 
the hunt this week, and 
finally trapped its quarry in 
the backstreets of Amster- 
dam. 

You'll be able to track 
down 'No More Heroes' for 
yourself at the end of 
nevi week, when it slinks 
into sour local record shop. 

But now. to bait your 
appetite, we have a special 
sneak preview of the album, 
straight from the rodents' 
mouths - Stranglers in 
chief Hugh Cornwell and 
lean Jacques Hume!. 

4 ore e and charm of 
.ring eel They can 
ny age, but they have 
mehow It'sa gang in 
se of that 
lot CI women become 
Sided when they're 

over a certain age. so 
nubility is definitely not a 
thing that lasts It's 

"dent thing. 
Men are like red wine 
they get better with 

age. Girls are like white 
wine - they only taste 
good when drunk young 

'Maybe that's the 
quandary that girls 
always have and always 
will be In what 
happens when they lose 
that quality Maybe 
that's their sad fate." 

Jean Jacques "The 
Stranglers are the band to 
call sexist, aren't they' 
Spare Rib really put us 
down you know - I'm 
sure they're a load of 
dikes over there That's a 
really cliched attitude. 
but they're often the 
truest. 

"Boots and W H 
Smiths were going to ban 
the album because of the 
lyrics on this track " 

'Having 

something in 

S. 'SOMETHING 
BETTER CHANGE' 

Hugh "Yeah. that 
ones on II too It's just 
about attitudes ' Jean 
Jacques "It speaks for 
Basil " 

7. 'NO MORE 
HEROES' 

Hugh "You should be 
your own hero If you 
become a hero, people 
don't see you for what you 
are, they look at you In a 
different light You cease 
to become human to them. 
and that's wrong 

"There are two bad 
ways to treat a human 
being - you can either 
treat them like dirt. or 
you can treat them so 
good that you're not 
treating them as human 
beings either Human 
beings aren't Gods 

"Having heroes Ls like a 
cop out. It's seeing 
something In someone 
else. Hut people should be 
striving to get that In 
themselves 

Jean Jacques "It's a 
slogan as well as a title 
We try to live without the 
star system, and we 
succeed quite well. I 

think " 

A. 1BI !RIVING UP 
TIME' 

Hugh "It's about 
people wanting to utilise 
their time in the best 
pagan, le way, because Ir 
running out fast !every 
minute counts There was 
a guy who was in the 
army who took the most 
boring Jab, which was 
peeling potatoes. because 
It made each moment last 
so long. and he really 
enjoyed living 

Jean Jacques It's 
about not living safely. 
about doing everything as 
It comes to you. It's a 
speed song You burn 
yourself up If you don't 
play safe 

"If you hear the other 
side of the single 'No More 
Heroes' you'll see what I 
mean It's called 'In The 
Shadows' and It's going to 
freak everyone out 
because it's totally 
unexpected. 

"It's got to change, 
because it's getting like a 
parody of Itself in Britain. 
and things mustn't get 
stale." 

9. 'ENGLISH 
TOWNS' 

Hugh "It's like a very 
sad feeling you some- 
times get when you're 
very used up, and when 
you haven't had a good 
sexual feeling for a while. 
You find the feelings, but 
they're not the ones you 
really want 'No love In a 
thousand girls' Is one of 
the linen in It, and 'The 

heroes is like a cop out. It's seeing 
someone else. But people 

should be striving to get that in themselves 

cogs try to WOWS, ow' 
The dogs are the Lauda 
ladies " 

Jean Jacques "It's 
about lova - love being 
debased on that there. no 
such thing. The word is 
thrown round much too 
easily If there's to much 
love In the world, where is 
It' If there was more love 
about, people would stop 
ripping each other off. 
and nations would be 
much more sensitive to 
other nations ' 

10. PEASANT IN 
THE BIG SHITTY 

Hugh' "I Usabout being 
peasant. and It has very 

psychedelic lyrical pat- 
terns. where reality's 
doubted, and you don't 
know what's real any 
more People sometimes 
aren't real 

"The city is London, 
because that was our big 
chitty " 

Jean Jacques "It's 
specifically about us 
being poor, and having 
just come to London. And 
besides that. being on 
acid " 

1 1 . 'SCHOOL 
MA'AM' 

Hugh "That's a piece 
of dialogue about 
situation In a school 
where the teachers calls 
one of the kids to stay 
behind and help after 
class. and they start 
getting It on The 
mistress who's In charge 
of the school has video 
screens In all the 
classrooms, and she sees 
what they're doing. And 
instead of calling the 
police, she starts watch- 
ing it getting off on it, and 
she ends up having an 
orgasm, which she's 
never had before In life. 

I She's about 80, and she 
' dies In front of the screen 

with a smile on her Lace 

'That' a the beat way- 7, I 
go - to 41e having 
oessern. It must h 

never done It but 
bolts. way toga.. 

Jean J "Y 
know Hugh was kick 
out of school f 

persoirting the kids' I 

was kicked oYt of this 
tutorial collage tar bet' 

bad Inflames on 
kids for being 
undesirable " 

Hugh 'The a!re.- 
n advancement 
used synthesiser 
or five tracks 
using it onstage 
well. Its given 
dimension and some 
Ideas too - about 
structure of the songs 

"On the B side of the 
single - well, It's a 
double A side, but it's the 
one that won't get played 
very much. I'm sure, Is 

'In The Shadows'. very 
rhythmic, experimental 
piece of music with lot of 
synthesiser 

"The synthesiser's 
sparked us Into a new 
field We still write songs 
but that's because we 
want people to tell us 
whether we've still got a 

song there We've 
changed a lot of baste 
things about the song. the 
structure, the fitting of 
lyrics to music, the 
timing. and things lace 
that 

"And if it's a success 
we'll develop that more on 
the next album We want 
to explore new territory. 
Instead of writing pretty 
little songs for the next 10 
years We could do that. 
quite easily, but we want 
to explore, we want to 
learn too 

"Synthesisers up till 
now have been associated 
with psychedelic, heady 
music that has no 
direction. 

"We want to give it 
direction " 

ONCE TWICE 

Accept No Substitute! 
Featuring Jonathan Richman 

The Rubinoos, Earthquake and Greg Kihn 
.11SI ilk F./Cassette SSW f0 

Modern Lovers 1st. Album 
Available in the U.K. 
for the first time now! 

assent. KM St II 

Catch Jonathan and The Modern Lovers LIVE at ... 
MANCHESTER FREE TRADE HALL-THURSDAY 15th 

BIRMINGHAM ODEON-FRIDAY 16th 
HAMMERSMITH ODEON-SATURDAY 17th/SUNDAY 18th 

. and whatever you do don't forget the Modern Lover's other albums 
Jonathan Richman and The Modern Lovers (BSERK 2/BSERC 2) 

Rock 'n' Roll with Modern Lovers (BSERK 9/BSERC 91 

Jonathan Richman and the Modern Lovers.. 
the most fun you can have with your clothes on 
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LINDA RONSTADT 

KI RSAAL FLYERS: 'Intro Live Koreas's' 
(CHRISM'S) 

YEAH. THEY 
cracked It. Taken three Ibum but they've 
cracked tt. This Is the first Kursaal Flyers' 
record with everything 
these two words stand for - a grope In the shop 
doorway, twisted ankle 
on the dance floor. a 
hangover a birdies tin - 
can kicking weekend, a 
three piece mohair cult 
with a top hankerchlef. a 
bottle right walk home 

Pierce fun Is what 
they're all about and 
'toner fun le what you get 0 this live Ibum 
recorded at The Marquee 
in May For your gelt 
:here's IS songs - 10 
.originals Including the 
lenity hit Little Does She 
Know' and the new one 'In 
,)n Our Love plus three 
water splashes. 'On My 
Mind'. 'Anna' and 'Fri- 
day On My Mind' 

There ain't much point 
saying anything else 'rept 
they're flying again after 
ton long In the tunnel of 
love Hock cork. 
BARRY CAIN 

THE PHILADELPHIA 
INTERNATIONAL. ALL 
STARS. Its Clean t p 
The Ghetto' (Phil- 
adelphia international 
Pitt Mates 

THIS IS a public service 
announcement The tat 
eats of Lou Rawls, Billy 
Paul, Archie Belt the 
O'Jays. Teddy Pend 
ergraas and Dee Dee 
Sharp Gamble have been 
combined on one out 
standing number, the title 
track which is a classic 
disco record. 

The rhythm is a hit like 
the Temptations' Run- 
nine %lid' and the sheer 
presence of the whole 
Philadelphia inter 
nation,'tl rooter of artists 
taking turns to sing 
stanzas about community 

Foxy Linda 
lacks bite 

LINDA RONSITAIPT: 'Simple Dreams' ( Asylum gr. 
io41. 

WHAT A pity there's only one track featuring Dolly 
Parton Her voice and Ronstadt are such a sweet 
Combination I could listen to them all day We'll 
have to he content with just 'I Will Never Marry', 
hitter sweet ballad 

Ronatadt is an old mixture She can give the 
rune . on as foxy lady, then when you're reeling 
hack from the surprise she hits you with the 
innocent little girl number 

It's difficult to believe it's the same person belting 
out 'It's So Easy' and 'Tumbling Dice as the folksy 
lady duetting with Dolly 

Her backing band tend to stay every bit just that - I don't know if It's Intentional to keep attention 
focussed on Linda's vocals Maybe It would have 
supplied the extra bit of roughness to act as a foil If 
they'd let go a bit more. 

The edge is missing on this album, there's none of 
the bite you feel on 'When Will I Be Loved' or 'Silver 
Threads And Golden Needles' from the 'Greatest 
Hits' album 

This Is a much smoother, older Ronstadt - less 
rock and roll, more country and western. She's been 

or threatening) to do that this year but I 
think this Is only a half - way stage_ I love it, but I 
don't know whether her other fans will feel the 
same ROSALIND RUSSELL 

co operation, makes this 
a historic landmark in 
soul music. 

The rest of the album 
consists of tracks by 
Individual groups or 
singers All of them are 
great examples of the 
Philly sound Featured 
are the Intruders, Harold 
Melvin and the Three 
Degrees. 

There's not a bad track 
here and net profits from 

the album will fund 
community development 
programmes 

I know every candidate 
for the mayor of New 
York has been promising 
to clean up the ghetto for 
at least three years but I 

believe the record corn 
pony's Intentions are 
good This public service 
announcement has now 
ended + GF.OFF 
TRAVIS 

GENERATIONX 
YOUR GENERATIO 
DAY BY DAY 
FIRST 45 

4 
111 

I 

WORTHIT'SWAIT 
14 

CkTa". 

Seek 
0 fIve It spill 

(dire Its odes 
tribesesk 

DOLLS PARTON: 'The 
Dolly Parton Story' (CBS 
318521 

WHOEVER THOUGHT 
of the title for this album 
needs putting straight on 

few things This Is nn 
more the story of Dolly 
than It is of my mum. 
Obviously the quality 
Dolly Parton material is 
on RCA, so the only stuff 

has is the early ruts 
- and not too great ones 
at that. She's always had 
a great voice, but her 
style has changed almost 
beyond recognition. 

The songs here - like 
'Dumb Blonde' and 'Fuel 
To The Flame' - are the 
typical Jog trot country 
songs that her Imitators 
are still struggling with 
It's not a true represents 
ton of Dolly In the past 
few year. 

This Is a million miles 
away from 'New Harvest' 
and It's wrong to put 
forward the Idea that this 
might be a com- 
prehensive collection of 
musical milestones in 
Dolly's career 
ROSALIND RUSSELL 

UTOPIA: 'trope! Wrong 
Planet' ( K Ille K 
556171 

SOMETIME IN the sun 
before dawn future Todd 
Rundgren will make the 
perfect album The 
ultimate fusion of voice 
and sound, harmony 
without ambiguity, a 
disUllaUon of every tape- 
worm nerve that ever 
wrapped Itself around his 
brain 

Until that day of 
judgement we have to 
make do with mulatto 
albums - half good, half 
bad He has been 
stabbing in the dark for 
too long not to draw blood 
eventually 

'Oops' Wrong Planet' 
highlights a current trait 
in the matt -haired 
maestro's make-up - an 
over dependence on min - 
Ions - in this case the 
other members of Utopia, 
Roger Powell, Kasim 
Sutton and John Wilcox 
All competent musicians 
and vocalists sure, even 
highly -skilled studio me- 
chanics But they ain't In 
the same school as 
Rundgren, let alone the 
same class. 

His subservience if you 
like is the grossest form of 
Immodesty, so forget all 

that "four sharing a 
common goal" reap Oh 
yeah, and another thing, 
It seems he's also 
becoming susceptible to 
criticism 'Rs', good 
album by anyone's 
standards, was castrated 
in some quarters for Its 
'lens and over In 

dulgent" tracks 
So here we get 12 tracks 

all falling short of what 
we should expect - TR7s 
are a lot better than 
Max The best numbers 
are the ones that 
Itundgren sings alone 
They're also the ones he 
wrote alone 

And for Christ's sake, 
Todd. forget those Inner 

black 

Your 

album 

Save Yourselves" - 
unless of course you're 
talking about yourself 

BARRY CAIN 

ELVIS PRESLEY 'Lost - 
ing You' (RCA PLO.1110) 

SONGS FROM the film 
'Loving You' weren't the 
best El ever did. but'( Let 
Me He Your) Teddy Hear' 
isa medium- sized classic 
that gives this album 
some validity One side Is 
the soundtrack from the 
film the other is assorted 
songs. The only other one 
from the film that's 
halfway Interesting Is 
'Party.' 

Side two Is an 
improvement. Including 
'Blueberry Hill,' True 
Love' and 'Have I Told 
You Lately That I Love 
You ' 

It's bound to sell But If 
I was thinking about 
buying an album In 
memory of the King I'd 
choose 'Elvis, Recorded 
Live Onstage In Mem 
phis which gives a better 
overall selection of hits 
+ + ROSALIND RUS- 
SELL 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: 
'The Greatest' (Arista 
SPARTY 1013) 

AS THE saying goes this 
is the album of the film of 
the book In reality 
producer/ writer Michael 
Masser and George 
Benson have come up 
with a soundtrack that 
makes up for much of the 
movie's feebleness Ben- 
son joyfully warbles the 
Masser penned themes 
'The Greatest Love Of All' 
and 'I Always Knew I 

Had It In Me' which an 
padded out to make the 
perfect Weer -serum rniv 

Variety Is added 
with 'All's Therm' and the 
pricey 'All Bombay.' the 
Zaire chant train Mande 
111 And repeat Classier 
than the average soundt- 
rack. 'The Greatest' Is 
music to remember 
Mohammed by. And It 
knocks out 'Love Story' In 
the first round . . 
JOHN SHEA IL AN, 

RONNIE LANE 

PETE TOWNSHEND 
AND RONNIE LANE: 
'Rough Ills' ( Polyder 
Deluxe/442147i 
WITH A couple of artiste 
like Townshend and 
Lane, you'd expect 
mean bit of rock and roll. 
Well. that's what I 
expected, but trim( what 
happens 

Even the presence of 
Charlie Watts, Erie 
Clapton and Gallagher 
and Llye doesn't brighten 
this supreme piece of self- 
Indulgence - 

There wasn't one song I 
felt was worth the effort; 
It was too much like a 
high - powered Jam 
session. Did anyoneenjoy 
making the album? It 
doesn't sound like it 

The worst track was 
'Street In The City.' 
Apart from the hack 
lyrics (Fleet Street, the 
Wig and Pen. etch the 
strings killed stone dead 
any notion that I'd find 
rock and roll on this 
album. 

Individually, Lane 
brought some of the 'Dolt 
La La' riffs to the first 
track 'My Baby Gives It 
Away' and Watts' 
drumming was good, If 
inhibited, throughout 

It would be Interesting 
to see how some of the 
songs might have turned 
out If Ian Stewart's plants 
had been brought In mart 
often and given more 
reign. 

There are some jam 
sessions you'd feel pita- 
leged to sit In on This 
wasn't one of them 
ROSALIND RUSSELL 

Cop a dose from 
the Feelgoods 
THE FEELGOODS: 'Be Seeing You' 
(United Artists IlAS 30123) 

WANT a cure for depression' Want an alternative to the current wave of 
soundallke dross being Inflicted on your 
long-suffering ears' The good doctors 
of Essex have come up with an excellent 
prescription. The ultimate dose' good . time rhythm 'n' blues -orientated rock 
'n' roll music. 

So. lie down on the couch and prepare for treatment It's painless and you'll 
soon be infected. By the end you'll be cured and ready to face life again. Right nurse, start the turntable rolling, turn that little knob up to full volume and serve the brownand mild. 

'Ninety Nine And A Half i Won't Dol' kicks off with a familiar Three Dog Night riff and slides violently into third gear with early Stoneastyle harms% 
ca. Feeling better already aren't you' 'She's A Wind Up', is the new single and also inspired all those vulgar clockwork tit advertisements. Now sit down or we'll have to use the 

straitjacket 
Guitar' That's the new lad. Mayo's, 

the name and he blows like the best 
'em. 'I Thought I Had It Made' But 
have 'I Don't Wanna Know' V. 
and this isa bloody good album T' 
It I Quit' - 'Route ea' revisited 
back and deep 'As Long As 
Is Right' closes side one. You 
so good, areritcha' 

Right, side two and Wall really 
you, knock y'out '141-Rlse' is a rebel- 
rousing rock Instrumental with 
Mayo coming Into his own, backed 
driving rhythm section Yeah, Myth 
the album's full of it and the blue' 
like 'The Had A Baby And 
Named It Rock 'N' Roll' froth 
legendary Brow ney McGee. 

Wind down with 'Looking Back 
'Sixty Minutes Of Your Love' Better' 
Good, you can get dressed now 
that's the treatment Just repeats' 
when you find It necessary. It's 
you see, there's still life in rock L 

and R and B lives - OK' ti 
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DUARARIff 

1t1f firWANGLf NOM 

KRAfincyfRK 

DR HOur. urrr crinc's rn 

HOOK IN 
A HAZE 

DR HOOK; 'Makin' 
Love And Music' (Capitol 
EST 1111.13) 

I HAVE to admit I'm 
disappointed with this 
album - I'm hoping if I 
keep listening to it for 
another few weeks a cloud 
will lift and suddenly I'll 
see what they had In mind 
when they recorded it. 

A teeny bit of fog has 
lifted already. I've found 
a track I like and which I 

think could be a single 
I t' s ' m A Lamb' 

The songs aren't nearly 
as country as I thought 
they'd be - the album 
was recorded In Nashville - and as Hook songs 
usually are. They've used 
the Muscle Shoal Horns 
and I don't think they 
always suit the songs they 
accompany. 

Dennis Locorriere's 
voice - usually a major 
feature of the band - 
hasn't got a song it can 
really get going on. There 
are none of the painful. 
weepy ballads they're so 
good at And there's one 
odd Inclusion, 'Walk 
Right 1 n', which was a big 
hit for the Roof top Singers 
intent. 

As I said I'm din 
appointed. but I'll keep 
hoping 
ROSALIND RUSSELL 
TINA GRAILLES: 'Heart 
'II' SOW' IONS LUSO) 

YOU'VE only got 
to take look at the 
cover to know just what 
this album Is going 
to sound like. The 
front features a shadowy 
female figure outlined in 
lurid reds. blues and 
yellows and posed In go 
go dancer position num 
bey Sig Ah. I can hear 
you My. It must be one of 
thaw disco albums And 
you r right. Pretty 
predictable lady is Tins 
It's the did problem of 
sticking to a successful 

formula for too long Side 
one opens with versions of 
'Love Bug' and 'Sweets 
For My Sweet' and ends 
with her hit single 
'Rendezvous' All the 
tracks are given the 
Blddu disco treatment 
taken at break neck 
speed with Ms Charles 
walling and whoopeeing 
over the weak disco rift 
And if you think I haven't 
mentioned discos enough 
It's analyse the lyrics 
time. Most of the songs 
are based on the classic 
disco situation. Repr- 
oaches to some guy who's 
done her wrong or 
attempts to get the disco 
dreamboat to dance with 
her The annoying thing 
is the lady's got a good 
voice as shown on the 
album's one redeeming 
track. 'I'll Be Your Light' 
(smooch time, folks, 
Pity there aren't more 
slow. mellow tracks like 
this where a lot more than 
a high pitched wall 
exudes from Ms Charles' 
voice box. One more 
point Not much evidence 
of your heart or soul in 
this Tina Save It for an 
album that features some 
real emotion MARI' 
ANN ELLIS 

GONG: 'Live Etc' (Virgin 
VGD Stilt) 

WOWEE. GET a load of 
the sleeve notes! "In the 
meantime the taut, often 
abrasive structures of 
much pronto Gong mate- 
rial were softened, coaled,. 
cued alongside long, 
spatial passengers of 
Allen's patent guitar 
glissando and Tim 
Blake's omnipresent 
synthesisers a se- 
rene mantric backdrop 
for Didier Malherbe' 
reeds and Steve Hillage's 
lead guitar " All very 
well, old chum, but to mo 
Gong's material has 
always lacked cohesion - 

yes I can use big words 
too Take side one. 'You 
Can't Kill Me', a rather 
appealing riff that even 
tually gets drowned In a 
confused musical frenzy. 
For four sides you get 
avant garde rock that will 
either float above your 
head or have you In 
raptures If you don't like 
the album you can always 
have fun finding out what 
the sleeve notes mean 

ROBIN SMITH 

BARCLAY JAMES HAR 
VEST: 'Gone To Earth' 
Poly dor 2441148) 

LOVE OR hate Barclay 
James Harvest, give this 
album two listens and the 
tunes invade your brain 
I preferred BJH In their 
early days when the 
musty seemed to have 
more foundation. 

On 'Gone To Earth' 
songs are often coated 
with too much sugar. 
Take the opening track 
'Hymn' with the lines 
"Jesus came down from 
Heaven to earth, The 
people said It was a virgin 
birth 

In many ways Barclay 
James Harvest possess 
the Abbe quality of 
writing exceedingly 
catchy tunes On 'Love Is 
Like A Violin' the drum 
heats precisely followed 
by a tight chorus 'Poor 
Man's Moody Blues' is an 
Intentional copy of 
'Nights In White Satin' 
but seems a pointless 
exercise For the ulU 
mate in pomp rock listen 
to 'Sea Of Tranquility'. 

The album will please 
hard-core BJH fans and 
the next tour will be 
another sell-out. But to 
me the album's not a 
patch on their old stuff. 

ROBIN SMITH 
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THE GIZ BIZ 
Pt 'T OUT Use Cagy and sandpaper 
the ogignies Keens Godley and Lei 
Chase ame bane finally reduced an 
albs, mass arry. a rock magical - 
ranee Vegisiarieguenose 

rage la. if mamma the prefect that 
caused Its 

to the led of lOcc 
lens and 

rt e 1 letrart Ile carry on the name 
Rut with -Consequences tt 

amens Ghee, and (lien's provided 
the Mu thare.mairrierdadng from 

present -Om. 
Our ropy la admittedly one that 

contain. only the highlights of the 
S amara - promotional device 
Rut from that the quality la 
obvious 

The musdclanship Ii superb the 
prodnetIon crystal clear and the 
whole thing magically excellent If 
you're lOre bower It might repulse 
you because the contents are very 
bossy compared with any past 
10cc product Salk. Godley and 
Creme manage to be aggressive 

and tranquil elroultneoualy, 
garnet/tine the prevent Mee are 
unable lb emulate. 

The album seems preoccupied 
with death and in parts gists very 
weird Indeed Playlets link the 
various sections of music and some 
of the dialogue la rather Disarm 
Peter Conk and Dudley steam 
play strange characters that 
represent the Meal In the street. 
Even Sarah Vaughn makes an 
ppearance 

The gismo Is mechanical 
devise invented by Godley and 
Creme whirls clamps to the bridge 
of a guitar and 'mechanically bows 
and vibrates the strings of the 
instrument It creates the odd feel 
of the album which In parts le 
reminiscent of the ethereal sound 
effecte in m Not In love 

At other times it's actually 
frightening - an one track vocals re dehumanised to represent 
death sweeping through door 

In the true Godley Creme 

Bowie 
and Bing! 

THERE'S ONE hugely embar 
raising moment on David Bowie's 
Thin White Duke' double bootleg 
album when he sings - believe it 
or not - 'Song Sung Blue' with 
Cher. the American MOR 
superstar Cringe just isn't the 
word 

But Bowie didn't find that sort of 
bastard union ridiculous Be - 
cause he's now setting himself up 
again for a show with an even 
more Incongruous partner - 73 
year 'old Bing Crosby 

Bowie and Crosby are set to 
appear together in a Christmas 
spectacular for ATV in London 
The show is set in an English 
country house and seems to 
confirm that, al 30. Bowie has had 
enough of his bizarre image 

He certainly looked normal 
enough when he appeared at the 
ATV studios in Manchester for a 

guest appearance with Marc 
Bolan on his show 'Marc' He 
performed 'Heroes'. his new 
single, and jammed with Bolan on 
a number called 'Standing Nest 
To You' 

Gone is the slick. emaciated 
Duke of 'Station To Station' - 
instead it's back to the old Jour 
style - cropped on top and long 
behind the ears He wore a silver 
crucifix around his neck under a 

blue shirt. jeans and green boots 
Bowie said later he'd "given up 

adding to himself" However 
some of his opinions are just as 
controversial as ever -as found 
out when I spoke to Bowie for 
three hours after the show 

See next week's RECORD 
MIRROR when Bowie talks about 
bus nest two albums. his two 
forthcoming films. laser styli. 
black holes in space. cabalism. 
low', Japan, the Bader Metnhof 

gang, cybernetic government. 
Herrin, Easy and a lot more. 

Buddy Richman 
DAVID BOWIE can r the only one with a new look' 

Svelte Beserkley superstar Jonathan Richman. 
pictured here with moor his bizarre backing group. The 

Modern Lovers. has had his auburn locks shorn. 
Sources close to Richman suggest this has led to 

something of an identity crisis for Richman Hr has 

apparently been spotted trying out a range of horn - 

rimmed glasses while mumbling something about a girl 
tailed Peggy Sue 

When approached by his manager about the damage 
this was doing to his image. Richman was heard to say 

I guns it doesn't matter any more. RAY VONN 

I SEE_ THAT lOcc 
HAVE GOT THIS 
A.A4AZ/A" NEW 

MACHINE THEY CALL 
DA GIZMO. 

tradition vocal harmonies play a 

part In Consequence.' Hut there 
are only few occasions when the 
'10cc sound' breaks through. 
creating a cross between South 
Pacific' and The Original 
Soundtrack' 

The triple album has theme 
based around the number 17 - and 
to stress that It Will he taunt -had In 
Europe at a reception In 17th 
century Amsterdam church at 17 

minutes and 17 set -undo past 1700 
hours on September 17 

A 20 page booklet is included In 
the set and the whole thing will be 
promoted In cinemas up and down 
the country, shown with film 
compatible with the audience the 
record company hope to attract - 
late teens to early 2es 

The complete album will be 
available some time next month. 
retailing at tit - so see about a 
mortgage now STEVE GIBBS 
AND CBI(' LICATHF.R.MAN. 
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An expensive 
evening with 
your Friends 

QUESTION: what do the following people has, In 

common, apart from excessively large amounts of 

money. 
Freddie Mercury; 
Adam Faith; 
Russell Harty 
SirJ oseph Lockwood; 
John Schlesinger; 
Dick James. 

ANSWER: they're all good friends. Friends, that 
LA of diminutive Scotsman John Held, that Jack . of 
all trades including manager, social climber, 
business tycoon and restaurateur. 

Proof of his undying regard for them was the 
small, coloured card which dropped through their 
silver plated letterboxes last week. Inviting them to 
join a few other close companions at the opening of 
John's newest venture, a cosy little restaurant in 
Covent t.arden called . . guess w hat? Friends. 

And that's how they came to spend the evening 
crammed nose to nose, chest to chest with what 
seemed like at least 300 other rich and beautiful 
people. 

BM's Intrepid reporters were also there, looking 
woefully underdressed among the dinner Jacket., 
the evening gowns and the diamond jewellery. 
How user they were not nearly as underdressed as 
one Elton John, who turned up dressed - if I may 
use the term - In baseball cap, orange jacket, pink 
T shirt and plimsolls. 

If the others noticed Elton' lock of sartorial style 
they tactfully didn't draw attention toll. Despite his 
outward appearance ninny of the assembled 
multitudes were seen clutching him, seemingly 
enthustasdeally. to their tinhorn. Nice to see the 
social barriers broken down, eh Elt? 

The evening's menu consisted of a cold buffet 
which was vigorously and competitively attacked 
by the throngs. One even joined in the party spirit 
by attempting to consume a large portion of 
decorates e plastic lobster. 

The buffet was topped by splendid cake In the 
shape of a fairy castle which. quite remarkably, 
was still Intact when KM left. 

If you'd like to sample the cool elegance of 
Friends' decor - freshly painted cream walls, 
china figurines and original song scores on the walks 
- you're welcome to pop along. 

Hut you'll have to pay - and with prices like £2. 
for a starter, a flyer for the main course and £1 for 
cheese and biscuits, you begin to appreciate how 
John can afford to hold three cosy little social 
evenings.. SHEILA PROPHET 

THIS COULD WELL BE PA 

GREATEST SINGLE ADVANCE 
IN DA HISTORY 
OF POPULAR 

MUSIC! 

r. 

411514-wa:4 

The bitch 
is back 
Cleoeralleo K (bylaw 

salute baring new Dina 
Elam Jobs le le be 
believed, aren't very 
happy about 00111111111111a 

last week's KM. 
Elton, you remember, 

called their single 'dread 
But garbage' .r II title l 
your generation you ran 
keep It-, proclaimed the 
pompous balding one. 

Not ematent In take tine 

flak ubmim!..4 loon X 

hook their revenge, 
First they went to s 

local barber's shop and 
bought a temper. The, 
delivered It to Rocket 
Records' office with this 
noes: "Dear Fit - thank 
you teethe review. I think 
we have found the 
problem This piece of 
fluff was stuck to the 
stylus. Is It yours!" 
CLAUDIA !SCOUT 

Getting 
shirty 

HAVE YOU ever bough. 
a T shirt at concert and 
been disapppointed when 
it fell to bits In the 
launderette' 

Have you ever wished 
you could get the type of T 
shirt the road crew wear 

when they're tearing 
across the stage looking 
Important' 

If you're well heeled, 
your wish could come 
true, because there's a 
new company that will 
provide a range of rock 
merchandise approved 
by the stars and Is the 
same type of stuff worn by 
music biz boils 

The company's called 
Rock Authentic, and 
they'll be selling sweat 
shirts, T shirts, posters 
and badges through a 

number of big stores in 
most main cities In 
Britain. 

You may have seen 
nubile young thing on last 
week's Juicy Juicy page. 
wearing a Wings sweat 
shirt from this range 
Other artists who have 
put their names to this 
enterprise include Eric 
Clapton, the Who, Yes, 
Genesis, Black Sabbath 
and ELY 

Now the bad news It'll 
Coat you a packet to be a 

rock superstar These 
truly wonderful sweat 
shirts cost 17 its each, 
which Is a fair whack of 
anybody's wages 

The other stuff ranges 
downwards in price - T. 
shirts are (3 99 each 
which is a bit more 
reasonable 

THEY COULD HIRE IT 
To ROD STEWART FOR 

USE ON HIS VOICE. 
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OrSE ROYCE 

1977 ROSE ROYCE 
straight out of the "CAR WASH 

Seats 9. V.G. CONDITION 

MoT (Magnificent onTurntables) 
3 PREVIOUS HIT SINGLES. 

6 'Want want to get next to you'. 

`CarWasii. 'PutYour Money 

where your mouth is') 

De Luxe model in black vinyl. 

Stereo super cover. 

Reg K56394. 
This one is 'In Full Bloom!' 

So contact your record dealer. 

Grand TOUR 

SEPTEMBER 30 FRIDAY MANCHESTER, 
APOLLO 

OCTOBER 1 SATURDAY BIRMINGHAM, 
ODEON 

OCTOBER 2 SUNDAY LIVERPOOL, 
EMPIRE 

OCTOBER 3 MONDAY LONDON, RAINBOW 
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`OXYGENE% AIRS! 
:BUT NO GRACES: 

AT LAST' A Frenchman who i want to do five albums." he says I 

want them to be like a suite so people will doesn't croon Into the ii, micr- be able to follow a musical pattern my 
°phone, thrilling your mum "Some artists don't care If the majority 

Jean Michel Jerre is actress Charlotte of people can't appreciate their work di 
Ramplings lover It's more than just a They say they don't mind If It goes over ". 
passing affair - they hope to be married their heads But I believe art can be 
before the end of the year commercial If It's done In the right way Ai 

"We met iri the South of France," he "I've been very pleased with the 
says "She's a very warm person, it's a publicity surrounding Oxygene because 
very serious relationship " It hasn't been hyped I'm with a small Ai 

If Jean Michel sang he'd probably be In record company called bisques Motor. In .." 
the David Soul class But he's chosen the France It could be the equivalent of 
comparative obscurity of composing Virgin over here I haven't been lost In a fm, 
Oxygen,' has been at the top of the French big combine where some talent can get `.." 

charts for five months, both album and lost a single are monsters here and the epic has "To me the role of the artist is to go Inside * 
been 

guaranteed airplay on American somebody's thoughts and feelings from `f 
radio stations. Sounds as if It's going lobe outside There is a feeling In France that 
a 'Tubular Bells' success story artists shouldn't make money, that they sh 

"I don't think I'm a French Mike should starve in garrets for years But ''''' 
Oldfield He used traditional acoustic we're all entitled to make money if we work 
instruments." says Jean Michel "I like very hard 

Bells but I'm not familiar's with "I choose to work In Parts because I'm 
his later works French and I find London a bit oppressive 

si 'I feel composers should produce music at the moment It's not creatively di 
for the present, to work at something that stimulating but the situation will change "'" 
reflects our time I called the album What about the state of the French music 
'Oxygene' because air is a necessity and I Industry' All we seem to get filtering di 
hope that. like air, my music Is a basic through here are a bunch of middle-aged ... 
need appreciated by everyone of all ages, smoothies with large chins 0 

Some people have been afraid of "This is true. Romantic singing Is about fa 

made It 
music Certain composers have the only thing you don't seem to be able to '''' 

made it sound too cold and clinical They do In Britain. so the French capitalise on 

haven't realised you can capture the it. You have led the world In music so am, 

en romance of the wind blowing. As a violin there's always a feeling In France that '''' 
player uses strings to produce a sound, so we're just mimicking you At best France 

0 you can use electronics feels It produces excellent copies of your 
"At the moment I don't think there are music 

schools teaching synthesiaer music. You "I think Britain will soon be great again 
in other ways You have this oil In the da have to teach yourself and overcome North Sea which will give you a lot of ".' problems as you go along If I want a 

special effect sometimes I have to have a bargaining power 
special piece of equipment built." "And Britain pioneered the youth a, 

Jean Michel establishment was being shown that young 
revolution For the first time the ". 

award -winning LaHrail tatherfp: 
the 

people really counted In society, that they di 
tr weren't there lobe kicked around. Often I ''',.,s 

f 1°,r,fathIssvago' and apart 

rock 
training Jean Michel has 

punk spits on another punk I think It di 
think the British are fatalists When a 111 

ck,..thb the ortehrlcm:nntuterd 
widely punk 

that says the country Is fed up 
reflects an attitude throughout the nation "."' 

read But my oultTifleir'dinflnuyennycebrmambre.in-,.iry:n- 
point out what's wrong with society Our 

could have Deer 
seems to me It takes young people to 

often Rime" he says "I love Kubrick's 
age group is going to breed a very healthy 0 

2001' He was able to capture the feelings 
of an electronic world ins romantic way. I society because we're far more aware and a, 

alert to the problems of the world." my 
saw 'King Kong' but I didn't like that 
much It was a remake and I don't believe Next summer Jean Michel should be on 

in dwelling in 
t 

I liked the road in Britain 
Charlotte's appearance in the remake of "I want to wait until the second album Is 

Farewell My Lovely' so I can have a pattern ID work 
on,'' he says ''I'd like to do the Albert Hall 0 

they're4) 
gel Mt') doing music believe 

performance 
"I relax by watching videos 

and I want to combine theatrics In the 

glo,mingaitononewthrie entertainment of the "I think Keith Emerson copied one of my 
future projects when he suspended himself In ems 
reflections on music." g b°ok 

about m' 
mid air with his piano Things like that W .oxygen, look year of deep thought oche, take the audience by surprise but they 

and four months to record Jean should be done tastefully " 
shut himself away in his Paris studio He's 

dv working or. a follow-up which will ROBIN SMITH 
, . it . another es. four months to record etnihaia 
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Elba In SUSANNE GARRETT 
Send gone problems to Help. Record 
Mirror, 40 Long leer. London WC2I 

VT 

Why can't 
I control 
myself? 

WHENEVER I see a sexy -looking girl I 

have an uncontrollable urge to 
masturbate. I feel terrible about It but I 

can't stop myself. Last week I got off a 
(lobe train so I could do It In dark 
passage at the end of a platform. How do 
I control myself before I get caught' Do 
you think' course of bromide tablets 
would help' 
Stewart, Landers 

Getting hardon when you see an 
attractive girl isn't surprising hut it can 
be emb log and downright 
Inconvenient when It happens In public 
place and you just lase to relieve the 
tension. however risks It nay he. 

Bromide won't necessarily help. 
The only things that really Inhibit 

sexual desire are sheer exhaustion or 
illness and y eoo're (obviously pretty /Knot 
to mention red blooded. 

All you can do in avoid the ponsIbility of 
arrest for indecent exposure is to try 
concentrating on something completely 
different, like your favourite football 
team or evert the possibility of arrest for 
Indecent exposure! Alternatively try 
tensing your stomach muscles to 
breaking point - It can and does work. 

At least try and make It to the nearest 
gent.' toilet. Could save you an awful lot 
of boa sere 

Alan of Mango.: 
why don't you spend the 
price of a phone call and 
get In touch with limps, 
the new advice and Info 

centre which helps with 
querleo on 'exult] 
problems In general, on 
041 331 08.50. Or, drop In 
.t their office, DIM 

['word Street (off Duke 
Street), Glasgow, any 
evening between 7 and 
In pm for a reviving 
rap. 

Can 
gays 
get 
VD? 
I AM lb and gay Over 
the past few resonator I've 
been out with several 
different girls and now I 

think ! might have VT) 
Ever, though a friend 
has told me Ws not 
wrath's, to get VD from 
anc.ther girl I'm very 
wrorried loll partible' 
Teresa Sliedierorell 

Relieve It of not it's 
perfectly prnlb le to 
contract a venereal 
di from sexual 
~tact with a percale of 
the senor sex. Rot the 
jai tint symptom. 
gonorrhoea, the mall 
(-amnion type of -- 

an Itching sensation or 
discharge and pain on 
pawing eater - can be 
similar t. those of other 
minor sorriest infereon 
like thrush. 

It's dial lo take scion 
to Hoar up the problem 
fast, whatever It may 
be. Don't be afraid b gn 
along to yOUr nearest 
clinic at el Black Street. 
Glasgow 64, near the 
Royal Infirmary. 
They're open on Mon 
day to Thursday until 
pm, and you don't need 
an appointment. Tour 
shit will be In complete 
confidence. 

Sex before marriage 
--- the big decision 

VERY FEW of my friends are virgin. and I know 
some have slept with at least three previous boyfriends. Rut I intend to stay virgin until I marry. I'm certainly not a prude, yet the idea of sexual Intercourse before marriage seems terribly 
wrong. Am I abnormal to have such strict principles 
In this day and age' 
Elaine. Bristol 

You're certainly not abnormal. SexuI feelings 
vary and so does the age when people get invoked in 
a sexual relationship. So there's no reason to feel like 
some kind of freak because of your firm beliefs. Just 
like your friends you're the one who chooses and you 

hose the final decision on how you live your Ilk. 
When the right boy cornea along he may share and respect your slew. or you may find your own feelings 

change rasa relation.hlp develop., 
If you're In any tray frightened about the idea of sex and find your worries Increase later on, an Informal diocusnlon about your sexuality and viewpoint on relationships nay help set your mind at rest far more than a serious talk with one of your friends eser could. 
Feel like an Informal rap sometime? Give your friendly neighbourhood counselling centre, Off The Record, a ring on Bristol 2204111. 

How to get a boyfriend 
I'M 13 and have never been out with a boy because no 
one has ever asked me All my friends at school meet 
boys In the dinner hour and after school and I'm left 
hanging around like a loose end I'm not exactly the 
Donna Summer type but I'm certainly not ugly. How 
can I get a boyfriend' 
Tricia. Cromer 

There's no simple answer to your thousand dollar 
question - different boys look for different qualities 
In a girl. Not everyone fancies Donna Summer, and 
you're sure to meet someone you like and who likes 
you too sooner or later. 

A good first step Is to try to extend your circle of friends of both sexes. The more people you know, the more chance you have of developing a relationship wins boy. You know what's happening in your area, and what interests you. Take along one of your mates from school - it doesn't sound as if they're on such Intimate terms with the boys they meet either. If you try to overcome your shyness and self consciounnese you're the only person who can do that - you'll eventually find a boy who likes you not for looks alone but for your personality. But don't try too hard, It should happen naturally, Stop worrying, you'll find a boyfriend. 

Rod Stewart 
CAN YOU tell us If Rod 
Stewart's first name la 
Rodney or Roderick' 
We'd also like the 
address of a place to get 
Information on him as 
we've heard his fan club 
no longer exists 

The ('homplrk parts I 
and 2, Bonham. 

Ills first name Is 
Roderick and for Into,' 
mutton write to Kate 
Buries., Nets kings 
Road, London wive. 

CAN YOU give me the 
address of Elton John's 
fan Club as I'm addicted 
told. music' 
Mark Rive Cheshire. 

Write to Linda Muller. 

FEEDBACK answers your question,. Send emir letters 
toy Record Mirror, 40 Long Acre, London WC2E VJT 
Please don't send a stamped addressed envelope as or 

can't answer your letters individually. 
Elton John key. Elton John Fan 

Club, 40 South Audley 
Street, Mayfair, London 
WI. 

CAN YOU give MC a list 
of the albums released 

by Italian band CFM' 
Have they got an 
appreciation society' 
PFM fan, London 

'Photos of Ghosts' 
(Mnticore K43302): 
'The World Became The 
World' (Manticore 
KS35011): 'Cook' (Marti 
core 111.533001) 'Chore. 
late Kings' (Mongoose. 
1(53305); 'Jet Lag' 
I Mnticore K533111. 
There Is no appreciation 
society but for Informs. 
inn write tu Cushman 
Relations Department, 
%FA Records. Alperket 
May Wembley, Middle- 
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Write fn Mailman. Record Mirror, 40 Long Acre, London 
WC2E QJT 

SICK OF 
THE KING 
GOD. I don't know if 
it's better having 
Elvis Presley alive 
or dead. At least 
seen he was alive 
no one took any 
notice of him. But 
now I'm sick of 
hearing him. You'd 
think he was good or 
something. As far as 
I'm concerned he's 
'or something' 

And his acting - It's 
worse than the Friday 
right 'Dracula. Frank- 
ensign And Friends' 

Elvis Presley Is a has 
been If he's all the 1920'3 
have to offer. thank God 
for the new wave 

Incidentally did you 
know Simon Bates played 
Way Down at quarter to 

one and then again at one 
o'clock on Tuesday' Just 
because the stupid thing 
cot to No 1 - and It only 
gat there because Elvis is 
dead 
Rada fan. near M Id- 
diembrangh. 

Yea fled him then, 

Yet another 
convert 
i AM writing to tell you 
my feelings about your 
meg. I have been reading 
:1 for couple of months 
sow I used to read NME 
but I changed to your 
paper because its cheap- 
er, better set out, has 
^dour posters and the 
print don't come off on yer 
mitts' 

Lillie progressive 
nude punk, pop. Jazz 
and some disco I enjoyed 
your punk poster series 

Keep up the letters 
Page It really makes me 
laugh., those semi - 

Incontinent drips who 
knock everybody else's 
made Long live Alan 
Lancaster. Mike Rossi. 
Jahn Coughlan and Rick 
Partite 

Love and kisses to 
Juicy Luny. 
(*afresh. Addle. in.. 
PS More love and kisses 
to Lute,' 

novo you kw - Juicy 
lege, 

Thursday's 

highlight 

WAS thinking as I get so 
"tech pocket money that I 
maid stop scrubbing 
floor' and waste my 
mane" writing los boring 
cams Then I changed my 
Mind and thought of 
Thursday a highlight 
RECORD MIRROR 

rhally. In reply to a 
'Mar In August 27 
Mans - you wasted a 
'two, because you don t 

"6* what you're on 
'Colour plcs a *Isis of lime ' The 

Painters in the last three 
"Iontria Ire the bast In ""'". and KM stands out 

abase NME - ISp and a black and white cover. 
Long live punks and Leda - together 

Elvis airiness. Sheffield 
PS. THE END 

Gawd blimey, 
was I drunk? 
WOT'S HAPPENED to 
TOTP recently' I turns 
the telly onto Beeb 1 and not do I see The Rods. the Adverts and the 
Boomtown Rats' Gawd 
blImey' 

I fink I'm gonna like 
being a 14 - year old girl 
punk rocker - I can sit at 
'ome and get drunk 
watching the new style 
TOTP. Or was It all just a 
one -week wonder' 
Owens. Horeharma rood. 

Yes. 

You can't fool us 
I WISH you would stop 
criticising Radio One and 
In particular Tony Black. 
burn. Radio One is the 
best station - they play 
the best music around 

Radio One Is the 'happy 
sound', the DJ. are 
always cheerful and can 
cheer me up w hen I'm Ina 
bad mood - usually after 
reading letters criticising 
Tony Blackburn in RM 
Carole, Caterhant Sur- 

Come on Tone, you can't fool us. we know it's 

Long may 
the reign 
I'VE JUST seen the 
Pistols play live In 
Plymouth It was the 
greatest night of my life 
Long may they reign. 
John. Plymouth. 

Living on 
short time 
All, IN all. Radio One is 
the best radio In London 
)despite Ed Stewart) but 
It makes me sick when 
they fade out records 
about halfway through. 

was listening to the 

NEW SEEKERS: all right. we ;ikon% they're not punks. 

SICK PIX No. 1: New Seekers 
BE WARNED: you have been 
caught out In a deliberate lie! In 
reply to David Crowhurst's letter 
about punk you replied that NM staff 
think the New Seekers are a punk 
band. Well. that's obviously untrue 
because If you in all your normal 
Ignorance believed that we be 
seeing article. on them week In, 
week slit. 

So now I think to make up for It you 
should give us a picture of them or 
you'll develop spots on the end of 
your tongue for punishment. Serves 
you right too. 
Miss V. I. Master, Golder, Green, 
London. 

OK. here's a pie of our favourite 
punka, the New Seekers. 

Top 20 show and 
'Roadrunner', the 
brilliant single by Jona- 
than Richman was cut 
very short So was 'I Feel 
Love.' 

Why not devote one and 
a half hours to the Top 20, 
Instead of the obviously 
Inadequate one hour' 

What does anyone 
think' 
Steve, Greenford. 

Dore anyone think? Or 
more to the point, does 
anyone care' 

SICK PIX No 2 10cc 

LOL CREME with nos. KEVIN GODLEY third 
guitar. from 

ACROSS 
1 Fabulous little dogs (7) 

7 My Hayes is a Biblical 
character (5) 

s Sing like Bing' (5) 
9 John - DJ or huntsman 

(4) 
10 He's a creamer (5) 
11 It s scratch can give you 

fever (3) 
12 A lover for Juliet (5) 
14 Clapton appears in the 

Richie Havens show (4) 
17 Martin's namesakes are 

churchmen ,5) 
16 Number of days in a 

Brittle week (5) 
19 Mann's 

DOWN 
1 Pablo has one In the Sun 

'Sr 
2 ' Upon A Star' (4) 
3 One of the Insects 

whose day made a Dylan 
song (4) 

4 What to do after you 
twist '5 

5 Hated pair making all 
the top records' (3,6) 

4 Jam location ( 2.3,4 ) 

11 One of Elvis's Wain' 
relatives (6, 

13 Mr Costello says it is 

true (2.3) 
15 Was very angry when 

Edgar came round (51 
16 One on Donne's Pillow? 

16) 

I OK, IT'S about time RM 
I did something about those 

pathetic pictures that 
confront me every week 
when I open the paper. 
Some of them are so bad 
you can't even see who 
the picture Is of. How 
about!. change? 
Klee fanatic, Aylestone, 
Leicester. 

Please accept our 
deepest apologies. To 
make up for it here are 
some exclusive photos of 
lOcc . 

2 3 4 5 6 
8 

9 

11.13 
11 

10 

16 

14 15 

17 

X11 

18 

LAST WEEK'S 
Arrest!! 4 Waters. 6 Troy 

7 Star II (Phil I Lynott 9 Sa- 

cha Distal). 
Le) 

10 
r -ma . IeS Dead 

Bends. 13 

Air Age 
17 Green,. 

SOLUTION 
Down' 1 Martha 2 Ps. 

aim 3 Zoot S Earth Band 6 

Tangerine II Domino 12 

Peggy 14 Ives 

BOOMTOWN RA TS 
group of the century. 

Congrats to 

the Rats 
IF THIS letter doesn't get 
printed I won't be 
surprised as there are so 
many readers' views on 
punk these days But 
what the Hell. 

What really makes me 
wanna sit up and write 
something relevant Ls that 
I wanna congratulate the 
Boomtown Rats on their 
excellent, exciting, ener- 
gy - filled single 
Congeals Rats. 

I saw them play the 
Rainbow with Tom Petty - or as they called him 
Tin Potty and the 
Windbreakers - and ya 
know they were fresh. 
bum - moving, fool - 

tapping, brilliant. 
Never had I been so 

sure or excited about a 
group making It big since 
Tom Petty Believe me, 
the Rats are gonna be h-u- 
ge, as in Cyril Smith. 

Once again. thanks 
Boomtown Rats, you're 
very much needed by us 
all 
Simon Harding, Bore 
hamn'ood, Herts. 

Should we 

have nudes? 
FIRST I want to 
congratulate you on your 
excellent picture of Gaye 
Advert. I would like to see 
on your centre pages 
more nice young ladles 
like Legs And 03, Susi 
Quatro, Olivia Newton 
John, Linda Ronstadt and 
Carly Simon, all in the 
nude If possible. If not, In 

revealing garments 
Yours hopefully, 
Andrew Donkey. Wing - 
ford, Herta 

Down, boy. 

Change the 

charts 
ON THE inside covers 
you have 13 record 
charts However as yet 
there is no punk or new 
wave chart. Surely you 
could squeeze one in 
somewhere, even If it 
means getting rid of those 
puny. out of date 
photos Punk has made 
such an Impact as to 
deserve a chart of its 
own 
Barry Frost, Exeter, 
Devon. 
PS I'd like to be the first 
to acclaim the Boomtown 
Rats as the group of the 
century' 

Sorry, Simon Harding 
just beat you to it and we 
will be adding some new 
charts soon 

We've been 

sussed 
SUSSED, SUSSED, sus. 
sed. sussed' 

I suggest you send 

Beery Cain to the casein, 
chair because or rite 
pathetic report I'm 
referring lo his comments 
an the 14,11,10. 10 the 
Speakeasy He can't say 
their songs -area seas 
because ha was Val busy 
paging t the back and 
:tying to get Phil Larson 

tc.graph 
OtU T, South 'wimp 

Des. I was poling but I 

didn't see Phil - 11( 

Where's the 

asylum? 
I THINK Jam fan from 
Hllongbury' wants look- 
ing at and. If the doctor's 
verdict la the same as 
mine, needs putting In an 
asylum Punk rock Ls the 
hest thing to come out of 
the suggestion how since 
contraception 

I'm telling you mate, 
you must have been at a 
crap gig, because LI you 
go along to a Runaways, 
Slits or Retinas concert 
you won't get spat at 
Peggy Ilse Punk. 

A belt at Elt 
I WAS looking through 
Oils week's edition of RM 
and I'd like you please to 
make sure ELTON JOHN 
never reviews the singles 
again. He was criticising 
them all the way through 
Janette Parkes,. Clem e 
leys, Lanes. 

But that's what he was 
supposed to do. . 

More nice 

RM readers 
PLEASE PRINT this 
letter because It's very 
Important 

I like to thank all the 
beautiful people who sent 
me the RM Queen story. 

They were Al, Mel. 
Kathy, U. DeWitt, Billy. 
Celli, Tim, Mark and 
Barry Smart 

Thanks again 
Angie. 

Loonies corner 
III KERMIT oh no sorry 
Animal ooh God I wish I 
had never started to w rite 
this letter I've put my foot 
in It right away anyway 
love to see your face but I 

didn't mean to start like 
that It was my pen really 
Miss Piggy see there It 
goes again what I'm 
writing about no not the 
Moppet Show but the Hut 
Dogs on Saturday BBC -1 
(I think I It just stinks 
man but I still watch It 
have you seen It yet 
PS Really sorry I 

started 
Quo Freak. Lynn. Stock 
port. 

Isn't the PS supposed 
to come after the 
address' 
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I am rr, Or Amino 

f alaiNAM fif do Arad 

dad gif Dram wad tie 
gilintooWS. 

donee% alfiDel.k.ii 
Week 

CM that I twat wry 

mikes, 
mein r arm ewe) 

IIVRAT 01 yes 
wing about abrb lise 
obJcis of your 
frustrations are CHIP 
fitfully re unwed anal 
replaced by foam 
robber Me -style ',lib a built In 
prarantoe to mob. 
Ma any future tall! 

The mew imbalance 
banda adepred a glee 
seam medals wsa Mend 
vs decompea whim the 
Math rani merman maw 

Semite, Ilk. later. 
Bora 

No snore dale gooses, Os 
mom SO ear* 
boeser. Me teem airmen& 
Tee smarm hues sad 
Seem Tee" rimer.. 

bum irs err.. 
neer cesilltillfty Is at 
sake. Anal If N ain't 
mega( Germ .Maples 

isms may deters" 
hoe lire's shop Sae 

"There are ode le 
beads serer. eel Clef 
iniaballity. Thing. fare, 
fifth. Iath, to 
emeratke Maas wee are 
sad .sassily frees the 
originals became they 
the.glit that wee weal the 
sisal, thd. was sown 

..Shea groups mad A 
lgs on the read they were 
singles iron aspartame 
Ban owe' digfereart." 

ocks 
Pore lithelliey prom 

eerie hoe 
slime pal le fe Wow of 
mow of Oboe "whoa ably 
et Mew' belehm that 
me el Ito biers A every 
air r the may. The thit.:app s he 

seer, boom A 
upon., and Me lye-eed 

Wiry air Mole end at 
CI:bet maybe mel 
, Isms Mew, N all 

omen salarsl was bail 
Al SY* the smear ha lbo 
arm el Ow lesaber abbe 

le es the sennme 
"1 werea, ism ma yen 

Nag sheet trop Nbe 
Mal In bead she 
Was Meer eighth gam 
Pegg."' Mats Garth. yule rim sad **weal 
member at the bawd. 

Peas sealer: "Ibmeg 
Is sm suglat. A 

way 7 Wank sa opinion 
fir Iledlnie tete one 

o the north 
whim yens ems posse 
Pealabe Ira Ige ewe web 
se elegariges miff 

"WI amid anew I'd be 

Laillwies Naga ilineors 
II I meld are rf t 

e n wire i ~war. k. 
vary megme Meet pimple 
are irk preening time 
salve& And with 
whole mew =As. Opel prof law ONO, brad 
the wrong *arm rim* if Web 
I wren sews ahem* ay 
doh genes 
- '11 weeldamasra=e 
album"' One% Iniergerne 
- "Ira beeper I must 
pimple g Yams sheet 

-If 1 mile agent alias 
la lave Oh Net be It 
semen te um If yen leek 
at painting by Yea Gogh 
rim can say Afar N leeks 
pretty sr It mess 
some tides. He didn't 
leant um te may 'paves 
Octane. hs wooled lie got 
aa idea arrow. If yea toms 

BUIZCOC-KS reeretew band 

mess the heelegis sad 
**slimiest* ambled N 
melt hell some In IONS 
weft the peer* nag `le 

lest Meer " 
TM may gee Pee wee 

as Or diem washy state 
dropped owe ./ mows 

whit. .Marie( *Me- traial II started 
.sd 

abseil 
Newerd Dome It 

faded War sow drama, 
e at 

while Wow Pees and 
Newer* went as Lama. 
far the day 

raspy Team 
advertised ono A tie 
torte Prime' giga 'If 
yea west grid be. 
n eck, ye shag, sad lb, 

"Aar we want Away. It 
was a imestent sal I 
Neagh& if they sa de II 
silty mart we?' It wow aid 
se great le see somebody 

defy emit* whet they 
.weed Mama a ear.. le 
fa world." 

Ile amass head Mu Nair 
melee& Nib fat Wage 
Jobs Illabse ea drams 
sad bred Mize base 
Reward War twit sad 
Oare Jim& 

New N. =iti 
and morefie 

will love M flew pasha 
ranee wink say seedianan 

arsecam. The ems 
marks lave fel Aimed 
deal will tingled Arises 
seer eherwely abegmbig 
.rend amid privately 
rimming ma CP 
lionsice' where mid MANN 
copies. lege and rosy 
bleed mall Tannish Mere 

Pete Wile tike he' 
reading yea a bedtime 
eery mad in Miriam's" of 
mikes( the arighboure 
lad he gigs rafter like 
that a. welL Very much 
the negative manses. 

la last Nit lime ears 
am aegelly bead. 
They some le is and at 

way as preenet this 
se stage, like 

tipsy 're belay mealier 
MOM by as offstage 
ventellogeht I 

ewe wages. and II mein. 
perfectly. lib?! fiddly. 
smairig, Annecy. ransom. 
pest -sip potency, mole 
pining charm rare .are 
orIgleatity. 

Maybe that's what 
Egaemalisa are like. 
"Tliere' certainly more 
at elms nammeatly up 
lear " sys Garth. 
"Mirerybody's doles Web 
part In the nude some. 
Sara,. orbs can't play 
write Tbse very 
!asperities " 

'Rat we still get mere 
than our fair share of 
poseurs," adds Pete. 
"And the frightening 
thing Is you can't tell 

7'7 

hale free the reel 

orbs re . fie 
from fe Dolly 

. "They freer Noe hoe 

nays Carib. 
"They thee they've get 

b adopts moseegmpu.sy defoperverS 

lows earl areartag Matter 
Jackets - especially 
when esiariati Sr. 
second 

d 
" 

Coul be 11' just 
boredom au, Corks as 

dutifully stag aback area 

remember when basin 
11111r4 u 

they 
didn'I Jest" "me aid 

shoat the bear sad apI1. 

fury nights are me item. 
That aassat'l sualte them 

the devil's ewe children, 
lee the vicar said em 

Stachester TV pre 
gramme either. Pete 
ha swami to be mi the 
panel of swam reel 
show when this pair' 
pusher laid into punks. 
saying they seeded to let 
Jesus Info their Mare 

"Be hadn't dose a gig 
for long time." 'peak* 
Garth. 

The War said punks 
were on the road In 
eternal damnation 1f they 
died with safety pins 
stork through their tors. 
"This annoyed are," says 
Pete. "I thought It was 
very wrong of the pi) to 
say you can't be religiose 
Just because you like 
certain type of musk. Me I 
said 'I'm Christian'. . 

and the programme 
finished. 

"So now I'm branded 
Christian everywhere I go 
and honest. I Mal that 
religious." BARRY 
CAIN. 

IF YOU DON'T I 
FROM NEW YORK TO L.A. 
WITH PATSY 
YOU'LL ONLY HAVE 
YOURSELF TO BLAME MOM maw turn IOTA. 
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The weak world of the sweatfret kids As told by BARRY CAIN in . 

All you riff ratters looking 
for a pound note by scraping 
out the dirt In the cracks 
between the pavements with 
your manicured fingernails. 

411 yes half pass *remit, 
botterelng year owe wasteland renew wineretrened by year ems *math" cresting your owe belie 
e thelthep earth. 

Tea Ideas In that Sargasso Sea of 
mekeshiee meaningless hands `nth yeses eat analog we want. All Agin' 

'loth the floods came the rar now ark could take only flee - Pistol. Clank Damned. 
Sam and Stranglers. The rest 
denened. New the rate's getting 
heavy With and the boat is back. 
Peer more to tackle the waves, Asp lie Sham lle. XTC, Hummocks 
iced The Boys. Thereat ran go take a rawer. 

The Boys Oen World. Like the marudnn sot ton many pretty 
Oman. Chunks ef words, enough 
le mast' heartburn. The paper was 
made redundant when The Victor 

Alf Tupper (the hero of this story) 
and Co kit the stalls. Machine-gun 
pia considered arrow the pares. 

But The Boy are soon gonna 
make that word -picture transition. 
Joel the small question of coherent 
retard deal to be sorted our first 
Ware of that later. 

Anyway the band are holed up In 
this Transit In the middle of 
Ilmeeersiam looking for cirrus 
welt Solar they've been stripped by 
ibe eastern. men of Sheerness who 
both nasty thief. hut nothing they 
mold nick them for and been 
sethenelble for inciting riot un the 
flying Dutchman ferry corning over. 

Skint 
"We played In Holland only last 

week. We'd never have come back 
but, we needed the money," says 
pianist casino Steel, a Norwegian 
tile fled his homeland when he was 
sand up. 

Three of the band also lost their 
dough on the ferry seaming table. 
sad when you're an only to quid 
week that's bad news. 

"it you don't arrive skint In 
Midland you're a poet. If you don't 
pay the card table you're a pool. 

are at knot two pooh in The 
Boy. so what the bell." Difficult to 
we If Newest John Plain's mince. 
are laughing behind his ever present 
shades. 

Jack Mack. drummer straight out 
ea the Stable,' stumbling sycophant 
school. makes rare speech: "The 
Boys challenge any band to game 
at 'Bees -side football, cards, pool, 
Malian, you same IL But in the rare 
event we Wee ran we pay you back 
I. "'Ada'!" Breathless, be' quiet 
forth. remainder of the journey. 

The vats pulls up outside a huge 
marquee erected in the middle of 
Part. Wade: birds in extremes. 
lease you nerd shoe horns to slide 
lath. or evening dresses' The 
passes leak like bank employees on 
abet 

They nose money. Where else 
maid yeti find someone dropping 
peas ell over the floor while he's 
"Mal Giant! 

This drew tont sure don't need no 
mithabose with bunch like this And 
then The Boys saunter on. 

Son, In ease you ain't mound. The 
oars are sow of those rare hands 
with any real talent doing the 

gig rounds. Their 
over have the kind of terse stability 

psychoanalyst would have 
"gamma over sad they're delivered 
le ais off yet face. 

(kennelling say 4a ttractive 
roadanaUtte with deflate.) potential. 
Yes? 

Their fleet single 'I Don't Care' did 
a midnight stroll last Spell and was little mere than an exercise in 'sIgn here and release this' craw Ignorance. 

Plot the follow up 'First Tine+ Is Casa., however have the big business <Anthems technique. 
Rack to the gig. 
Kid Reid. chemistry degree deem the shoot, stands up treat swamped by his bass. looks like be's taking the night off from '0' 

level study and at first be seem. as 
out of place as the hairless knee 
poking through his black leather Jekyll.. Until he opens his mouth 
that la. The Kid kids no more. 

He's flanked by the chewing 
sergeancy at Honest John on rhythm 
and sole flasher Matt Dangerfield on 
teed. Casino Is slightly lost side 
stage and Jack's doing what Jack 
does beet at the hack. 

'Sick On You' leads off. It's also 
the opener on the new album. In fact 
openers don't come any better. That 
segues into 'I Call Your Name' and 

ME BOYS pass the chop lads 

you realise thee Lennon. Intolerably 
Indolent at the time, never pumped 
the song with enough self Indulgent 
teen pain like these du 

The Rays don't hesitate to admit 
their Influence, but they don't rely 
on them either. Thus en undeniable 
stamp on each number. Dangerfied 
and Steel have a penchant for 
writing tongue helmet pubescent 
pop songs. Hence 'laving In The 
CIO', 'Cop Cars'. 'Tenement Kids', 
and 'Kiss Like A Nun'. 

The Dutch kids snort every 
number which makes them dance, 
nab pogo. Not your maladapted 
kind. Orderly hokey rotes. (plenty 
of that) circles. "You do the hokey 
coke) and jump up and down, That's 
what It's all about." No way do they 
know what it's all about but the 
sweet! ret kids get to their soles. 

'First Time' Is played Mice. 
Magic. Dee Dee /tamale rang the 
bend from the States and said the 
record was never off his turntable. It 
epitomises just about every torment 
a soaking wet puppy love mind has 
ever flipflopped over. "I met her 
last Friday at the local dance, She 
looked across the room I caught her 

ethane, We started dancing and 
before you time I took her to my 
piths where we were aloes... " 

Another Beatles rue out In the 
encore 'nays' and bark to the 
Transit. 

Doris agent enlightenment in the 
red light district. It came In handy 
for (Mane earlier In the day and he 
thinks he's In love. John weighs up 
the advantages of black women over 
white but declines pearly pink 
smile from the negligee pusher In 
the shop window. 

John wrote 'First Time' and It 
seems Inconceivable It was his 
virgin stab. His second is another 
gem 'CSC. "I bete everybody In this 
bend," he says with the merest hint 
of a sardonic smile flickering on his 
Ups. "I'm just walling to Make my 
mark, for people to recognise Just 
how talented I am. In fact if any 
band Is looking for a rhythm 
guitarist I can be contacted at TI 
eastelain Road, Melda Vale, London 

The next day finds the band back 
in the van on the nay to Gronigen for 
their third Dutch gig. 

So why ain't 'First Time' the 
biggest punkeen hit of the year? I 
mean, wouldn't It be great if 
everything went like Rock Around 
The Clock -work. Did you see It the 
other week? A band playing NO0 
mule spotted by receding straight 
with "You drive the strawberries 
wild" line in bird chat. 

"You kids sail! go far," he tells Bill 
Haley who looks like his dad 
anyway. Barring one or two laconic 
love complication.. The Comets' rise 
to stardom takes about as long as 
Haley to lacquer his kiss curt 

Yeah, great if it was like that. But 
It ain't. 

Wrecked 
Manager Ken Mewl., who's Just 

been told by stoned Dutchman he 
looks wrecked enough to be a 
manager, explains what happened. 
"We signed with HEMS after they 
saw us play at Dingwall.. It was a 
cheap contract - grand In tact - 
end the band used all the money on 
new equipment. 

"HEMS have distribution deal 
with RCA which has run into one or 
two problems. Result - 'First Time' 

has suffered, 
"The song is far and away the 

biggest thing HEMS have had for 
long tame and they should have put 
everything behind It," Interrupts 
Reid. "Now RCA ain't ,pressing 
many copies because they're too 
busy making Elvis records." 

"NEMS never got us many gigs. 
We got taken In by them 'cos they 
bought us drinks at Dart. ails," 
says a bitter Mewls. "When we go to 
them for money there's always 
somebody who's on holiday. 

"And all we've got to show for It Is 
a single that went in at 64 with a 
bullet." 

"The publicity campaign for the 
record lasted just one week," 
protests Black and Dengerfleld 
brings the subject to a cloth: 'The 
more you get to know the record 
business the more you realise It 
%deka." 

Meanwhile roadie Alan Anger 
watches the flat. superficial Dutch 
landscape go cruising by. Water 
fingers poking the coast An all 
embracing wetness pervades. Even 
the Dutch sun Is damp. Alan decides 
he benches dip. "The best place will 
be where the moat fish are. Flab 
know about water." 

The band crease up. Pause. 
Honest John talks about All Tupper. 
You mint remember him. He was 
the guy In The Victor who never let 
goal in, bowled out an entire cricket 
side In 10 balls and never lost mile 

nano - than though he wool 'wanders 
after It had started. 

"Pie was always frowned in by list 
other seeders. all mind fate. 
he wee sot la the sod." 

John's mastered every 
book hero sines Tepper ki many him 
In disrobe. "He was just We goad ID 
fade away. Any now who trains on 
fish and chips I. OK by nth ' The 
Tipper pey Mangy really got to the 
lord. -born guitarist that sight. file 
ploughed tale cad and chip. twice. 

Here's your chance to expiate le 
all those RECORD MIRROR 
readers out there why The Boy-. 
rick, UrkUrk. Don't blew your 

Jack: "We write really geed pap 
songs. Any bead could use our lade 
and get away with It I don't wads 
be a flash drummer. the beet men 
are the simple sees " 

Progress 
Kid: "We just write about what 

happens to us. Nobody has sees the 
half of us yet 'cos we're only Just 
feeling our muscles. We've already 
got enough materiel for another 
album and musically It will be 
totally different from this one. We 
don't care about what's punk - we 
care about what's us. " 

Cathie: "Our main aim I. to have 
fun. Be don't Intend to be political 
and we Mal stuck In one musical 
vein. We don't struggle to progress. 
It all happens naturally. And we 
certainly don't consciously strive for 
an Identity." 

Matt: "Sooner or later we're 
g onna be big. We're more 
adventurous than most other bands 
mainly because we're not limited to 
Just one writer. Our only problem 
now Is we have completely last 
confidence in our record company 
and that's frustrating. We are a 
sporting bend." 

John: "We're just five unprofes- 
sional kids who are getting 'none 
professional all the time." 

Nearly all the new bands keep 
recycling the same spew spiel. A 
definite nick for causing malicious 
wounding to the brain. 

The Boys seem to have a little 
cognizance of that fact They don't 
mercilessly punish listeners with all 
the 'world is In the palm of our 
hands' gush. As straight as the 
bottoms of their stride., as this 
Honest John quote typifies: "I'm 
sick and tired of waking up in the 
mornings with birds who've get 
safety pins In their mew. " 

Inane 
In timely's they again slaugh 

bred the audience with guilt edged 
see that sent two pigskin mInd crazy 
splintering chairs across the stage. 

One criticism: Kid's inane Intros 
to each number. Car tally 
unnecessary, very emba Kg 
and totally out of keeping with the 
band's personality. Kid ls an intense 
Utile guy obviously concerned about 
his characterbuilding 
"I'm homesick," he intimated to 
Mewls after the gig. No matter. 
Energy and lethal are two attribute* 
already under his belt 

During the Load wait far the encore 
Jack nowelived into the ultra heavy 
Dutchmen who were on the edge of 
b kerema. Super hero Jack 
Black then retreated to the dressing 
room for a swift beer. 

Sea the( The Buys' work] of chips, 
ion cream rumens. chocolate bars 
neat plea and devastates Kith Just 
buy their album. II'sa biller. 

And tell you something. U Alf 
Tupper had ever recorded en album 
It would have founded like theirs. 
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JAM'S 
FEAST 
IN THE 
CITY! 
THE JAM 

aetttille. London 
CAST OUT the tables and kirk away the chairs' 

Franticalls Pogo IP the biter -ring heal of the ortlag wanders' Roll up and see the release of ...terry. that sae reed 'eona ells rail match' 
The Jam has en I played Ilse for two ...nips and 

they're not mart', prone in easing the mewl. es bask 
Inks erica Take a set with the best ttf the old 
numbers - bar bse Batman' bs the way - and a 
load of new stuff. spit it nut with ferecinu paw and 
watch. or rather help, the ceiling liftoff.. 

moldering how well the Jam roped with their 
Hammersmith (Mean concert It wee a treat to base 
She argon - reaction hark In The Nashville: Paul 

stabbing Als guitar on er the heads of the front 
row. Bruce lotto threatening to leap Into the 
audience. and the sweet. the sound and the furs 
hissing ester, Olio' in IM path 

The both se last trio afire nes., slouches, and this 
set seemed men later than their careering norm 
'(orange M address' to tart, the brand new 
'Standards.' and Time For Truth'. then 'Modern 
M said the ever better treatment of 'so sad About 

se anti 'Ft rid. Sad Mortar 
Rork and roil in high energy. shirt drenching. two 

minute slice, P ',nosh for a leant indeed. and Larry 
11111111am 'sites Down" for n encore 

Their young Idea In The City. By The Jam: This 
wan one powerful production. Play II again. JOHN 
!SHP:ARLAN 

BIG YOUTH. DEN- 
NIS BROWN 
The Rainbow 
THE ROCKERS moved 
uptown for this prime 
concert of roots reggae, 
two superstars from 
Jamaica's fertile musical 

backyards performing for 
a tragically empty Rain. 
bow on Friday night. 

Maybe it was the 
astronomical ticket 
prices, perhaps fear of a 
cultural clash kept some 
folks away. nr maybe 
everyone just doesn't 

THE JAM powerful production 

realise how good both 
Dennis Brown and Big 
Youth are. Cloud they are 
especially as they were 
barked by some of the 
hottest musicians ever to 
come out of Jamaica 

The Professionals 
played behind Dennis 
Brown and with such a 
band Dennis could In no 
way fall. His perform 
ance was excellent even 
though audience response 
was curiously unde- 
monstrative. 

With his white suit and 
semi processed hair he 
comes across as a soul 
performer more than the 
more natural Rasta 

Inclinations of Big Youth. 
His songs though are a 
mixture of messages 
about love. as is 'Funny 
Feelings' and his faith 
like 'Wolf And Leopard' 
and 'Whip Them Jah' 
which had the audience 
on Its feet for a brief 
period of enthusiasm 

I expected Big Youth to 
seize the show by the 
scruff of Its neck and 
really stir the crowd. But 
he seemed content to rely 
on his great material 
rather than to risk any 
spontaneous wordplay 

The Youth's best 
number was 'Jim Sous- 
city' In which he Intoned 

Immortal lines like 'John 
Coltrane died In vain of a 
love supreme', and 'You 
spit In the sky and It tall in 
your eye.' 

But he wasn't really on 
top form He opted for 
covers of popular tunes 
like 'What's Coin' On'. 
'Hit The Road Jack' and 
even 'Old Man River' on 
which he sang with a 

voice that wasn't going to 
give Bob Marley any 
sleepless nights although 
It was endearing 

With a louder sound 
system and a packed 
crowd this could have 
been a triumphant night 

t. OFF TRAVIS 

faiMii-'111L111 
A SNORE 
IS BORN... 
KRIS KKIMTOF wane Rita Kris 

rrnsos AND the snows 

RITA COOLIDGE though things got a bit 
more lively But neatly It 

New York we.an evening in which 

WITH HIS A Star Is Moll* about the coupler 0 

Born' and Rita's movie . star lifestyle 
big single And Causer, metre commotion 
Higher', Nis tureen pint than the Mimic itself JIM 
tour rep Is Its. if 4111MR 
commercial peak for LONDON 
VT" maul "vi.`1 Id"' Greyhound. Croydow 

our couple Slit little of 
the media enthusiasm ITS HAPPENED here 

...ms to have rubbed ff too Yet another Moro 

on Kris and Rita pub territory has been 

The over generous 
encroachwave edupon,by flaw 

evening opened with inside the hall It's 
Knee solo set, high- 
lighted by his bar. chest ts humid' mitt not Rod lea 

_ obviously cht,,, u,.. sprwled around the 

menopausal housewives perimeter of the hall 

who dominated the gathering Strength. quiet 

audience had come to see ly walling to he 
reactivated by the next - overshadowing his 

tales of drunks, bandits London do that and 
and fashionable 

bandits 'hionable 

Isolation. more A high energy 
most of which he band this Powerful 
delivered with all the loud and raw ['Mortis - 
enthusiasm of a dead nately due to faulty 
frultbal monitors the vocals re 

Rita's set which follow Indistinguishable for the 
ed was equally thrilling. majority of numbers 
as she awarded her songs 
a sterility I thought only " The music is enough for 
neo Nazis like Kraftwerk them They leap. jump 
were capable of. and fall on each other like 

Rita's physical pres- pneumatic drills out of 
"re was also ft/gad as control The band gets 
though she'd just been hotter, each number 

ound rem). Still the 

make her dirty her pants slightest move would kids don't tire By the end 

In front of the whole of the set they're up there 

roaring crowd with the band and they 

Ms Coolidge possesses a 
still manage to play on. 

fine deep - throat voice, They're 
nal or unique 

eyu'nsetqusi,ot 
They 

°k t. iln: 
one which proved a 
powerful Instrument In that 
her early post ' Cocker They're Into the motile 
days Yet since her hook - 100 per cent. And that's 
up with Kris her R and B what counts London's 
funk has faltered under burning MARY ANN 
his laid- back influence Ell -IS 

given an enema and the 

OY! YOU DOWN AND 
OUTS! 

THE 

'SQUEALS ON WHEELS' 

DYNAMIC DUO EPs 

START NEXT WEEK 

FREE FOR YOU! 

TWO LONG-PLAYING EPs 

WITH EIGHT GREAT BANDS 

FREE FOR ALL RECORD MIRROR READERS 

ORDER RECORD MIRROR NOW! 
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ROOM TOWN RATS Irish heroes 

ON 

IS GO! 

949 'driven! new veuvr *prowlers 

ROKOTTO country's bnivhfest new disco outfit 

STARTING SOON! STARTING NEXT WEEK! STARTING NEXT WEEK! 

ROKOTTO BOOMTOWN RATS 999 
Date Venue Date Venue Date Venue 
15 October Royalty, London 2 October Roundhouse, London 22 September The Rafters, Manchester 
20 October Gullivers, London 6 October Civic Centre, Wolverhampton 29 September The Affair, Swindon 
21 October Cat's Cradle, Retford 17 October Leeds Poly, Leeds 8 October The Casino, Wigan 

2 November Hamilton's, Birkenhead 22 October Sheffield University, Sheffield 9 October Maxims, Barrow 
11 November Chequers, Barnstable 27 October University Hall, Wakefield 
12 November 400 Club, Torquay 29 October Kings Hall, Derby 
14 November Madison, Middlesbrough 5 November Top Rank, Birmingham 
18 November Cromwells, Norwich 

WE'LL BE BRINGING ALBUMS! SINGLES! POSTERS! STICKERS! 

FREE COMPETITIONS! T-SHIRTS! 

Look out for further dates, all Autumn in RECORD 
MIRROR because we'll be visiting gigs near you 

soon! 

STARTING NEXT WEEK! 

RECORD MIRROR's 

£15,000 Competition - 
Win a trip to the USA with a famous British band' 

Plus, lots of other prizes - Bikes' Skate Boards! 
Acrobatic Kites' 

Prove how much you know about the charts old 
and new! It starts neat week in RECORD MIRROR 
Don't miss Id 
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SOUTFISIDE JOHNNY the real merger 

913111,11 fil,w6 Water pogoa 
the palace . . . 

"TRUST WHAT 
YOU KNOW" 

,:tesi learning about siinteititny not really enough 
You her tr. trust yourself to use the knowledge That, 
losing cords:Serve H....4w could I do something as 
crone= mind as the:, 

And J you haven't used tampons yet knousng 
more about Tempos tampons protection can gear you 
another kind al crwifidence That's why youll find 
instructions and answers to the questions young 
women most often ask inside every packet 

Tempts tampions The more you know about them 
the more you trust them 

The internal protection more women trust 

0 
Iltatocx'. 
- 

wills110. 
s.r.e1 

0 nvAnagi olM11.64111 

CRYSTAL PALACE GARDEN 
PARTY 
London 
WELL CERTAINLY. there's no 
doubt about It and Louise agrees 

Ith me, we had a great day out 
at Crystal Palace on Saturday at 
the Garden Party thingy. 

1A e weren't going to go at first Well, I 
mean, It couldn't have been as good as 
Eric (*lepton last year but we were 
listening to the radio In the morning and 
the weather wasn't that bad as we just 
thought we could give it a whirl and see 
Santana again 

Point Is, I've always liked that record 
of theirs I bought a few years ago and 
there's that Costello chap that keeps 
cropping up In the papers and It didn't 
seem that expensive at the time - I mean 

s not like sitting in the mud for days on 
end like that other place we saw on telly 

We shoved a few bottles of plonk Into 
the old motor and got nice little place by 
the tree near where we sat last year 

Da you remember old Tony' I'm wire 
you met him once Well anyway he's 
some sort of writer now and he was there, 
had a long chat with him actually and he 
was binding on about some Southside 
Johnny or other and anyway even If he 
was a bit serious he seemed jolly 
interested in me but we lost him at the 
end because I thought wed better leave 
before the last encore to avoid the traffic 
But it seemed good when we left and 
Louise said to me never mind. Tony 
left some notes behind for us 
CRAWLER fresh from heating the 
streets, arrive on stage just five minutes 
after noon and belt out some blues based 
heavy rock to regale the punctual 
picnickers They're fine for a little while, 
then they lose their gloss 
BRAND X appear with some highly 
portentous jazz - rock, carried along by 

Phil Coffins' drumming They overran, 
a few sound problems and meander 
around the fringes of avant garde 

There's loads of people here and plenty 
of bogs too 

A bit later jet setting Souttsvide 
Johnny and the very magnificent Asbury 
.dukes purr through some massy R and Fi 

While their brass and class comes 
through'. bit thin in the open air they're a 

bunch of fun 
They mix neat selection of old and 

new with 'I Don't Want to Come Homo'. 
'The Fever and 'It Ain't The Man (Its 
The MoUom' John Ryan chucks his 
mike stand In the lake and they play 
'We' re Having A Party' 

A bit more later Elvis Costello stalks 
the stage In his horn rime, angrily and 
effectively The Attractions are a superb 
full for Mr Costello's modern Ire 

He's fave for a few water. pogoers, one 
of whom retrieves the mike stand and 
takes It Into the audience. 

A lot of the audience remain bemused 
but Costello's biting urgency Is almost 
ready for large concerts and his songs 
are excellent. 

A lot later once again the lake Is full of 
bodies. shivering and oozing green slime, 
as Santana embark on a 90 minute 
search for the cosmos in SE24 

Maybe they find It but its hard to tell as 
Carlos endlessly explores his fretboard to 
the accompaniment of congas. key- 
boards, drums. maraccas and the muted 
whoops of an ecstatic audience 

They play 'Let The Children Play', 
'Dance Sister Dance', 'Evil Ways' and 
loads more Unity is attained I think. 
The encore is thunderous as cosmicity 
rules It sounds even better half a mile 
away 

That night Southside Johnny won - 
Britain needs to see him again soon 

Now who in Heaven's name is going to 
play Crystal Palace next year' JOHN 
SHE ARLAN 

EMERGENCY! 
999 too late 

999 
Marquee, London 
999 ARE amassing gullet' 
following in the south and 
fans turned up in bulk to 
welcome their heroes. 
filling the Hole, corn 
money known as the 
Marquee, Incapacity 

upport group The 
Tools deserved much 
better than they got - no. 
I don't mean the 
customary showers of 
spit, beer and glasses 
The majority of the mob 
couldn't have cared less if 
they were playing 'Hum - 
ply Dumpy' as long as the 
sounds came fast and 
furious. 

The music was Instant, 
lyrics incomprehensible 

perhaps they WERE 
singing Humpty Dumpy - but, dare I say it. each 
song had a basic hook and 
what's more a dis- 
tinguishable tune 
throughout 

However, this went 
over the heads of most of 
the audience who were too 
busy either pogoing or 
ducking airborne plastic 
beer glasses to notice the 
Toots were any different 
from the usual thumpa. 
lump support groups 

During the long inter 
veal many found amuse- 
ment in using roadies for 
target practice or by 
seeing who could spit the 
farthest So w hen 999 took 
the stage it resembled a 
stinking Ice -rink 

They opened with 
'Nasty Nasty' and re- 
hashed 1110 time. for the 
remainder of the set, The 
only break, an to speak, 
came when they per 
formed their single 'I'm 
Alive', which worked 
even better than on 
record, although the few 

in punks present missed 

It as they begun to file out 
during the fourth song 

9911 treated the fans to 
an encore comprised of 
'I'm Alive' and 'Nasty 
Nasty' In Its original form 
before sliding off the 
stage for good. 

Youth, enthusiasm and 
energy are on their side 
but they're eight months 
too late to be pioneers of 
new wave and lack 
originality to become an 
astounding success. 

KELLY PIKE 
AM AZORBLADES 
Swan, Ham- 
mersmith, London 
THE AMAZORBLADES 
is a name well known to 
anyone who regularly 
scans the gig guides 
Every week they bravely 
trek around the dingier 
clubs playing to anyone 
who cares to listen 

Saturday seemed to be 
a typical night at The 
Swan in Hammersmith, 
filled with the local Irish 
contingent exchanging 
anecdotes over their 
country's most famous 
export. They were 
seemingly unaware that a 
few open minded rock 
fans were watching the 
Blades perform a warm- 
hearted set on the wooden 
box which passes as a 
stage 

It's good to know there 
are still bands like this 
around who can she 
cessfuly combine rock, 
folk and jazz played with 
the all Important touch 
of lunacy 

Bassist Ray Cooper is 
the representative of rock 
with his almost punk -like 
dances. 

Benno Mendelson con- - 
tributes danceable folk 
rhythms with his fiddle 
arid mandolin while 

Robin Watson shows 
great versatility chang- 
ing from sax to flute to 
clarinet In the jazzy 'She 
Knows' 

Front man Rob Keyloch 
Is the resident lunatic 
with his stares and 
twitches but at all times 
controlled singing What 
could easily become a 
chaotic noise is turned 
Into a light and 
adventurous sound by the 
solid drumming of Steve 
Harris 

Though some of the 
material Is Instantly 
forgettable the single 
'Mess Around', out soon 
on Chiswick, clearly 
illustrates the band's 
songwriting potential 

That's It then The 
Amazorblades are not 
potential superstars but 
they're well worth an 
evening away from your 
tedious TV. PHILIP 
HALL 

HEART 
New York 
WITH ALL the records 
they've been selling in 
America over the past 
year - over four million 
to be exact - you woulda 
thought Heart's first New 
York performance would 
have caused cardiac 
arrest in their multitude 
of fans 

But It was a very laid- 
back I le somnolent) 
crowd that greeted 
Heart's equally snooze - 
Inducing set. broken only 
by the excitement of their 
three US singles, foolishly 
clumped together at the 
end 

Filling out the rest of 
the show were yawn. 
along ballads cluttered 
with crafty, subliminal 
allusions to Zeppelin, Tull 
and Renalseance plus a 

SANTANA search for the cosmos 

couple bland -out 
"heavy" loons In which 
lead screamer Ann "I 
wish I were Robert 
Plant" Wilson tried her 
damndest to sound foxy, 
coming off more like a 
horny nun Actually one 
big "return on in- 
vestment" feature of 
Heart is their drool - 

evoking looks, beefed up 
hereby skimpy, medieval 
duds 

In a ballsy move the 
group offered Led Zep's 
'Rock 'N' Roll' for the 
encore - strange since 
only a year ago this band 
was nothing more than a local Zeppelin cover 
group in Seattle. Still, 
that number got the 
biggest reaction of the 
night and I suppose it only 
proves how far a group 
can go on their allusions 
to another band's creativ- 
ity JIM FARBER 

THE DICTATORS 
New York 
EVER SINCE Hitler and 
Mussolini It hasn't been 
easy being a dictator 
Just ask this Bronx Street 
gang turned rock band 
who emulate those love- 
able fascists, playing 
what they term master 
race rock' The bands' 
first disc 'The Dictators 
Go Girl Crazy' sold next 
to zilch and their latest, 
'Manifest Destiny', Isn't 
doing much better 

To try to remedy this 
the band's new record 
company set up a 3,300 
seat headlining NY date, 
offering the seats at 
cheap prices just to fill the 
place From the look of 
the freaked out crowd, 
though - safety pins 
were everywhere - It 
seemed only the old time 
Dictators or punk tans 
turned out anyway. 

Stilt the band played 
with such commitment. It 
seemed they were trying 
to win over newcomers 
The group's demonic, 
ultra - tight rifling 
resembles early Blue 
Oyster Cult, replete with 
rape yer - mother guitar 

chords and witty, absurd 
lyrics. Six - stringer Ross 
The Boas, is exciting and 
excels In the faster Is 
better school of guitar 
mania So too is Mark 
Mendoza who plays bass 
with his fist. 

The music is hardly 
punk and actually quite 
commercial. But with 
songtittes like 'Science 
Gone Too Far' there's 
plenty for post 
intellectual absurdists - 
rock critics - to latch on 
to 

Perhaps U the record 
company gets behind the 
band all across the 
country as they have in 
NY the Dictators may one 
day rule a more profitable 
part of the rock n' roll 
world. - JIMFARBER 

GENERATION X 
Barbarelia's, Bir- 
mingham 
IF RUMOURS are any- 
thing to go by Chrysalis 
Records are spending 
considerable sums of 
money to launch Genet. - 
ation X Judging by the 
band's set at Harbarella s 
last Friday the money 
looks like being well 
spent 

Generation X are 
typical of the punk rock - 
new wave genre In that 
their music is fast, loud and uncompromising, 
you have to tap your feet 
and involve yourself cos 
the sound is positively 
contagious 

They also have most 
faults of the new wave 
bands - a total lack of variety, so that all 13 
numbers In their 35 
minute set were the same 
pace and style, and 
minimal commitment to 
subtlety or imagination. 

Their main strengths 
are drummer Mark Laff 
and guitarist Bob An- 
drews, while bassist Tony .lames shows competence 
bulls too often submerged 
by the overall sound and 
vocalist Hilly Idol finds great difficulty singing in. tune 

NIALL CLIJULV 
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LONDON) lereeknock. Cam- 
den , 01.445 Wr73. Tenn; 

LONDON, IlLnrwalls Coos - 
den lock 101 3E7 41147 

New Marie 
LONDON. Marquee. Ward 

our Street (01-437 WO 1 

Oviwareillea X /came 
Carlow The Strayers 

LONDON. Rude Machine, 
Camden ( 01111/ 0420). 
41p1mita liesialestsialer 

LONDON. Rochester Castle. 
Stoke Newington 01249 

Wave* 
LONDON. Rork Garden. 

Covent Garden 101 210 
Well 0. Advertising 

LONDON, Royal Court 
Theatre, Sloane Street 101. 
7)0 51741, Aiken. V Lent 
Trim Pareeensa 

LONDON. Upstart At 
Ronnie... Frith Street .03. 
439 07471, Boons Service 

LONDON. Vortex, Crack.... 
Wrdour Street .01 714 
491e). x Ray lip. Teaks 
The Crabs - The Losers 

MANCHESTER. Palace 
Theatre (Oil 234 01341. 
Elide Brooke 

NEWCASTLE, City Hall 
. 20007 y Hawk -wind 

PENZANCE, Garden .24751, 
Bert Jansek 

PLYMOUTH. Wood 
.26111141, Leman. 

SCUNTHORPE. TIftnys 
17840.. Boomtown Bale 

TR ALTO:. Brogue Inn. 
Flynn Anise 

'LETS 
LEAN 

THE 
GHETTO' 

a new album featuring 

The Philadelphia 
International All Stars 

Lou Rawls, 
Teddy Pendergrass, 

Billy Paul, 

Dee Dee Sharp Gamble, 

Archie Bell & The Drells, 

The Three Degrees, 
The ()lays, 

Harold Melvin & 

The Blue Notes, 
Intruders. 

in - 

featuring 
the single 

'Let's 
Clean Up 

The 
Ghetto'. 
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°reentry SI 
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ring or IN ITT 

OW MOD - 743 Mt 
after epot 
ROUNDS !PRISED' RCS. 
- Anna 
1011ftlit - 104 IOUs 

- INN Mos 
Sget NISI DteREDIRLE - 4047101 
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE - 1t1431os 

FREE AND EASY 
DISCO DEN 

'GH STREET, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD 
OLD TOWN, HERTS tIPI 3AF 

Tel. (0442) 59659 

DISCO CONSOLES 
*Dew w 611 la 
Comm. 6 Mons Clam ammo 
Oasts Often oars 
amp. MI 
Asian SIM =I wen Name 

two, Dem 
core err Des 

PA 
no. Pm `MOS en.6.4...( 6-..a Sal imam. IMO f raft.. Waal tad raw- add Om Iowa Nee PA 11 
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WHEELS. CASSETTES S DYNAGRAPH SETS IN 

STOCK 

SECONDHAND DEPT. E. HIRE SERVICE 

MAIL ORDER, HP, DELIVERY BY SECURICOR 

IV. DEPOSIT, UP TO TWO TEARS TO PAT 

Sal/ 

Roger Squire', 
. s most ammo.. most helpful and most 

mans disco equipment suppliers,. 

c 40,11,,- only 
ot0' e, £310 

, tact N.s 

package 

1"1:1 1, AA A .r.p 

I 

1....j 5218 
'reel w Vie 

DYNOGRAPH 
OUTFIT 

2;) 
PEIZO 

HORNS 

19:75 - 

5k14, 30191, 

RANTED - Mobile 
Discos lo register slits 

!The Disco Dirclory'. delIls from 23 St 
Augustine' Parade. The 
Centro. prised Tel 0772 
MUM- 

SOUSES IMVEDIRII - 1104 310e 
1101 NEW 1..L-Ltv.flini.e. 
- 5043171 
S OUNDS 

104 MOS 
MOUNDS INCREDIBLE 

104 
DAVE JANSEN - Tel 
000 44;n0 
DININYTHEQUES - Cl 
800 626 2991 

%Tin All 4 ROAD %Rote 
for °osmium' from DB - 
Ring Dave Collins. 
Sunbury on Thames 
O 7070 

!mime DAI - m age 
4071 

Disco Equipment 

twat. 001.DiN Glitter 
'Term loon etch match- 
ing speakers sine leads 
rover. and 'pewee 1411 00 
As new - Itureschureh 
57012 evenings. 

WE RASE the biggest 
range of disco equipment 
In the ('K. complete disco 
systems from t11549011. 
- Prom Roger !equine's 
Mare Centre, London. 01. 
772 7474 Bristol. 0772 
5511100. Manchester OM 
A3178711 

SOCODI MUSIC 
Stogy. Sound 1Y 75 watt twin cone Speaker 721 00 
Stage Sound 12' 75 watt Al, Dome 119 00 
Optlkinistics Solar 750 187 00 
OptIkInettcs Casette Auto Changer 150 00 
Optikinetics Dynagraph 140 00 
Carsboro Mini Bins (14000 
Disco Stands 120 00 
Microphone Stands 18 00 
Fat 3 way Decor Caps 145 00 
Fur: Lights 118 00 
12 way Light Bank (22 00 

1.6. VAST 

SOCODI MUSIC 
9 THE FRIARS. CANTERBURY alga ewe 

MOBILE DISCO'S 
LOOK! 

Are you a member of 

MODEC? 
IF NOT, WHY 

NOT? 
This organisation is for 

your benefit JOIN NOW 
Free business, legal and 

financial advice. Suppliers 
of British and Import 

Records and Equipment 
Membership 110 80 (Inc 

VAT) per annum 
Send your cheque or P 0 

NOW, giving details of 
name. address and trading 

style, to 

RPM PROMOTIONS 
12 Castlegate 

Grantham, Lincs 

M 
0 
E 
L 

free 
Squire 3ch sound to lite 
controller worth [24 
IF YOU BUY ANY COMPLETE DISCO 
SYSTEM FROM OUR NEW RANGE 

plod only I, hole. if. r 

STURDY DISCO RECORD CASES 

SINGLE i180, 19 25 
DOUBLE 0501 Ill SO 

TRIPLE iSOOt 116 00 
IP (sat 19 25 

DJ Jingles 
NOM I - our 
new low cost custom 
TUU. Jingles 
IJEiRMIll Mcareacre 
Rose. Wisher/. 
Strathclyde, Scotland 
SENSATIONAL. NEW 
Jingle. from the 800Eft 

SQUIRE'S STUDIO bid 
Ear mad, Rashes 
Ina your disco nails., 
jingles, specials ,ratlad 
Lo order .rod iwew bewail 
now Joel Ora JIRO. 
your way muses/ wile 
Roger Squire's attention- 
getting Angles - Tel 
'Tony 01 T228111 

SOUND TECHNOLOGY 

SRI 
from 

Special Notice 
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is ertertirg you' Dear ladle 
maimatne the magatinc 
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151 
Il ostO 
MODE 

MULTIFORM 
Put 

0,4 

OPEN 10 0 am 6 0 prn 'Jet 
AND MANY OTHERS! MON TO SAT CLOSED ON TUES 

SALES AND 
HIRE LTD. 

FARNBOROUGH 
513713 

AT 

ONE OF 

THE 

COUNTRY'S 
LARGEST 

DISCO 

STORES 
NEXT TO ASH VALE 
STATION ON A321 

BETWEEN GUILDFORD 
AND CAMBERLEY 

OR JUNCTION No o 4 
FROM M3 MOTORWAY 

NAMESIGNS 
314 channel 
sound-to-lite 
ONLY £39 
DOUBLE SIZE NAMESIGNS 
(space for up to 26 letters and spaces' 

ONLY £59 
all custom made with your disco name 

I your ildfile lulhos 
ILLUMINATING 

NAMES iGN 

" 

LIGHTSHOW PROJECTORS 

BARGAINS GALORE AT ROGER SQUIRE'S DISCO CENTRES 
a/A1.1 Au.1111.1.1 011(0 MOND 

Elm 
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ti , CIE ERSC111111101111 

(10 mum 
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PLEASE NOTE ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT 
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Good business 
at Discotek '77 
110211COTER '77 - das, 

Moteialie Oar simshan of 
M MOM Arians, of 

=.11:quesatent 
- ts at 

ISM bonbon really 
dimes millet/ Cireir rcauttry 

ser"Voath 11 psis 
edriesday at 

Leaden Bloomsbury 
Mitre Hotel In Ceram 
H Ireet. the Moe is by all 
accounts doing good 
bealenees Fifty two 
Maeda rill the noise 
''regula room and all 

leading equipment 
name& are Involved 

levee a brief Strike by 
--, island building 

rs did not delay 
trade show's 

...cuter pyroterh 
bomb effects 

DONNA SUMMER: 11 

Remember Yesterday' 
tole OT 107). Happily 
muttering Dr Buzzard 
gemadalike flipped by her 

demanded old 
'Sprint Affair' leaper 
ROSE ROYCE: 'Do Veer 
Dance. Pb 1/2' (Whitfield 
k Tool) 'Car Wash Part 
Two culled from their 
new album and cut in two 
liras 
HAMILTON BOHAN- 
NOta. 'Bohannon Disco y siphon, (Mercury 
412711111). Dynamic jittery 
:budder and a prettily 
;meiotic 'Andrea' double 
A' side, both from his 

great current Import 
album 
WHISPERS: 'Make It 
With You' 'Soul Train EC 
ISM' Bread's oldie 
speeds up soulfully for a 
long trio Ir. like what 
Tavares could be doing 
now but aren't 
MARY IN HAMLISCN: 
'Road '77 'The James 
Bead Theme' (UA UP 
Melt. Cleverly edited 
from the soundtrack LP. 
this great disco update is 
electronic enough for 
today's tastes 
SMOKEY ROBINSON: 
'Theme From Btg lime. 
Pb I/2' (Motown TMG 
too. Bubbling jaunty 
(bugger, edited and cut In 
two from the longer LP 
LENNY WILLIAMS: 
'Chewing You' LP (ABC 

3132). Exciting 
fast tide track flier's huge 

Leaden already, while 
The terrific happily 
mirt044 'Shoo Doo Fu 
Om is big too 
ft OT AYERS 
UBIQUITY: 'Running 
tear' (LP 'Lifeline' 
Ponder !Ss ISIS). Bounc- 
ily chugging jazz - funk 
chanter. much requested 
by funky crowds 
ARCHIE BELL AND 
THE DULLS: 'Disco 

N hers dome (Philadelphia 
let PISMO). Balsa -style 
fast rhythm rattier 
INNER CITY Elt 
PRESS: 'Dance And 
Shake Your Funky 
Tambourine' (Ebony 
I t'E I, vla RCA). bribe but Inferior cover 

' ' nsersal Robot 
d still unissued 

Slew grouser Fest ) worth checking 
limper Trick' LI' 

)1 4 DAIS Kiln). The full 
look 'Bull City Party Is a 
great synchronised mix 
oht of Slave's 'You And 

while other funky hot 
Wm are Washing Mach- 

ins and the title track 
itretETTA STONE. 'Sue 
'Mee Of Your Love' 

'Hock PVT 11111. 
Trredy synthetics tart up tr, 'ream n.(1) e and make 
it nix well tel. een both 
side* MGM:wno' newly 

en the Le Maitre stand 7Ar in danger of 
acttvating the hotel s fire 
sprinkler system, causing 
the first day other 
excitement atele the big 
talking pant was Roger 
Squire lavishly updated 
Club 2000 Installation 
remote -a gni p t L2,1101:1 

RCA Records were wittily battling with compare 11J Andy 
Stanton by using specially 

made jingles that said "With Andy Senior who 
made talent"- The first 
day at least was me of 
relaxed efficiency 

With plenty of star 
sniffers due and other mere exciting event. 
planned. things should 
have h^.0,1 up - and 
report more fully on them 
next week 

1 

HANK CRAWFORD: 
'Lady Seed' (LP 'Trice 
Rico' Kudu KU MI). 
Gentle loper with Eric 
Gale's guitar In Benson 
ish setting, while the title 
track's an easy rolling 
jazz funk romper. 
SANTANA: Sbe's Nut 
There' (CBS 34711 Nice 
typically Santana treat- 
ment of the Zombies' 
oldie, funky fast 'Zulu' 
flip. 

DANNY MIRROR: 'I 
Remember Elvis Presley' 
(Stone SON till, via 
Monet). Gloriously yukky 
'moocher! 
GRAHAM BONNET: Danny' (RingO 
2111711111). Classic slow 
burner Intended for Elvis 
In 'King Creole' but 
finally sung by Conway 
Twitty, Cliff Richard, 
Marty Wilde and this 
KuY 
CHARLIE BOP TRIO: 
Mr Big Feet' ( Capitol CL 

15140). Eileen rockabilly 
hopper 
EVERLY BROTHERS: 
Silent Treatment' (Warn. 

er Bros K 170041. Jaunty 
country rollocker, could 
o MOR 

cc 

BEE 'One lase' 
(TS' explodes for Steve 
Young 'Edmonton Pick 
ells Lock), Steve Day 
(Chinefordl. Jason West 
'Cambridge), Jon Taylor 
(Norwich Cromw ells 
many more . . Sailor 
'Deem By The Docks' 
(Epic) grabs Dave Royal 
(Southgate Royalty). 
hitch Hill iBodlcote). 
Dave Simmons (Preston 
New Scamps), Bill 
Robinson !wester) New Inn', Craig Dawson 
(Edinburgh Napier Col- 
lege) . Herrera 'Yes 
Sir' (RCA) spreads south 
to Jim Sykes (Notting- 
ham,, Dave Dee (Bebing. 
ton Capperfields). Steve 
Lloyd (Bury Port Goo - 
dig). many more 
Claudia Barry 'Sweet 
Dynamite' (Mercury) 
adds Michael Satchell 
(North Shields Karlson), 
Mike Lee (New Brighton 
Penny Farthing). Phil 
Dodd (Shoreham Light- 
house) . . Regal Dewy 
'Love Music' ( CS Mukeo- 
alum) doo.wops Bob 
Jones (Chelmsford Dee - 
Jays), myself and every- 
one who hears it' 
Sphinx 'Judas Iscariot' 
(Italian Real) wows Mike 
Dow (Soho Spats( 
Laurent Vouley 'Rocket. 
Mellon' (French IRRA 
adds Norman Davies 
(Dublin Phoenix), Vickie 
Sue Robinson 'Hold Tighe 
(US RCA) gets Alan 
Donald (Rothesay Royal( 

Gino Define 
Family 'Direct Disco' 
(US Crystal Clear) 
medleys Dave 'Dastard' 
Lee (Merthyr Jubilee: 

Eddie Henderson 
'Say You Will' (Capitol) 
has John DeSade (Maid- 
stone) Graham 
Central Station 'Now Do- 
U.Wanna Dance' (Saner 

REBEL EDDIE - known to some.. Ed The Ted or to 
his maim as Eddie Cook - runs his Rebel Eddie Disco 
every Thursday and Sunday at Ley ton's Lion and 
K ey, London Ele, where the manager recently had to 
line the pub's walls with asbestos to stop passers- by 
being scorched to death by his sizzling hot 
rockabilly hoppers! Eddie was also among Ted. 
interviewed and photographed following Elvis's 
death. 

I REDHOT, Billy Lee Riley Chari) EP 
I BOOTED, RuscoGordon Modern 
3 THE TRAIN KEPT A ROW N', Tiny Bradshaw 

King 
4 BLACK AND WHITE THUNDERBIRD, Delicate+ 

London 
5 BARRIE'S BOOGIE, Barrie Gambiln Fireball 

BLOW YOUR BRAINS OUT, 44 ynonle HarrisKing 
7 GONNA ROCK & ROLL TONIGHT, Carl Mann 

'axon 
S ROOK & ROLL RUBY. Warren Smith Sun 
e WE MANNA BOOGIE, Sonny Iturgews Sun 

In TORE UP, Ray Camp' Rollin' Rack 

MIX MASTER' 
MY OWN hive mix of the moment this week . . . and 
why not: Doing long, moderately synchronised cross 
fades, mix Stevie Wonder 'Another Star' I Motown), 
Eddie Henderson 'Say You W Hi' (Capitol), 1.1040 

Lisho Square' (MCA LP). Cell Bee 'One Loves (Ill 
IZin, starting at main rhythm break), Love And 
Kiser. 'I've Found love' (3'74 Casablanca LP), and 

Ritchie Family 'African Queens' Polydor LP) - or 
any one of number of current things all will the 

same rhythm sound. Another Moe segue is Rumour 
'Do Nothing Till You Hear From Me' 1 t'erligo) Into 
Plonsr 191y Good Friend James' (Mercury). 

by !AMES HAMILTON 

CELT BEE 
LP) funks Greg Wilson 
(New Brighton Chelsea 
Reach( Geno Wash- 
ington 'Boogie Queen' 
(D.1131) gets Stuart Swann 
(Nantwlch Cheshire Call 

Steve Miller 'Jungle 
Love' (Mercury( rocks 
Alan Farmer iPeniculk 

Matumbi 'After 
Tonight' (Trojan) reg 
gaes Capuchino (Brom 
ley) . Roy Ayers 
'Running Way' (Polydor 
LPi funks Mick Ames 
(Bedford) Kraft 
week 'Europe Endless' 
(Capitol LP) freaks Bob 
Cheek (Lowestoft Hedley 
House) Brick "Duet' 
WS Bang) dunks Leslie 
Scurr (Consett Bottom's 
Up), Alan Osborne 
(WroughWn). kalyan 
'Nies& SloW (MCA) gets 
Baby Bob (Bramcote 
Moor Farm), Johnny 
King (Bristol Scamps) 

Jean Care 'If You 

Manna Go Beck' (Phil 
Inn) adds Ray Robinson 
Leicester Tiffany s), 

Funky Al Bramcote 
Moor Farm, Mr 
%talkie Talkie 'Boogie 
Boogie Baby' (Polydor) 
pops Jay Jay Sewers 
(Ayr Plough) Brian 
Burgess (Thatcham 
Hamilton( Little 
River Band 'Help Is On 
las 44 ay' (EMI) has Andy 
Davids (Earley), Phil 
Black (Barry [ILIUM.) 

Hedges James 
Smith 'Since I Fell For 
You' (London) has Larry 
Foster 1 Hack ney 1 Bob 
Benton (Exeter liniver 
illy Radio( Thelma 
Jones 'Salty Tears' (CBS) 
hits Roger Stanton (Bar- 
ry Boffins). Lib 'Cats 
Eyes' (Philips) lights DJ 
Webster (Sheffield Red 
Lion) Radio Stars 
'Dirty Pictures' (Chine. 
ick) rocks Aubrey Rob- 
ertson (Telford) - 

UK Disco Top Top 50 
ONCE AGAIN SS I emOmalls Ma Casio Ts 1C' pop owe 

71 B riEOM Can 11100cut ewe. 
12 50 YOU 407 "mar (T TARES lessmatesester 
2.1 14 QUIST *LURK IlWas FINN 
24 MOM 1610 Was 4 40 Itss.'s 
n B ineumit Mao Maar, 
re It roues( 011090011041 
77 7S TOOT MONO. JAEN INS 
75 17 his MANOR ORMIS 
re If IOLA COAXING MSS Ores s' 
O "LAM WITTY See Ms 
11 - wort OAT BANANA. INS Gores 

neusere w Ms MEANT Lea Sirs 
13 13 NASA[ R. Sas RI 

14 IS 1 RE ME MIER YESTERDAY, Dams homer 
TS l7 OaseCiii EASY. 017791111111S 
76 79 raft SPIRO SPAS Glebe 
57 .2 BITE YOUR GRANNY IlloSsIlis Sp 
MI MI POW WORM Cavan 
19 311 %HYMAN U Webs 11107607 
.0 ZS DEVIL -SOUR C.J 6 C. 

i 26 DISOCRIANIA USN 
42 SILVER LADY, ORS SAM 
43 BRIM NOUSE GiasmArs 
44 B GOT IT New Tors Ill Adis* 
IS DRAW awry M 

is DO YOUR DANCE Row bows 
47 31 17 AI MT *FOGS 1.4471, 

SO STARDANCE. Shm FANS 
re 12 ROADRUNNER 100igh. Mass 
Io CHOOSING you Laws thew.. 

'REAMERS 
1 YU MA GO AWAY LITTLE ROY 71Has las. CMS 

2 DO ANYTHING YOU MANNA DO Reds (slang 
3 LOOKIN ASTIR NO I, llosteam Rota Ism 
4 00 TA MANNA GET FUNKY ST71 ME Ps 11197. TM 

S GOING Boca TOUT ROOTS Lamont Deter mower Ors 
6 GIVE ME SOME SPIN. lass ens, US Pares, 
7 THE MAGIC'S YOU John Dos 4 Mons, Oshawa POWAN 
S I CANT STOP THE RAIN Deed LOIN Macro. 
9 FROM HERE TO ETERNITY Grope ORS LP 

10 GET YOUR BOOM BOOM L. F asSensma US ha Lam 

THURSDAY (15) Pink 
Panther Disco starts a 
weekly gig at Hoylake 
YMCA. FRIDAY (18) 
Larry Foster and darts 
players are at Bethnal 
Green York Hall, John 
DeSade funks Bearsted 
Tudor House. SATUR- 
DAY (17) Emperor Reeks 
pulverizes Southgate 
Royalty; WEDNESDAY 
(211 Mick Ames hits 

Hereford Castle Hall 
Residencies Include 

Brian M's Deepwater 
Disco at Dundee Tech on 
Monday. Johnny Day 
light's 'midweek mad - 
ness' with new Imports at 
Swindon's Affair. sixties 
oldies with Allen Morgan 
at Canterbury's Coach 
and Horses, Vic Vomit's 
punk rock at Birmingham 
Bull's Head.Wednesday 

SMOKEY ROBINSON 
Smokey at his 

exhilarating best 
on his just 

released song 
Biglime 

Get to the action. 
Go Big Time! 
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DISCOLAND 01.690-5488 
WIMP MK CATION. LONDON SOL 

o woo.. oono. o lbw too t WARS taws** 0. arr.- 
A ...pre stow. 

Pt." 4 wa PA C.01101.0 1M Oar. 
- NNW *We AM 

. Arm Coreeperreeisok reoco 

PULSAR 
NEW SINGLE CHANNEL STROBE 
CONTROLLER FROM PULSAR 

RETAILS £15.00 + VAT 

UNIT 2 

CORAL PARK ESTATE 
HENLEY ROAD 

CAMBRIDGE CB1 3EA 

PANDORA'S BOX 
THE WEST COUNTRY'S DISCO CENTRE 

will Discount Pulsar, Haze. Citronic. DJ 
Soundout. Matamp. Pluto, HEtH, 
Lightmaster. Gouss. Fane, Goodman, 
Optikinetics, Compacta, Fel. etc, etc. etc. 
Mail Order - Record Collections Bought 

FUZZ LIGHTS 
£18.50 

Ahem in stock - 
range of wheels 
amens. ndcrophon 
as end el disco 

accessories 
Lots of secondhand 
eatosonssiert. repairs 
sertricirg hers and 

vainest -hang* 

46.49 COWICK 
STREET 

ST. THOMAS, 
EXETER 

TEL. No. 72460 

DISCOUNTS ON 

rTNING 

FOR HELPFUL SERVICE AND GREAT COFFEE 

dee 

Special Notices 
RAM(1 REV one number 
two news from the rattle, 
world prise. In win only 
11:Ip plus or for 
Meuse one and Two. - 
Maths Gibbon. 44 Treed 

* * ** * * * * * * * * * 
* DINGS DISCO ENTERTAINMENT * * 

& CATERING * 
* We require Foil Time of Semi Professional Disc * 

lockers temper" with o Large Road Show. * lee leave writ waiting ler persons Idling this * 
1/1/101.1110/1. * way site Awl, ghee firm le )11. 

* 77 HARTINGTON STREET, BEDFORD 
l o 1 *wow. IS. lEmurt ...... A. t Ton * 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Disco 

Tweedy Road, Bromley. Kent 
Tel. 01-4649216 

Whether you're king of the road' 

or a one track wally' 

you can get the best advice and info' 

the worst coffee 

the widest range of gear' 

or pictures ol it) 

the best jokes/ 

and silliest prices at Wing! 
so do a turd a favour 

visit Mad Mick 

al Wing Illy me) Disco Centre 
NOW 

ACCESS. B CARD. MAIL ORDER CREDIT 
GENEROUS PART EXCHANGE 

10% DEP UP TO 3 YEARS TO PAY 

Road. Reder. newt, 
land 
ILAIRRINACIL II Its. war 
Ore Nueva (2. ODOM/et 
cassette. moron wads 
Jinglers mid Lees diets 
Miles etc - twit*. 

Promotions. / 4_ Alta 
Mar Ormtreby, neve. 

DON WILLIAM'S ...I. 
cense to Britain. Eddie 
Accrington 
MAME tea PROFIT, 

ts es quantity. a 

anus. Nevi incomes. 
Lunevoteroomork.r-: 

. 

Kerr/ SAADI 
fe WIND Irfl Club 
members - 
Pay, MI AN Saban *sat, 
Sandy. nettrortitaatra 
am* Ina 

. 

ATAX 
GUARAN [IA If 

Read, Low 
SKIS OD* 

AN MOM TANA - Min 
seer and op° OOOOO d 
weft Mow MOM= 
LER. ERIC. Woody. 
rvy,rr please stay. 
Janie* and Margaret 
(The two from IT111 on Re 
WNW 
IlltATIMIt AVMS love 
you. Kevin Materiel 

See our Adaptability 
Optikinetics Solar 250 and Solar 100B protectors are 

designed to give you an unusually vast range of Disco 

Lighting Effects Hundreds of different images can be 

produced from the wide range of attachments available. 

See the full range of Optikinetics products 
on show at - 

OPTIKINETICS 
Optikinetics Limited 

38 Cromwell Road Luton LLJ31DN Bedfordshire England 
Telephone (0582) 41141' :1 Telex 825115 

SHOPS - RECORD COLLECTORS - Dis 
WHAT'S BELOW IS IMPORTANT 

mewl same. record. W. maws wen, town*. boot* Ww runt*. 
IMPar of Mem memo Not to Ow 4* was the poem. an We have 

au. pages rot soulroc *I pop and .nonnv TM 
we wet row (110 wont* FOR IOve 0ef1 Yew 11 IS Wed.. and overseas row.. 

MEOW S SMALL SAMPLE OF WHAT YOU All FIND IN OUR 
BOOKLET 

ROCK RECORDS IS gob Seem Art A..1 km. Rd Now, hemming, 
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s TOP DISCO SOUNDS 
TOW LAW 

Sire. Tango H Same 
No Ares Norm Re* 
Cernntodor. Owe 

4 P.O. Cher. Jon arno 
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RECORD CORNER 
27 BEDFORD HILL BALHAM 

LONDON. S W 12 SEX 

mamma TOMB, TO 

THE NOUSE Of OLDIES 
Powder Dorrount 

rand new Opp Caldlo,,.o 
now wettable Dyer WOO 
owe Swot 10p b la rg a e 

CRUSIN'k RECORDS LTD 
77 borer Crat*or 
Suss* IRMO Order Onfo 

SONGWRITERS! 
WIN £1,000 

Intl price IMO; ha IWO) 
br ...whey we 

Owen Saver Jubde. 
intetnattuna1 Song Contest 

tortotton two IMP Pita, 
Goon. Final at I... Twee Hell Man. heat. 

Noyerober 71th 
Atty type of song Hitt* 
SI NO NOW FOR 4111 

BROCHURE to 
Mr S Gore . Hap Strew. 

Mancha...0AM 4A -t 
a1 Del mere, 

WI AMMO 

SAVE! SAVE! 
10 Sorglos for Only E. SO 

Any 10 feast.. Iron 1114 Top 
50 end 1.1.1 sent 
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Normal Out Pry, 
Pro. Pal herr 
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et Ow Renee faro 17 SO 
Plod Maven 
111.1. the 
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LA. (41:0 
Send PO/C.o. ewes Order 

STEREO ELECTRONICS 
IT. (Balt* TOWN lb. 

Lange Nell 7111 

11111101111 014IS 1141 
AN I.P. 14% ON nd Poe I 

free 1q Mad, Int Free one. 
ton.. 

'TAO OFFEN Al la ,mgrs moron* 
mowing 101 owl, 110n Punt 

f tee 

FREE TOP 30 
SINGLE I 

WITH MIRY 011Dflt 
Send large SAE fur ha. tort 

code, are.. catalog* It 
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EWERS END ROAD 
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Record Specialists 
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STEREO CASSETTE 
LENDING LIBRARY 

Room 11 Sherwood Noose 
CantwIttoy C T 1 1RL 

CASSETTE 

LENDING LIBRARY 
11111111111M1 MEMBERSHIP 

fill DETAILS AND 
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flow 
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RECORD & TAPES 

WANTED 
All LPs and Casino, 
bought lot up to f I 30 
cash or C2 eii 
change value Bring 
them for send them by 
post for cash only) to 

Record &Tope 
Exchange Ltd. 

90 Goldhawk Road 
Shepherds Bush 

London W12 
Tel 01-749 2930 

teno. SAE Urge emote,. 
<aerie., %Node trod le*, 
also Nought sold aod 
*changed at .0 Waver.. 
Gate tondo. W11 7I **outgo Road Nut...el.., 

Gate London W11 

MISSED THAT HIT SOUND 
WHILE IT WAS AROUND ? 
GET IT FROM THE DEALER WITH ALL 

THE CLASSICS 
All ,he *el* hued *low we ONLY 70p *ash and ar but smelt *Hos* born over 7 000 1111.5 Itsiad at incredible once. SEND 
S A E FOR LIST 
MESA Fernando 
B ACHMAN TURNER OVERDRIVE You Am Seen Notteng TW 
JEFF BECK HOW Solver Lou, 
B EE CIES ../t* talk, 
DAVID BOWIE Sorrow 
JOHN DENVER Ann... Song 
DEREK lb DOMINOS laud 
FATS DOMINO 1111**rry Hal 
FACES Slaty Wee Me 
FLEETWOOD MAC Albatross 
GERRY b PACEMAKERS You R Ne.et Walk Mona 
RICHARD HARRIS is.. Arm. Patk 
MICHAEL JACKSON Ben 
IL TON JOHN PHorwroofoo F rearkm, 
CAROLE RING II Might As Wall Rain Um,. Septanther 
JOHN LENNON low,* 
DON NNII AN Vincent 
MOODY SLUTS Nights In Seen 
MUSSON **ow You 
ELVIS %LI/ Jaolhoum Ruck 
ROLLING STONES Fool To Cr, 
SMALL FACTS NON.. ewe. 
STATUS 0130 Down Deem 
TAMS Hay GO Otto I Bother M. 
IRA b TINA TURNER Rarer Deep Mourn., row" 
Mavis WONDER In,. Ar The %L....n.0114, I., 

ALSO A GREAT BARGAIN 
50 HIT SINGLES 17 } ALL MUST BE PLUS f1 50 TAML A MOTOWN IS 

IF OVERSEAS SO HIT SOUL SINGLES (9 

OLDIES UNLIMITED Department R 

6.12 Stafford Street. St Georges. TELFORD 
Shropshire TF2 9NO 

For all leading makes 
of Disco Equipment 

COOKIES 
DISCO CENTRE 

132 West Street 
Crewe, Cheshire 
Tel. 10270) 4739 

WE SERVE 

THE WHOLE 
DISCO 
WORLD! 

ANYTHING 
YOU FANCY? 
oui fuel how wean tt.tornanr w can upelt at, .,111 

rut raoth y Mae. 
Foil it 

oluuc 
rnE E Oa 

IRfudablfr wish now 
owe hI Pnoneunr 

DISCOPOWF R Cleser MI 
3 1 tyotgyttyte Place 

Chepstow Po* 
...PO/1 Gwent 

Swath Wet* 
TN MONISM OWN 

at: for so., rhor 

DELTIC 
MUSICAL 

PRODUCTIONS LTD. 
Crogeborough 

Sasses 

RADIO SUCCESS 
CAN BE YOURS 

earth the help o1 JIFF 
SE NNE TT terser.*** webs 
DJ and newc.t. for 11....1 
wont wow wow of Our tow 

on .1R.. Coun. 
Wee_ hawed DJ. 

WPC and Contort*, ,at 
Radon 

WHY NOT You> 
Ring 01 722 8111 

Roger Squire Studios 
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farmed 
II1911I1LOS IS, 9 is 
InduRIII I WINN Ilk ft 
reserve Ing l.B sang 
Rem want allsweNT. 
eaalp Sad Mace,* 

ftetallse. diverted or 
*A*4th sr Mill err 

Phalle a natal 
t better. acearn- 

Ry it e I am 
god moo it MElcult 

greet a eel say other 
way Mint Class 424 
MOW Lana East. Moils, 

' Sic hewer 14 

MAIM M IlitracOve, ear 
ware r friendly, sincere 
pork. files girl for 
MOWN. - WilteChria 
Doe No 1142 
WORLDWIDE PEN 
rascal Service 

Halharteigh 
Re Road Ruislip Manor, 
lieeldeees 
AMERICAN GI b. ail 
seeks nice bloke, age 
irrelevant Box No till 
LEWES Is. shy quiet and 
lonely. requires girl 
Mend of similar person- 
ality. ta Surrey areas - 
Boa No 1150 
LONELY LAD seeks 
similar girl likes out- 
doors. Slieffleld area - 
Pim No 1121 
WILLY RIMERS Orna- 
'Anion strolls on 
MALE 11 seeks girl- 
friend Photo please All 
letters answered. - Box 
No 110 
STEVE II looks for 
gimlet friendship with 

understanding girl 
4 Looks unimpor- 

hoe - South Humber - 
side Box No 1185 
NIT LONELY" guy 20 
setters from Ravnaurls 
Phenomenon seeks aim 
liar understanding ft - 
Male to write and meet 
Into music and coun- 
tryside - Box No 1186 
WY IS. tall blonde loony 
into all rock seeks 
aecominoda Von anything 
Is Kent - Urgent 
contact Adrian Box No 
Ills 
N OW TO GET GIRL, 
FRIENDS, what to say, 
how to overcome shyness. 
how to date any girl you 
fancy - SAE for FREE 
details - Dept RM. 38 
Abbeydale. Winter. 
bourne. Bristol 
DIVORCED. LONELY, 
bored need friends' 
Sault.. nod hundreds In 
Leisure Timex, ( R K35 ) 

Chorley. Lanes (50p 
Fortnightly, pay after 
receiving I) 

EAUTIFI'L GIRLS 
from all continents want 
correspondence. friend- 
ship. Marriage. Sample 

(reed (reef - Hermes er g, Box 110650 -SP. 
Berlin IL Germany 
NORTHERN AND Inter- 
national entertainments 
Demo Agency Song- 
irritant, groups, duo's, 
solo singers. jingle 
welter. We have outlets 
far your music to be heard 
by leading record corn - 
patios in UK Canada. 
USA for a short rut to 
Loewe Send with every 
Demo tape or record plus 
DA annual subscription - To E Dunn, Northern 
and International enter. 
tainments, 4 Boswell 
Plate. Wonky Moines. 
Wigan, Lanes Tel Mask 
4Wta... DP Unattached' 
Red new friends through 

/NH Mil. 
purer kiting 

7.,e7"40.4. 

...erred are 
se sew 

&SOW Pee 
-14e.ek 

letelm Deft drat 
snot Irks 

ta visa we 

DO111.11101 

KM Carr Ceintrystde 
Friandalldp Agency Free 

hors - Remorse( 
Vela, Harrogate Tel 
1111011 GPM any erns 
JANIS ROOST for genuine 
?Aerials Introducillorui op 
poet* sex with sincerity 
and thought/Winer' De 
tails tam - Stamp to 
Jane Scot, 1 Rid North 
Street. Quadrant. Blight 
set, flumes BNI SOS 
I.'Pi I. X I' A1. PEN 
PRIENDI, exciting. dif- ferne' Highly corn. prehenlve services 
available Continental 
and other department. - Pr brochures send 
SAE IRMO, PO Boa 54 
Rugby. Rugby Warwtrikahlre 
DOVELINC PARTNER 
Catalogue Select your 
own partners and pen 
friends - For free 
sample, photos, SAE to All. PO Box 100. Sutton, 
Surrey 
POEMS URGENTLY 
WANTED for publica 
lions Send Work for 
Editor's free opinion and 
subscription details - 
Oakland Lie (AN). 9-11 
Kensington High Street, 
London W8 5NP 

For Sale 

L.P.'S WINGS - 
Venus Mars, Telly Say - 

alas. Cassette. Sayer. 
Essex, Carpenters, 
Smokey, 3 Degrees All 
perfect a a. e LI 50p 
each - Box No 11147 

FANTASTIC QUEEN 
concert. photographs 
available, latest tour 
black white only. Set of 
ten 5 x 7 L3 00 Set of Ten 
postcard L2.00 P.0 's to 
Brian Harley. 53 Stormy - 

land Way. Barrhead, 
Glasgow. 
ELVIS PRESLEY The 
King lives an Pin-up 
badge tasteful design 25p 
plus sae I Thomas 
I RM I Flat 2, Springfield 
House, 71 Stourbrldge 
Road, Kidderminster, 
Wore 
CUTTINGS AND draw- 
ings of most pop. film 
T. stars, 1960's Groups 

a e for details. State 
requirements - Val, 28 
Seldon Court, Hand - 

bridge, Chester 
T. REX COLLECTION of 
assorted Items, phone 
Cosham (Hants) 71047 
JAMES DEAN, Monroe. 
Garland, Beatles. Dietr- 
ich selling collection 
magazines, photos. etc.. 
send 50p plus large 
sase for rare example 
photo and lists Other 
stars also available 
Simmons 25 Rutland 
Court, Hove. Sussex. 
PUNK T-SHIRTS "De- 
stroy" red on white, 
small, medium large L2 

plus 25p pAp Stuart 
Reynolds. 361' Thornhill 
Road. Rantrick. Brig- 
house, Yorkshire. 
SKATEBOARD FANS - 
Your T -Shirt Is here' 
-Skateboard Champion" 
colourful and illustrated. 
Small, medium, large f.2 

plus 25p pap. - Stuart 
Reynolds, 36A Thornhill 
Road. Hastrick. Brig- 
house. Yorkshire 
T REX, FANTASTICset 
of ten colour 51n x 349 In 

photos, T Rex. BM UK 
tour Only 12 per set - S. 

Flinders, 5 Main Street. 
Stanton By Dale, likes - 
tone, Derby 
COLOUR CONCERT 
photos. Hands available: 
New Genesis, Floyd, 
Ferry, Heep, Tubes, 
Lizzy, Harley. Tull. also 
Bowie. 74 and '76, Klkl, 
Purple, Blackmore, Dy- 
Ian. Eli). ENO. Essex, 
Hall Oates. Emmylou 
Harris, Sahb, Kiss, 
Zeppelin, Nazareth. 
Queen, Stones. Sparks. 
Stewart. lOcc, Wings etc 

SAE stating Interest. 

for pee 91 reek Wallis, 
159 Hamilton Road, 
London awn. oti(st It SALE cametbs 
or Whorl projectors, Elm ill. 1 Joule Strohm 
and Road Man lights, (I 
lash. 1. Super 115 Add 

per rent VAT postage 
and parking, 75p Fees If 
order of (e0 - florid cash 
with order to Meteor 
Lighting Ltd. jog, jam 
Oyster lane Byfleet, 
Surrey 
PIACCI NOVILLTIVE no, 
tires, certificates, Joke., 
badge., magi. tricks 
SAill for fist - Dept K, Ill 
WInchesteEnad, Bristol 
BSI 3NJ 
GENESIS T-SHIRTS etc. 
Send SAE for details to 
Geoff Parkyn, II Janie 
on lodge, 58 Shepherds 
Hill, ',newton Nti 5RW 
B ADGE COLLECTORS 
read on, Floyd, Sabbath, 
Bowie, ELP, Zeppelin, 
Alex Harvey, Wings, Quo, 
Roxy. Stones, Deep 
Purple. Orkney Rebel, 
Rod Steward, Bad Co. 
Wishbone Ash, Genesis. 
Santana. Feelgood. 10cc, 
Yes, Be -bop, Strawbs, Dr 
Honk. 20p each plus SAE 
Love and Peace. - Julie 
Williams, 7 candy Street, 
London E32L1L. 
MIRA CONCERT photos. 
Eight 7 x 5 good quality 
exciting photos only L2 
25p pap. Satisfaction 
guaranteed Send to - 
Ivan Long, 22 Sparrows 
Herne. Bushey, Huts 
NEIL DIAMOND unique 
photos. SAE details 
Chris. 4 Walnut Grove, 
Trowbridge, Wilts. 
BADGES) JAM, Dam- 
med. Vlbrator8 Yes, 
Ferry. Genesis, 25p post 
free Scarves: Sabbath, 
Quo. Queen, l.iszy, 
Hawk wind, 75p post tree 
Programmes: Feelgood, 
Roxy, Quo 30p post free 
Badge Co 59 Piccadilly, 
Manchester. Many more 
SAE for catalogue, Box 
11614 

Records For Sale 

LARGE SELECTION ex 
juke box records a see. 
ILL*, 47 Chelmsford St 
Weymouth. Dorset 
RECORD FINDING 
service. Those you want 
and can't And. Thou- 
sands In stock - will get if 
not. Any artist, any 
record Just jot down 
those you need and send 
with s a. e Don 137 

Southend Road Wickford, 
Essex 
RAVE -SOUNDS HITS and 
misses large - 20 

Ilrownsbridge Road, 
Soothers, Leamington. 
Warwick. 

IFISMISUIrs 0111101111ALS 
Tilk 46's sad Mists 
1:Latt offers OMMITI 

ELVIS ormolu' ',warn 
recants vole I, 1. a Elsie 
Is Hare firer I'm Wel 
you're right she's gone I 
want you I need you I love 
you. 18 Bellamy Farm 
Road, Shirley. Went 
Midland* AIM AM 
P. FROM Nip sirs from 

5p large a e - 

Thumpers". 24 Beaufort 
Avenue. Blackpool 
CNA irf calf 
GOLDEN oldies avail 
able 114'76 A moat for 
collectors A godsend 
for D l's a e 'Bakery. 
W IG Western Road. 
Have. Brighton, Callers 
Welcome 
TOP NIT singles from 
Hp. large s a 'TRIM 
Records' 220 Victoria 
Road West, Cleveleys. 
Blackpool 
ROD STEWART on 
cassette only 99p! The 
famous (deleted) Python 
Lee Jackson recording 
featuring Rod Stewart 
singing In a Broken 
Dream etc only 99p 
Inclusive tram Fenn -silt 
Watergate, Quadring, 
Spalding. Lines 
RAY /HOUNDS HITS and 
misses, large SAE 20 
Brownsbridge Rod, 
Southern. Leamington, 
Warwick. 
GOLDEN OLDIES ga- 

lore Ex -juke box records 
from 12%p Hundred. of 
01 hits Most mayor stare 
- SAE for lists, Dept Hill. 

82 Vandyke. Street. 
Liverpool L9ORT 
GOLDEN OLDIES. For 
our latest catalogue of 
singles '57 77, send 20p to 
Penny Farthing Sounds, 
Dept 5R, 13 Cranbrook 
Road. Ilford, Essex. 
!Overseas customers 
send 3 international reply 
coupons). 

CHIA RTBUNTING OLD- - 
Rock. 'Anita, pop 57- 

77, buy some. get some 
free Large SAE 52 
Dutton Lane, Eastleigh, 
Hampshire. 
SECOND HAND but 
guaranteed thousands In 
stock. Prices from only 
15p each. Send 20p for list 
to: Dave Banks, 223 
Wllliamthorpe Road, 
North Wingfield, 
Chesterfield 
SINGLES AND albums - SAE. Huge teats 
Stevens. 77a Galsford St, 
Kentish Town, London 
NWS. 
LARGE SELECTION ex 
Juke box records - SAE 
lists, 47 Chelmford 
Street, Weymouth. Dor- 
set 
SERIOUS COLES:C- 
[0Ra: rare 503/60, 
singles, many mint, not 
expenalve - Send large 
SAE, 71 Ashtree Road, 
Newton Hyde, Mulches 
ter 
PAKTBLASTERSI Al, 
WAYS 1,0308 of Rock, 
Soul, Pop. Mamie. - SAE 
24 Southwalk, Middleton, 
Sussex 

Ales col Services 

SONGWRITER RAGA 
UNE f.s. town labor 
rutUanal Sceigeriters As 
e ns -Mears IRIS'. Lamer 
lei. Ireland 
LYRIC WRITERS.' 
Make most of your 
material Details as 

Routh lands Avenue, 
Deseden. Rode ob Trent 
LYRICS WANTED by 
earl, publishing Muse 
- II St A than Avenue. 
Landon W4 
CALL ALL Lyric 
Metiers' Make most of 
your material Details 
towel - 2 Holder Street, 
Recker. (leer land 

Sound Equipment 

REPAIRS. AMPS etc, 
fast efficient service - 
('all Rollo Corner. 01 - 
MO 307 

Wasted 

WANTED: MI ID. posters. 
badges etc Will pay any 
price - Katie 7 

Kirkgate, Tadcaster N. 
Yorks. 
CLIFF RICHARD 
record, photos, any- 
thing. - Write Ur. Diana 
Durrett, 101 Hawthorn 
Avenue, Colchester, E 
w e. 
MUD SCARVES, posters, 
concert and ordinary pica 
and any other material 
wanted urgently. - 
Michael Robinson, 211 
Northstead. Raven- 

thorpe Dewsbury, York- 
shire. 
ABSOLUTELY ANY- 
THING on Amen Corner, 
Fair Weather, Judas 
Jump, singles, pica, etc., 
Anything considered. - 
Write stating price and 
condition Hoe No. 1144 

Records Wanted 

AT THE sign of the 
swinging symbols, Bras. 
Incorporated. Death of a 
Clown, Dave Davies. 
Wheels on Fire, Julie 
Driscoll. Fire, Arthur 
Brown. Me and My Life, 
Tremeloes. Please Please 
Me. Beatles. On red 
Parlophone 
SELL ME your mei 
cassettes. Top prices 
paid Send tapes for cash 
or list with s a e. for best 
cash offer. Maltapes, 
Gwytherin, Abergele, 
Clwyd. 
ALL RECORDS and 
tapes brought or ex 
changed. - Ring 01 749 
2930. 
ALL YOUR unwanted 45 
and LPs bought or part 
exchange for new 
records, large collections 
urgently required. - 
Send record with SAE.. 
I. Moore, Records Ltd, 
Ilea Dunstable Road, 
Luton. Bedfordshire. 

Remold Mime 1opoirdm.17.1117 71 

Foe Club 
TAR MOW 
massy spinning Ideas he 
moor end Your pop store 
personalised in bey 

r broorae. podatf:. 
G M Pi Demo xi 
(-bemoan( Road, Santa 
port. Merseyside, Tel - 

Ann A. MEND stumped 
a6.1 mord envelope for 
details to MEM& WHIM 
Abbe Far Club -- 
Ilighworth. Sonnies Mile' 
7144; 

Peafriends 

TWO SISTERS want male 
Pen Pals In Navy or Alr 
Form 30 35 write In IN Ian's 
Jane and Irene iegruill. 
37 Gcedliffe Street, 'lyre 
Preen. Nottingham 

Situations Vacant 

LOOKING FOR A (1004) 
OPTHE JOIST You are 
only one of many If you 
want to know how to 
Increase your chances a 
securing a Job send a a e 
Purchase Force, RCM 
Express, London WCIV 
IDOL 
LYRIC WRITERS RE 
QUI RED BY RECORD- 
ING COMPANY - 
Details (sae) - SD Sneyd 
Hall Road. Illoxw ich. 
Staffordshire. 

gtuations Wonted 

EXPERIENCED CLUB 
D. J with very large 
record collection Seeks 
employment overseas. 
Box No. 1178 

FOR HIRE 

DIA00 EQUIPMENT. PA 
systems. sound to light 
units, reasonable rates. 
- Newham Audio 
Services 01-6344064. 

Stiotiwriting 

HOLLYWOOD COM- 
PANT need lyric. for new 
songs All types - 
Musical Services, 1306.R, 
North Highland. Holly 
wood. California, eons. 
USA 

NEW POSTERS 

elk * 
FOND( 

- , ON alit 
I IV 959 

- 

SA /RAIN 
QUO IN 

$, STUDIO 

IfW tar TTP sea' 

TM MD' LI 
thine.. DiMers 

L1211 red. PM Sims SI es 

- Node 
SIM 041PAYOUS 

Srreselers, Seabee. lepp, 
am. Cloak Fm. Owes, 
nod. IM rc 
011113 Maw 1Sp 

Ada Be 12 Posters + Sp 

sorb sees poster 

CARDS & POSTERS n... se, IlInsisieliess 

e say it 1 
AI on a ay 

Shir. -AP-4 
III wn Crumwsomtv 

YOUR OWN MESSAGE ON A SAY SHIRT - 
Say meriting .n up to 40 Voter., gland moos., tele sew on lap 
quality shells mewl 5...reship's When =dooms 41414 CHEST SIZE 
and COLOUR I lad chino Also) end type of them Print you, 
rner-ow and pawn, eddy= cleoly SWEA TSH IRIS 14 IS set 
Own I Igh, Blue Black SHIRTS ET GU Red. Nam Yellow. 
B lue ill G,Ivn Black Intivdn P 6 P &knee ADO Guam... 
loth Fade, Ponied toe 11 re cols. Heady Made Dews ago Fe 
opts Delnety 10 dart Cheque* and PO 't to - 

SAY SHIRTS t 1 D. Dept RM 
Bov VI)Gene. Lion ERE I R III III/ Tel (0404) Ill)?) 

GOOD DISCOUNTS ON SULK ORDERS ANY OESIGN PRINTED SEND 
foe BROCHURE. PRICES I DETAILS OF OUR FRE F DESIGN SERVICE 

SMALLS - order form & advertisement rates 
hods oast Coition 

t Frier Orr Amdinps 
I AN ri utiS, RN MOOS. SITUATIONS VACANT 

WOOS von SaiL.e51RU1ENTS TOP SAI I. 

'AMINO 1 OUIFNAIDII 
...IN, mane artmenevemeerellppm wood 

Pale" 
1.1-1,A1 NOTICES PI ASIINAI 

COMMIS 
area newt 'mar a* ley pee **A 

torn AINTATISOMNIS 
or, loading 10. pee, ...re 

Myr Fry no 
nods SOLD or Se, 

l$15 MAMMA 
Atry ny. worst yA.1113A 111FF".311. 

sew GMAT *nano 
VI ID pee wok, edema. meet 

SIMS 0154.tte1ellty 
YV, Pe 

1I law 13 marla3ra 
KM Inn /I imerlm. 
IM La ti ovenoweu 

IN. PFAYerAmrs /sAry Yrs n.0.1 Se woes.. 
pewnwooftwn. se etas Plooerom 

PLEASE PUBLISH my advertisement under the heading 

inseroon(s) commencing issued dated . 

I enclosers cheque/postal order for 

MIRROR 

ALL SMALL ADS MUST II STRICTLY PEE -PAID 

for . 

to cover the cost made payable to RECORD 

F - -H 

-1 

P4."'. 

Address 

Name and address when ,nchodad an prawn mast be read for. 
.Sand completed tone to Smell Ada Dept M. RECORD MIRROR. 40 Long Acne London WC2 

Record Mirror for the best molts 
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.130RING OLD ARTS here 
eo Alamo 

'sale ever fesea4b roe sae 
We tart I se 

oasploomel Man rink 
sad robs protean 
I see dis wwwiras/ Sow 

roe meat peeps mud If I 
Awes Immo fiat mar soave 

Saga es) res. 
Mist r geseas 

I mewl.. and I morn 
doe bat /Hats respect for 
waist :key 'et leave& 
'ammo, of Masai r 
.anal ma of those old 
miry abaft limper. name 
pretty _rate a:metes 
awkes, Nevis* and 
brie* of foreer-orappieg 

/00 dilated tor 
flit /mono. skis ben seeds 
Th- jest doe t make 
crown like the Crown 

00,5/0 There I56) he 
mar Smartie Harlem 

not .don't Nobody slag 
Armagh rhea. eons. in 
) C 2' 

Storm of :otters like 
that pour Into this page 
every week Console 
outwit. Alan. they do 

make groups like the 
( N. mat er these days And 
one of the beat la an 
i.rmilith set up called the 
.art, 
The Darts are amine 

piece outfit born from the 
'ashes of Rocky Sharpe 
and the Razors As well 

singing R and H 
classics the Darts write 
their own songs, have 
signed a major record 
deal with Magnet and will 
unison release their first 
album 

Their stage set up Is 
highly visual with heavy 

a Rita Ray of hope 
invites!. or, tosser 

known R an/ B numbers 
arid marvellously 
refreshing vocal Inter 
play between the varying 
lead angers 

There are eight 
sorted males In this group 
and one lone black Pinta Rita Ray. nee 
Marin 

With black music 
/tspersing into the very 
ethnic I reggae I and the 
very unorigInal most 
disco) It seems startling 
to find that deo wop 
lives' How did nice gill 
like Rita Ray give up a 
convent school for gold 
lame and a chance to be 
the seventies version of 
Ruth Brown and LaVern 
Baker' 

Upper class 
was born in Africa, 

ratted In America and 
then In Britain." explains 
the daughter of a member 
of the diplomatic corps 
"I lived in Washington 
IX' and New York from 
when I was five unit l2 It 
was during the sixties 
when soul was pop You'd 
hear James Brown. Little 
Anthony and the Impe 
Oats. Little Stevie Won. 
der and Patti Labelle and 
the Bluebelle on the 
radio 

'In New York we lived 
In well to do suburb 
that was very upper 
middle class. All we 
talked about In school was 
groups like the Monkees 
We listen to Cousin 
lirucie. a shrill Rosko 
type DJ an the New York 
equivalent of Radio 
One " 

When she was if Rita 
and her eater weft sent to 

very rigid 
school In Brighton 

ley purple drainpipes 
with flowers on them 
.11.1111 go down too well. 
W e had very rough time 
the Bra year rolled to be 
refunds with people of all 
ages but I couldn't In 
school because only 
senior. were allowed In 
certain rooms It was 
boring but you have In 
make a life for yourself. 
don't you' 

"1 didn't hear much in 
the way of music at 
school,' she recollects 
"East during holiday. I 
would always catch up on 
what was happening 
After 'Tears Of A Clown' I 
think lot of soul music 
Just got boring I got Into 
reggae." 

Rita took science 
course which gave her an 
enviable chance to meet 
boys She met Dennis 
thistly, an art student 
who realised that having 
a bass voice meant you 
could either try to be Jim 
Morrison. sing doo - wop 
or be unemployed. He 
opted for singing and so 
began Rocky Sharpe and 
the Razors 

1 don't think he had 
even heard me sing." 
admitted Rita. who had 
passed her 'A levels and 
started business manage 
ment courses In college 

"Originally they 
needed someone to sing 
back ups and Little 
F.s a's 'Locomotion' I 

never got to 'Locomotion' 
but became a permanent 
member of the band I 

wore bobby sos and sang 
songs Ilk. 'ltsspld Cupid' 
and Moro How You Love 
Me'. 

"When we started the 
Darts I decided I wanted 

change of No I 
sewed this gold lame 
outfit with a turban to 
match 

'I didn't really have 
the confidence to get on a 
stage and sing But those 
Ruth Brown numbers tine 
'Mama. lie Treats Your 
Daughter Mean' really 
helped a lot I get told I 

sound like her but it's not 
a conscious effort 

"We don't have to do a 
song exactly the way It 
first sounded to pull It off 
We deliberately tamper 
with the arrangements If 
our version of song Is 
getting too similar to the 
original I go back and 
listen to the record The 
only depressing thing 
about that Is the original 
shows how much you 
have to learn," she 
muses 

Revived 
You don't have to be 95 

Losing doo wop and most 
of the band Is nowhere 
near that age What 
makes the whole thing 
work Is that It's a style of 
music that will never lose 
Its credibility 

"We've revived the 
style of singing but not the 
image that goes with it If 
we wanted that we'd have 
five Fonzies in the group 

"We're not a parody 
outfit We sing It straight 
If the lyrics are animated 
we get Involved with them 

as the (routers did And 
as with new wave bands 
ow songs an short We 
do 12 different wags In an 
hour ands quarter,:' 

Many of them will booth 
the new Ibu m The Darts 
play with old songs the 
way a sesmstrese works 
with old fabric If a large 
piece of fabric 'Doted 
it's left that way If an old 
song Mill has the magic 
ingredients it stays the 
same 

Hy the same token the 
band will make a 
patchwork quilt out of mid 
bits and verses that blend 
well together One med- 
ley features Willy Ma - 

bon 's 'I'm Mad' and parts 
of Lelber and Stoller's 
'Cell Block Number Nine' 
and 'Framed' They aloe 
do the Jamies' 'Simmer- 
time. Summertime', the 
("roasters* 'Young Blood', 
'Shhboom', 'Come Hack 
My Love' and an 
Infectious be hopper 
called 'Daddy tool' 

The Darts don't feel doo 
wop is misunderstood 

simply unknown Oldies 
buffs trade off trivial 
details about original doo 
- woppers like the 
Sparkletones or the Royal 
Teens and bore the pants 
off musical newcomers 

Tie Darts are Living 
proof that you didn't have 
to be around in the (titles 
to fall In love with classic 
vocal phrasing - that 
was the definition of soul 
music If the infectious 
Darts carry It off half as 
well on record as they do 
onstage Britain may start 
producing vocal learns 

the Darts do for H 
and H what new wave is 
doing for rock? Start 
watching your street 
corners RITA RAY Soul manor got boring. 

'Lady Chatterley's Laugher' 
SOME PEOPLE COMPLAIN 1NAT THIS CARTOON STRIP WAS TOO MANY WORP ANIL OOHS 
AND 50 AST rOa A CHANGE. /WING YOU AN oisope WITS ILO eideo aucoays 
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The Stranglers 
No More Heroes 
c/w In The Shadows 

New Single Available Now UP 36300 
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